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CRT Terminals: up-up and away

PolyMorphic Systems row offers the complete, assembled, personal computer system-the POLY 88 System 16. A full 16K system with high speed video display, alphanumeric keyboard, and
cassette program storage. A BASIC software package
providing the most advanced features available in the
personal computing market. Features like PLOT and TIME, which utilize
our video graphics and real-time clock. Others like VERIFY, so that you know your tape is
good before you load another. Or input type-ahead so you can tell your program to run
while the tape is still loading (it stores up to 64 characters of commands or question responses to be executed). All these
plus a complete package of scientttic functions, formatting options, and string capabillties. With the POLY 88 System 16
you can amaze your timesharing friends the very first night!
PolyMorphlc Sy1tem111K BASIC
Size: 11 K bytes.
Scientific Functlon1: Sine, cosine, log, exponential, square root, random number, x to the
ypower.
Form1tted Output • Mulll·llne Function Definition • Siring M•nlpuletlon end Siring
Function• • RHI·Time Clock • Polnt-Plottlng on Video Dl1pley • Arrey dlmen1lon1
llmlted by memory • Ce11ette Save end Load of NemH Program• • Muttlple Stele·
ment1 per Line • Renumber • Memory Load end Store • 8080 Input end Output • II
Then EIH. Input type-ehHd.
Commend1: RUN , LIST, SCA, CLEAR, REN, CONT.
Stltementl: LET, IF, THEN, ELSE, FOR, NEXT, GOTO, ON, EXIT, STOP, END, REM ,
READ, DATA, RESTORE, INPUT, GOSUB, RETURN, PRINT, POKE, OUT.
Bullt In Functlon1: FREE, ABS, SGN, INT, LEN, CHA$, VAL, STA$, ASC, SIN, COS, AND ,
LOG, TIME, WAIT, EXP, SQRT, CALL, PEEK, INP, PLOT.
Sy1tem1 AveHeble. The POLY 88 is available 1n either kit or assembled form. It is suggested that kits be attempted only be persons familiar with d1g1tal circuitry. The following are two
of the systems available.
Sy1tem 2: is a kit consisting of the POLY 88 chassis, CPU, video circuit card, and cassette
interface. Requires keyboard, TV monitor, and cassette recorder for operation. $690
Sy1tem 18: consists of an assembled and tested System 2with16K of memory, keyboard,
TV monttor, cassette recorder, 11 K BASIC and Assembler on cassette tapes . $1995.
Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice.
California residents add 6% sales tax.

Po"'Morohic
Systems

460 Word Drive Santa Barbara.

Ca. 93111(805)967-2351

POLY88
~

+ ICE*

muPro-806

INTEL® MDS

YES, (no terminal req'd ) $3,250.

NO, $5.400. plus terminal cost

YES, phase locked to user

clock ; rate up to 2.86 mHz

NO, emulator resident
programs execute slower
than real time

ALL 16K

LESS THAN 4K (12K +used by
fCE-80 driver)
NO, imposes memory, 1/0
and interrupt restrictions
NO, PL/M· requires 64K disk
system
NO, PL/M' burdened with
typical compiler inefficiences

2727 N. FAIRVIEW AVENUE • TUCSON , ARIZONA USA 85705 • (602) 792-2230 • TWX 910-952- 1377
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F, COMMITIED TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CIRCLE 6
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In May, we introduce a new kind
of service for you - a new addition to the kind of technology assessment articles we publish almost monthly. Next month, our
article on Magnetic Bubble Memories will tell you what magnetic
bubbles are, who holds the first
patent, who holds successive patents - including patent numbers,
dates of issue, conceptual schemes
and their technology thrust.
The material should be of use
to design engineers, to researchers, to market planners, to legal
staffs - primarily to those of you
who always worry about what
should come off your production
lines in the next 2 to 5 years.
We've organized the information to help you assess the extent
to which bubble memory advances could be an aid or a threat,
the extent to which bubble memories could force their way into
your systems designs, the extent
to which you may continue to ignore them. This and future articles of importance to the digital
systems market place will help
you analyze the strength of your
technological base, the protection
your technology possesses, the
proprietary portion of your current and future designs, the early
warning procedures you can setup to anticipate competition.
These problems - more than
ever before - belong to the doma in of the digital systems designer. We aim to help you solve
them with this additional kind of
investigative assessment of important digital technology.
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We've made it very easy
for you to get to all the parts
and components of every
llident disk drive.
You can remove all subassemblies without using a soldering iron. They all either slide
right out, or fold out on hinges.
You can connect an exerciser to troubleshoot without
removing any system cables.
The <legate switch on every
Trident lets you take out one
drive for repairs without
interrupting the others.
And since all critical subassemblies are enclosed to prevent
contamination, they stay clean
when the skins are off.

previously available only in large
disk controller subsystems.
Features like ECC, RPS,
and overlapped seek.
It can control and format
any mix of up to eight Trident
drives-for a total storage
capacity of up to 2.4 billion
bytes online. And it can be
attached to virtually any
micro/minicomputer.

.&::ti- - - -

STATE OF THE ART

If features like these are
important to your growing systems
business, you'll want more data on
the state-of-the-art Trident family. Just
call us at (714) 821-2011, or fill out the
coupon. We'll do the rest.

MAINTENANCE

All this means that when you
need to maintain a Trident, you don't
have to pamper it.
You can take it apart fast. Get the work done simply.
And get it back together fast.
But design excellence is only part of the 'llident story.
Capacities range from 27 to 312 megabytes, and each Trident
model is fully compatible with every other 'llident model.
Each gives you track-following servo technology-plus
one of the lowest cost-per-byte ratios in the industry.

TRIDENT FORMATTER
Our 1150A Formatter is also easy to maintain. It offers
micro/minicomputer systems designers important features

To: California Computer Products, Inc. MS3
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Please tell me all about your Trident Disk Drives.
D I am interested. D I am serious.
Name
Company

Title

-------Phone

Address

L

City

State

Zip

I
I
I
I
.J

positioner uses bit-slice ICs

Ann Arbor makes ov
RO and KSR display term
Alphanumerics. Graphics. Or both .

ompanies sell CRT terminals.
lt.nn Arbor sells creative solutions to
CRT display problems, as well.

We also thrive on tough CRT display
applications. Unique charac ter sets. Unusual graphics. Difficult interfacing. Custom keyboards. Special packaging. You
name it.

Probably at lower cost than anyone
else in the business.

Standard or custom, every terminal
produced is based on a field -proven Ann
Arbor engineering concept. DESIGN Ill
desktop terminals to complement any
office decor. Compact, rugged Series 200
modular terminals that defy industrial
environments. Or barebones board sets
for OEMs who prefer to roll their own .

Contact us at 6107 Jackson Road ,
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 . Tel : 313-769-0926
or TWX : 810-223-6033. Or see our catalog in EEM, Volume One.

I

E Rl'V'llN A.LS, INC

. .. creating new ways to communicate

•With reference to your article on my
positioning system (Octobe r, page 74),
I would like to note that because the algorith ms tha t digitally generate the system's linear velocity ramp produce pulses re presenting small incremental motio n commands - typically on a machine tool as fine as 0.0001 in / pulse
with positioning velocities up to 500
in/min - those algorithms must be perfor med very rapidly . The variety of
programmab le bit -slice integrated circuits now available provides an economical means of performing the fast incremental type of computation of the linear velocity ramp generator of my po·
sitioning system.
HYMIE CUTLER
President
Master Controls Co.
Detroit, Ml

excellence
• Just a quick note to say that Terry
Dollhoff's article on microprocessors
(part one, November) was excellent. It
will make an excellent series - and an
excellent prototype for similar areas.
(And 1 rarely use the word "excellent''. . )

DeAnza Systems
New ID 2000 Series
Provides you with alow cost solution
to your Image Enhancement and Processing Needs.
Take your choice ... We have Systems with 256 , 1024, or 4098
levels of intensity, in color or grey scale, with or without Intensity Transform Tables. Options provide interactive cursors and
cursor controls , overlays and interfaces to most minis.
We have a lot more to say to the world of Image Processing
... and it's all worthwhile .

Da Anza Systems Incorporated
3444 De La Cru z Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408)988-2656
CIRCLE 21
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MIC HAEL RADOW
Telefusion
New York City

correction
• Editor's note: Dollhoff's November
article contained a misprint. The routine on page 69 should read

LOOP

CLR
LOA
BSR
STA
ROR
DEC
BNE
BSR
INC
STA
BSR

PORT
B
WAIT
A PORT
A
B
LOOP
WA IT
A
PORT
WAIT

Coniplete Control.

Introducing IMSAI 8048 Single Board Control Computer.
Complete Control System

GENTLEMEN:

Intel developed the world's first single
chip microcomputer. IMSAI has built the
system to put it to work . Instantly!
Presenting the IMSAI Single Board
Control Computer. A complete programmable computer and hardware control
system on an 8 'h" x 10" board.
Just plug in the power source (a 5V
power supply or a 6V battery will do),
connect the equipment you want to regulate , and yo u're up and running.
In co mplete control.

I want instant control!

O Send ROM Computer Kit $249'
O Send EROM Computer Kit $399
O Send assemb led ROM Computer $299'
O Send assembled EROM Computer $499
O Send 5V power supply $99
•June delivery.
Che ck/ MO enclosed. Amt.$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Charge my: 0 BAC 0 M IC
# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ __

Sig. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D Send more information . O Have salesman ca ll.

The Chip Designed for Control
Intel designed the 8048/8748 single chip
microcomputer with one thought in mind .
Complete control. Everything you need is
there: CPU. RAM , IK ROM /E ROM . 1/ 0 ,
timer/ counter, interrupts ...
The works.

The Board That ~plements It Instantly
You can be running hardware configurations today. Without addi ng a single
component.
The IMSAI Control Computer is RS23 2
compatible, which means you can interface
just about any peripheral available. There
are 12 quasi-bidirectional 110 lines w ith
handshaking, and 14 more regular 110

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lines, 5 heavy duty relays, and Teletype and
audio cassette interfa ces. Plus, a 24 pad
hexadecimal keyboard and a 9-digit LED
hex display . All on one board.
There 's already an extra l K of RAM on
board , plus sockets for another 1K of
RAM and 2K of ROM /E ROM . Still need
more memory? The I MSAI 8048 allows
expansion up to 64K of RAM off board.
In short, everythi ng you need to make
tomorrow 's designs today's reality. On one
board!
Now, that's control.
For instant control, use the coupon provided.

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State/ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IMSAI Manufacturing Corporation
14860 Wicks Blvd.
San Leandro , CA 94577
(415) 483-2093 TWX 910-366-7287

CIRCLE 22
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With help from dual microprocessors ,
carousel accesses 16 3M-type cartridges
Incorporating dual Intel 8080 micro·
processors to control all facets of its
operation, a recently introduced carousel storage system houses and accesses
up to 16 3M-type quarter-inch tape
cartridges in a removable pack. The system's chief designer claims that designing a similar system without using microprocessors would have proved prohibitively expensive.
James Bauch, product manager at
National Computer Systems, Minneapolis, explains that the firm's Carousel
5200 is aimed at applications in which
large amounts of storage are more important than fast response time . The
32-Mbyte system can load a cartridge
into a read/write station in 2 .7 sec, can
index its 16-slot carousel pack by one

1-- -----------1

I

slot position in 0.65 sec, and can move
the pack eight positions in 1.55 sec.
Dual micros aid operation. Though
it superficially resembles a 35-mm circular slide projector , the system doesn' t

Duplicating the system's
functions without
microprocessors would
have proved , expensive.
handle its tape cartridges like a slide
projector handles slides. Each cartridge
is positively held by springs in the pack ;
when the system wants to read or
write data on a cartridge it must grab
the cartridge with a pair of mechanical
arms, pluck the holding springs aside
and , aided by a downward force from

CPU
(8080)

Carousal 5200 houses 16 3M-type tape car·
tridges in a removable pack and can load a
cartridge into a read/write station in 2 .7 sac.

CPU
(8080)

Timing

--,
I

II

I
I
I

I
I

Bus
Control

Jr Interrupt

Bu s
Control

-t

Interrupt

I

I
I
I

I
I

___ _ ____ .JI

1----- 1

8080 Bus

Read/Write
&
Control

Read/Write

&

Port Select

Carousel
Control

Control

Operator
Panel

Address
Switch

Address
Decode

Read/Write Stations
Port
0

0

Port
1

2
Read/Write Station Select/Mux

User Interface

To All
Bus
Devices

Dual Intel 8080 microprocessors in the cartridge-storage system perform interfacing functions and handle routine housekeeping tasks.
Thay also keep track of the cartridge-pack's position and optimize the pack's rotational speed as it moves to access different cartridges.
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Your Single Bored Computer
can be the life of the party.

Just introduce it to these

iCO
Intel's SBCB0/10 Single Board
Computer and Card Cage

iCOM PPBO SBCI MDS
PROM Programmer/ Memory
Expander- Programs 2704 and
2708 EPROMs. Has sockets for up
to BK additional PROM .
Occupies one slot in SBC card
cage. Works with lntellec
MDS-800 too .

iCOM 360-56 SBCB0/ 10 Interface
card-Interfaces iCOM Frugal
FloppyTlt to the Intel SBCB0/ 10.
Includes software driver PROM
and iCOM 's famous FDOS-11
software with macro assembler
and string oriented text editor.
Occupies one slot in SBC card
cage.

iCOM FF36-I Frug1d Floppy™lncludes disk drive with daisy
chain capability, proven IBM
compatible controller, all cables
and connectors. Al.so available as
a completely packaged system.
MDS version available, too .

techno logy tren ds
an overspring, lower the ca rt ridge until
i1 is properly positio ned in a slot.
A fee dback mechanism warn s if the
cartridge is incorrec tl y oriented, according to Bauch. If not , the arms retrac t
and the system forces the cartridge horizon tally into a 3M-type read/w rite station. One system can contain up t o
fo ur of these stations .
Unattended operation . The system
ope rates unattende d ; it indexes, loads,
processes an d unloads ca rtridges automatically . It can thus copy data , sort
files, upda te information and spool re-

ports as req uired.
The system keeps track of the cartridge-pack's position by counting signals generated by a tooled plastic part
housed on the pack's hub. Each time
the part encounters one of 16 notches
in the hub , it outputs a signal; by counting how many signals have occurred
since generation of a "home " signal,
the system can determine the pack's
position . Once it knows that position ,
the storage system can optimize the
pack's rotational speed if it must move
to another position , says Bauch.

cu rrently in force . The FCC grants approval o nly after testing a designer's
work itself , not after merely examining a re port on the work.
Because the Videocube is already in
use in two FCC-approved tv games, future equipment that incorporates it
300n Output

-60dB
Switch
External
Antenna
Ou tp ut
Filter

Strong fibers hasten lightwave comm
~
Mod.

RF
Osc .

Shown supporting 5 kg in photo at left
and capable of withstanding pulling
forces of up to 600 ,000 lbs/in2, a glass
fiber developed at Bell Labs could reduce the cost of lightguides for optical
communication and improve their resistance to deterioration. The development could speed the commercial implemen tation of lightwave communication systems. Developed primar ily by Charles Kurkj ian
(holding fiber) and Harold Schonhorn (looking on as Hargovind Vaziran i releases the
5 kg weight), the fiber's fabr ication process involves reducing flaws in glass surfaces
before and during fabrication and protecting each finished f iber with a coating of
organic resin. The researchers first fire-polish a synthetic silica rod with an oxyhydro gen torch to remove surface defects, then soften it in a clean env ironment with a
focused laser beam (part of the production apparatus is adjusted by researcher Tom
Miller in photo at right) . Drawing a continuous length of f iber from the softened rod,
they immediately coat the fiber, using an applicator developed at the Murray Hill ,
NJ, research facility . Tests indicate the kilometer-length coated fibers - stronger than
stainless steel fibers of the same diameter - could ma intain their strength for years.
Previous high-strength glass fibers were limited to lengths of inches and deteriorated
rapidly when handled or exposed to the atmosphere.

Video interface for
home computers, TV games
Aimed at uses in tv games, home computer systems, home closed-circuit tv
and othe r similar applications, a selfcon tained in te rface transfo rms any
composite video signal into a form suitable fo r display on a home tv screen .
The Videocube's developer claims the
device is the fi rst self-co ntained unit
that - when properly connected -

12
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meets all Federal Communication Commission (FCC) specifications for equipment that feeds signals to tv sets.
Glen Das h explains that previous
interfaces have been "pieced together"
from available components ; their designers have "gambled" that the resulting equipment will meet the FCC specs,
which Dash terms some of the strictest

Video interface accepts composite video
signals at any standard logic level and
outputs an rf signal that can go directly
to a tv's VHF input terminals.

V+O
Red
Videocube

Black

Video
Input

Wh ite

Sync
In put

Typical application of the interface pro·
duces a black and white display. If V =
+5 V, and the open-collector sync and
video inputs are both low, the Video·
cube's output equals about 7 µV. If sync
is high and video low, the output equals
about 200 µV ; a low sync and a high
video produces about 120 µV. Changing
the resistor values adjusts the relative
values of these outputs.

CIRCLE 25
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The concept and design of the Printronix 300
Impact Matrix Line Printer/Plotter
offers you several remarkable
cost/performance advantages.

Like plotting capability
... at no extra cost.
.f
I

It would seem enough to find a 132 column, 300 lpm printer with print
quality others can't match , with an elegantly simple mechan ism that
assures a greater MTBF, and a modular design that dramatically
cuts MTIR. The Printronix 300 offers all of these advantages.
But it also offers plotting capability. At no extra cost.
Because of its unique mechanism , it can put a single dot anywhere
on paper. It forms characters a dot row at a 1ime when printing .
In the plot mode , it can form any pattern a dot at a time upon
command . Drawings. Graphs. Bar codes. Large character
labels. You name it and you can do it on a Printronix 300.
It's a handy capability to have around, and it comes to you
with our compliments ... at no extra charge .. . along with the
other remarkable advantages that make the Printronix 300
your best buy. Send for our brochure. You 'll discover why
the Printronix 300 prints better, will last longer, and
require far less maintenance. That's why it's been
sold with a one-year warranty from the beginning .
Printronix Inc .. 17421 Derian Ave. , Irvine,
California 92714. (714) 549-8272.

technology trends
should experience shorter FCC approval time, says Dash. The two current applications include a ski demonstration
device manufactured by Northeast In-

A self-contained rf
oscillator, modulator and
selector switch, the Videocube
meets all pertinent FCC specs,
claims it s designer.

You know now that
western peripherals
is NUMBER ONE
in Magnetic Tape
Controllers for.
DATA GENERAL

NOVA and I
PDP-11 minicomputers.
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

You should also know
we make the best
Disc Controllers for
these minicomputers too.
For all NOVA's, NOVA-emulators and PDP-11's-Like our
Tape Controllers, the Western Peripherals Disc Controllers
are fully embedded. Engineered to take advantage of the
latest in solid state technology, they offer the best combination of performance, reliability and cost. Features that
make them preferred include: Total DG and DEC software
compatibility, media compatibility, and accommodation of
virtually any cartridge drive including front load, top load,
or 10-high up to 100 megabytes.

0

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

western parlpharals
COMING NEXT MONTH

(714) 991-8700. TWX: 910-591-1687. Cable : WESPER

1100 Claudina Place, Anaheim, CA 92805
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ternational, Marblehead, MA, and a tv
hockey game developed by Executive
Games, Dorchester, MA.
TV-tennis spinoff. The second firm
also manufactures a tv tennis game,
which Dash - currently chief engineer
at Condat, Inc., Dorchester, MA, but
assigned to the MIT Innovation Center, Cambridge, MA - helped develop
while he was a student at MIT. The
game incorporates Videocube-like circuitry, but only after it reached the
market did Dash and his associates
decide to market the Videocube as a
separate 3" package.
The device consists of a self-contained rf oscillator and modulator , a
-60dB selector switch for choosing
between the tv set's external antenna
and the modulator's output and a 300 n
output lead that goes to the tv's VHF
input terminals. Composite video
signals from a game or other source go
to a modulation lead; the device also
requires V+ and ground connections.
Accepting signals from any type of
standard digital logic or linear device ,
the Videocube comes in two models one draws 62 mW @ +16 V, the other
draws 35 mW @ +12 V. Both units interface to tv channel 3.
Typical application. In one typical
circuit, a 47 Kn resistor sets the white
level of the unit's output. That is , when
the interface's sync and video inputs
are both low, its white lead goes to
ground only through the resistor ; th~
Videocube then outputs about 70 µV.
When the sync input goes high , the
output jumps to about 200 µV, and
with a high video input and a low sync
input, the interface's output measures
120 µV. Changing the resistor values
adjusts the relative values of output at
sync, dark screen and light screen , according to Dash.

digital design
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Cheap Ha rdcopy fo r Microprocessor-based Syste ms.

Aha, just as we hoped. You're
not as satisfied with your headper-track disc supplier as you'd
like to be. As you have a right
to be.
Who knows what isn't
quite right. Maybe your current
supplier can't supply on time .
Maybe what he's supplying
doesn't measure up to the
specs you thought you were
buying. Maybe he's conducting
his business as if these were
the last few days he's going to
be in the business.

But what can you do?
You're locked into existing designs and production deadlines. And changing suppliers
in midstream could put you up
that proverbial creek without a
paddle, right?
Wrong.
Now you can make a
change for the better with very
little change to what you're
doing right now. By changing to
AM COMP.
That's because our 8400
and 8500 Series Disc Memory
Systems come complete with
the interlacing that makes
them readily-adaptable to your
present controller.
And our systems aren't
just readily-adaptable; they're
better systems to adapt to. Performance that's engineered in
before production, and quality
that's maintained throughout
manufacturing. It's a part of
what's making AMCOMP the
new standard by which the
industry judges itself.
Judge for yourself. Just
contact your nearest AMCOMP
office, or AMCOMP, INC.,
686 West Maude Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, phone
(408) 732-7330.
Now, aren't you happy
you didn't tum the page?

AMCOMP

CIRCLE 27
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Our first
DEC compatible memories
for 1977!

LSl-11 Memory

PDP-8 Memory

16K words in a sing le
quad slot (2 option
slots)
Total ly LSl -11
hardware and
software compatible.
Selectable,
on-board refresh
modes:
1. Distributive
refresh mode.
(Monolithic
Systems method)
2. Burst refresh
mode.
(DEC method)
One year warranty
on parts and labor.
$1,195*single
quantity. OEM
discounts available .
Delivery from stock.

Requires 75% less
power than equivalent
core memories (SK
words requires only
0.6A at +5 volts DC) .
Nonvolatile, SK
words fits in a single
OMNIBUS® slot.
Totally PDP-8 A,
E, F or M hardware
and software
com pati ble.
One year warranty
on parts and labor.
$995*single
quantity. OEM
discounts available .
Delivery from stock.

PDP-11 /04/34
Memory
Up to 64K words, with
or without parity, in a
hex wide "SPC" slot.
Totally PDP-11/04/34
hardware and software
compatible .
Expandable in
4K increments to 16K
words, and in 16K
increments to 64K
words.
One year warranty
on parts and labor.
$1495*(16K words)
single quantity. OEM
discounts available.
Delivery from stock.
•.
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On being first
Monolithic Systems
is the innovator in
DEC compatible
memories. From our
first PDP-11 memory
in 1973, our line has
grown to provide
memories for PDP-B's,
11's and the LSl-11.
Add-in's and
add-on's.
In 1977, we will
continue to be first
with DEC compatible
memories, taking
advantage of the
latest memory
technology. And first
in reliability, value
and delivery.
The next first is
yours . When you call
us for DEC compatible
memories.
•Prices for U.S. and Canada only.

DEC compatible
memories ...
from the first.

*f

Monolit~ic

8ftemJ corp

14 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80110
303/770-7400
DEC, LSl-11, PDP-8 & PDP-11
are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corp.

© 1977, Monolithic Systems Corp.
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Multi-level, )JP-based traffic-control system
helps clear jammed Dutch intersections
At some crowded metropolitan intersections, playing in traffic is safe, because traffic hardly ever moves. And
the unpredictability of traffic-flow
changes can often stymie hardwired
traffic-control hardware, which can
only cope with a limited number of
traffic conditions.
Faced with these problems, trafficcontrol engineers in The Netherlands
installed a microprocessor based control system at six intersections near
Eindhoven. Displaying recommended

speeds on successive advisory signs, the
system allows drivers to move "into
step" with the green-light cycles of
successive intersections ; the signs also
warn motorists if they must stop at an
intersection to regain phase with the
green cycle.
Because one of the six intersections
experiences especially heavy traffic
with highly unpredictable patterns, the
engineers provided it with a separate
microprocessor based controller that
interfaces with the supervisory control

Subject to wide and almost unpredictable variations in traffic volume, sequential intersections like this one are ill-suited to control by inflexible, hardwired traffic systems. A microprocessor based system, however, can react readily to such intersections' constantly changing
traffic conditions. (Courtesy Philips Telecommunication Review)
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system. The intersection controller allows traffic-dependent changes in the
crossing's control sequences, unlike the
hardwired system it replaced.
Revamping that hardwired system
to cope with the intersection's growing
traffic volumes would have been expensive and wouldn't have provided
the necessary operating flexibility , according to Philips Telecommunicatie
lndustrie . Indeed , before installing the
µP-based controller at the unpredictable
intersection, the engineers had contemplated scrapping all cyclic traffic controls and trusting that any jams that
developed would eventually correct
themselves.
Solutions lack uniformity. The design
of Philips' all-purpose traffic control
system, of which the Eindhoven controllers form one configuration , grew
out of several considerations, explain
C. J. Krayenbrink and A. Vlaanderen,
who note in the Philips Telecommunication Review that the philosophy of
traffic control has evolved from an
emphasis on safety and junction capacity to a more general emphasis on
traffic management . Hardware must
conform to a variety of requirements
that depend on the relative importance
traffic engineers give to such factors as
minimization of wait and travel times,
priorities for mass transit , pedestrians
and cyclists, and environmental considerations.
One approach to dealing with these
requirements uses a centralized, general-purpose computer hooked to controllers at each intersection . But complicated intersections require complicated communication links with this
computer, and if the computer fails ,
all attached intersection controllers
also fail.
Aware of these drawbacks, the Philips
engineers formulated design goals for
their control system that included:
* Suitability to a variety of control
and supervision functions

DECe RC-11 and RF-11 fixed-head disc ... and
Data General Novadisc® users:

Replace Fixed-Head Disc
with Dataram BULK

CORE

Now, all the remarkable features of Dataram's
BULK CORE memory system are available to you in
a unique storage peripheral with complete interfaces to emulate DEC and Data General fixed-head
discs.
Basic building block of this dramatic, new peripheral is Dataram's BULK CORE module, which
provides 256 kilobytes of storage on a single board.
Eight of these modules can be packaged in a
standard 19" chassis to provide two megabytes of
storage.
To give you more of what you can't get from fixedhead discs. BULK CORE gives you microsecondrange access time, high reliability, and greatly
improved maintainability. And at a price unheard of
for core or semiconductor memory. Until now.
Until Dataram made its BULK CORE memory
system plug-compatible with PDP-11 and Nova®
minicomputers. To provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access time 1/10,000 of FHD
High Throughput
Zero Error Rate
Self-Test for Faull lsolatlon
Hardware & Software Transparent
LED-spotlighted Faull Isolation

•
•
•
•
•
•

256 KB Modularity
Non-Volatile
Non-Mechanical
High MTBF/Low MTTR
Low Power
Parity Check

Reasons enough to find out more about BULK
CORE. If you use a DEC or Data General minicomputer-or any kind-and want to move ahead in
performance, move a BULK CORE into your
system.
PRINCETON-HIGHTSTOWN ROAD
CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512

DATARAM
CORPORATION

TEL:609·799-0071 TWX:510-685-2542

,---------------------' I'd like to learn more about BULK CORE for my
I 0 PDP-11 D Nova D
I 0 Please send information .
I O Please have a salesman contact me.

II
I
I

I
I
I

Name _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
Title

Phone_ _ _ __ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

~

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
City

tate

ip _ _ __

0 Please send me information about Dataram's

L!DD-ON/AD~~memory~~inico_:_puter~-DEC and PDP are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Nova and Novadisc are registered trademarks of Data General.

Canada: Tracan Electronics Corporation, Ontario/ Quebec/ British Columbia• Belglum/Luxembourg/Nethertanda: Synelec Information Systems, (02) 647-67- 12 •France: YAEL, 95(}2224 •Italy: Telcom, s.r.I. 422-8646 • Sweden/Flnland/Norway: Teleinstrument AB, 08-380370 •Spain: Aupoca, (01) 457-53-12 • Swltzertand: lntertest AG, 031 - 224481 •United
Kingdom: Sintrom Ell inor Ltd., (0734) 85464 • WHI Germany/Auatrla: O.E.M. Elektronik GmbH, 0711 -798047 • lndla: Industrial Electronic Instruments, 79281 • larael: K.D.M.
Electronics Ltd., (03) 58232 • Japan: Matsushita Electric Trading Co. Lid .. (03) 435-4552 • Auatralla/New Zealand: Anderson Digital Electronics, (03) 543-2077.
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micro notes
* Ease of programming and reprogramming
* Modularity to allow implementation
of control functions either at local ,
district or area levels
* Minimal total cost and small initial
investment, achieved through the

Logic frame in a microprocessor based in·
tersection controller incorporates processor
and supervisory cards as well as interfaces,
a data communication card, a phase control
unit and memory cards.

ability to build a system that starts
with individual intersections and can
expand to area control.
Three configurations. To meet these
goals, the traffic-control system incorporates an 8-bit parallel microproc-

function either as an intersection controller, a sub-area master controller that
oversees several intersection controllers,
or an area controller that supervises
several sub-area masters.
Split software. To accommodate a
variety of control philosophies , the
system's designers split its software
package into two parts: a standardized
"instrument program" and customer
oriented "traffic data tables" generated
from intersection information provided
by traffic engineers. The instrument
program , which contains subroutines
that implement the system's control
actions , further divides into four heirarchical levels.
The highest of these levels - macro
control - uses the information in the
data tables to generate an intersection's
basic traffic-control program ; it passes
such information as plan number , control mode , cycle-time offset and stage
number to the next lower level - micro
control.
At the micro control level , the system generates on/off commands for
each phase within an operating stage.
Classified as either "forced" or "request ," these commands go to the
next lower stage - phase co ntrol -

Bus
Program
Stack

Stack
Pointer

Address

Address Registers

Control

Sense

Control

Arithmetic
Logic Unit
Data
Registers

Instruction
Register

(7x)

Accu mu la tor
Data

Processor unit in the intersection controller executes an average traffic-control instruction
in 6 µ s. An 8-bit parallel machine with a 52-instruction set, the microprocessor system
can address up to 16K bytes of memory. (Courtesy Philips Telecommunication Review)

essor with a 52-instruction set . The
microprocessor can address up to 16K
bytes of memory and requires about
6µs to process an average instruction in
a traffic-control program.
With the appropriate programming
and modular hardware , the unit can
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where they are transformed into forced
commands after adjustments for such
factors as green timing and clearance
times. At the lowest level - output control - these forced commands then
switch the intersection's traffic lights
and maintain the system's safety factors.

Intel's 8085: a
critical assessment
"The 8085 is a clear advance on the
8080A. It has a single power supply ,
runs 50% faster, uses one package in stead of three, has a better interface
and better interrupt capability. It is directly program compatible with the
8080A, and because , apart from minor
exceptions , instructions take the same
number of clock cycles, any program
optimization will still be valid."
This assessment of the capabilities
of Intel's recently announced 8085 microprocessor , and the MCS-85 microcomputer system it heads , comes from
Jann Barron , editor of Microcomputer
Analysis (subscriptions from Mackintosh Publications , Victoria House , Victoria St ., Luton LUI 5DH , England). In
his December 1976 rundown of the system, he concludes that :
*Users with small 8080A systems
should consider immediate redesigns
with the 8085 ;
*Users with large 8080A systems
shouldn 't consider such redesigns unless performance or tolerancing limitations force them to;
* Users designing new systems should
opt for the 8085 over the 8080A.
System bus the key. The 8085's system bus , which multiplexes data and
address lines , forms the key devel opment in the new MCS-85 system, according to Barron . The bus reduces pinout count on the 8085 and other system components; it incorporates the
bus control and clock logic that in the
MSC-80 microcomputer sys tern require
two additional devices , the 8224 and
the 8228. Bus timing has been improved ,
so storage is used more efficiently
than in the MCS-80 . And the bus is directly extendable to 16 bits ; it will
" clearly be the Intel standard for some
years to come."
The bus operates under the control
of a single-phase, 3-MHz clock , compared with the 8080A's 2-phase, 2-MHz
clock. Eight data lines multiplex with
the microprocessor's eight low-order address lines . Control signals and timing
are different compared with the 8080A;
status signals define the type of interface transfer, and the 8085 's busy-signal logic has been improved. The 8085
also has extended interrupt facilities
and provides "rudimentary" serial input and output; it presents a "rational"
pinout sequence, claims Barron.
User impact. Intel's switch to a single-phase clock will have little effect on
users, because the properties of the

No~amemory

Its fast (access times up to 270 nsec), inexpensive. and flexible (we can add more memory
card capacity, options such as error correction,
parity generation or double word control. and
custom interface).
But we've also made room for some future
improvements.
Unlike other memory systems, the NS-3 is
designed to be compatible with future components
technologies as they come along. For instance,
we're now building NS-3 using 4K RAMs. But when
we introduce 16K RAMs we'll build lhem into
NS-3. Systems houses will be able to use the newer,
advanced-technology NS-3s with no new interfaces to design, no changeover costs or hassles.
Its the memory system you could live happily
ever after with.

r------------------------------------------------,

I
I
I
1

National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara. CA 95051
Gentlemen:
Please send me furlher information on your NS-3 memory system.

Semiconductor technology changes as fast as
greased lightning sliding down a buttered barbers
pole. Thats why we built our new NS-3 memory
system with one eye on today and one eye on
tomorrow.
NS-3 is a completely self-contained memory system built around four 32K x 22 bit memory cards.

NAl\1E _ __

_ _ _ _ _TITLE _ _ _ _ __

COIUPANY

:
I

iI

ADDRESS

I

CITY

STATE

ZIP__

:

L------------------------------------------------J
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mi cro notes
8080A's 2-phase clock have remained
hidden by that microprocessor's 8224
clock generator , says Barron. But deglitching a fully synchronous bus d riv-

The microprocessor's
multiplexed bus reduces
pinout count but requires
31 timing-tolerance
specifications.
en from a regular clock is theoretically
impossible , a property that could cause
problems in systems with a high proportion of DMA or interrupt operations, or
in whi ch several independent microprocessors interconnect.
One disadvantage of the multiplexed
bus lies in the need to demultiplex to
accommodate devices that require a
constant address throughout an interface transfer, continues Barron. But
as Intel extends the MCS-85 system ,
this disadvantage should decline in importance.
Currently, designers who require demultiplexing can use the 8212 8-bit I/O
port, strobed by the 8085's ALE signal.
The port introduces a 30-ns address-line
delay and reduces the 8085's nominal
maximum access time from 575 ns to
545 ns for 3-MHz operation. But overall , " the use of a multiplexed bus provides little performance penalty to microcomputers."
Timing complexities. Barron is highly critical of the large.number of timing
toleran ces (31) specified for the 8085
system bus: "It is really quite unsatisfactory (and unnecessary) to have as
many arbitrary timings in an interface.
It costs money to the vendor , who
commits himself to measure and maintain a large number of parameters, and
it costs money to the user, because it
makes the interface difficult to comprehend and systems hard to design ."
And Intel has neglected to specify
three "key" timings, he claims :
* The relationship between the rising
edge of ALE and a valid address on the
bus , required when the front edge of
ALE gates an address ;
* The relationship between the clock
and the valid address on the bus (or the
rising edge of ALE) , required if the addressed device must use the clock as
a basis for its timings;
* The swi tching time of the 8085's
IO/M, SO and SI interface signals ,
which many devices must use to determine the type of interface transfer.
Overall marks: good. Still, says Barron , "the timing relationships on the
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8085 are far more uniform than on the
8080A, the majority apparently being
related to the falling edge of the clock
rathe r than to arbitrary internal timings
within the microprocessor."
Summarizing his overall assessment
of the 8085 interface as " a considerable
step forward ," Barron offers these
thoughts :
• Efficiency: "The use of a multiplexed
bus provides a useful reduction in pinout count , thereby freeing pinouts for
other purposes .. . This should give the
8085 a competitive advantage in small
systems . . . "
• Compatibility: "The 8085 is broadly
compatible with the 8080A combination . However , the changes in control
signals and bus timings would necessi-

tate considerable redesign of existing
systems that use the 8080A combination . Also , the 8085 bus has less drive
capability than the 8080A combination.
Compatibility really means that the
8085 can use components from the
8080A (family) , not that the 8085 can
replace the 8080A combination in current designs."
• Speed: "The 8085 bus is considerably more efficient than the 8080A combination ... At 3 MHz, the 8085 can
operate at full speed using standard
450-ns store , whereas the 8080A-l
would requi re 250-ns store and be more
difficult to engineer ... Selected faster
versions of the 8085 should be practical, operating at rates up to 5 MHz or
beyond."

With master/slave CPU architecture,
development system serves several CPUs
To allow microprocessor-system designers to choose between several
CPUs, an instrument manufacturer
has recently unveiled two microprocessor development systems that accommodate both Intel 8080 and Motorola 6800 microprocessors . The firm
will provide development capability
for the Zilog Z80 late this summer,
and it will also support new microprocessors as they appear .

Key to the Tektronix 8002 µP
Lab - and its less extensive 8001
counterpart - is a master/ slave CPU
architecture that allows the systems
to emulate different microprocessors
with no hardware reconfiguration
other than the change of a slave CPU
and emulator cable. The 8002 sys tem
can simultaneously accomm odate up
to three such slave CPU cards, each
emulating a different microprocessor.

Microprocessor-system developer enters and ed its programs on a Tektroni x 8002 µP Lab.
By changing a slave CPU card and an in-circuit emulati cin cable (visibl e in front of the development syste m's dual floppy-disk drives), the user can develop software and integrate it
with hardware fo r bot h 8080· and 6800-based syste ms; future cards will accommod ate the
zao and other microprocessors.

CIRCLE 36
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micro notes

Slave CPU

Slave CPU
(optional)

Optional
eripherals

RS 232C
Interface

PROM
Sockets

Disk

Optional
PROM
Programmer

Master CPU

TTY Or
CRT

System Bus

Common
Memory 16K
(optional 64K)

Master
Memory

Assembler
CPU

16K

A Signetics 2650 constitutes the development system's master CPU; a Zilog ZSO, its
assembler CPU, helps optimize program assembly time.

Three-level integration. According
to the Beaverton, OR, firm, with the
8002 a user can create and maintain
files on dual floppy disks, enter programs on a system console, edit those
programs, assemble the source language into object code and store that
code on disk. A slave CPU board lets
the user trace the object code, set

breakpoints and examine registers or
memory, and its cable allows in-circuit emulation of a microprocessor
and its memory in the user's hardware.
Hardware and software integration
proceed in three steps. First, the user
runs and debugs the software on the
slave CPU - the same type as in the
user's system. Next, the 8002 emu-

VALUE MANAGEMENT
Value Engineering and Cost Reduction
By Edward D. Heller,
General Dynamics. Convair Division
Managers! Discover how to establish and carry
out a successful value and cost reduction pro·
gram in your company. Exploit your full
potential for effective management! Learn
about• cost target programs • the value engineering job plan • effective utilization of subcontractors • roadblocks, attitudes, and
creativity • managing the value engineering
program • and much more. 232 pages. $13.95.

!ates the prototype microprocessor
and memory while input and output
functions utilize the prototype hardware through the in-circuit emulation
cable. Finally, the user can program
the object code in 1702 or 2704/
2708 PROMS, using an optional built·
in programmer; the system then runs
the program under slave CPU control to provide trace, breakpoints and
memory and register examinations.
A hardware trace option also lets
the user trace logic transactions in
the prototype hardware and the development system's address and data
buses in real time, adds the firm.
System configurations. The 8002
consists of a mainframe and power
supply, plus a dual floppy-disk system
and controller that can support up to
four disk drives. The mainframe incorporates a Signetics 2650 master
CPU, a 16K dynamic RAM master
memory, a l 6K dynamic RAM common memory (expandable to 64K),
a debug and front-panel 1/0 board ,
a Z80 CPU board to control assembly
and a communications interface board
that provides three RS 232C 1/0 ports
and memory map for the slave CPUs.
The system accepts either Tektronix's
CT8100 CRT terminal or the user's

OPTIMIZATION METHODS FOR
ENGINEERING DESIGN
By Richard L. Fox,
Case Western Reserve University
An engineers comprehensive easy·to·read
reference to computerized design methods and
mathematical programming. Covers everything from simple optimum design problems
to solving the unconstrained minimization
problem. Linear programming, gradient projection, and feasible directions are examined
in relation to design applications.
270 pages, $14.95.

r------------------------------------------------------1
15 Day ExaminaHon Offer
CLIP AND SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send me the book(s) ordered below. A check for $_ _ is
enclosed (residents of Cal., Ga., Ind., La., Mass., N.Y., and N.C.
add sales tax). I understand that I may return any book within
15 days, if not satisfied, for a full and prompt refund. Publisher
pays shipping.
2831 Value Management: Value Engineering and Cost Reduction
by E. D. Heller. $13.95.
o 2078 Optimization Methods for Engineering Design
by R. L. Fox. $14.95.

ORGANIZATION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ POSITION _ _ _ __

D

mail to:

Mail Order Dept.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
Reading, MA 01867
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Tom Edison wasn 't much of a sleeper and midnight
oil could get pretty expensive for a struggling engineer. That may have been the impetus behind his
search for a cheaper, easier source of light .
But, his development in 1879 of an incandescent
lamp with its bamboo filament , certainly lightened
the world 's burdens . And after he designed an
electrical system to operate the lamp , life was
brighter, easier and (in those days, at least), cheaper.
Engineers don 't just complain about problems ... they
do something about 'em . Something Great.
And cost and convenience are still major sources of
inspiration-not to mention longer life and better
operation . Couldn't your equipment benefit from all
four!
Tom Edison turned his sleepless nights into a shining
example ... a Great Moment. You can , too .
For a real sleeper, turn the page. ij;~~~:::-Jll:":::~~

First Class Permit
Number 2342,
Pasadena, Callforn

Business Reply Mail
No postage stamp necessary if mailed In the United States.
Postage will be paid by:

THE

DIGITRAN ~OMPANY
855 South Arroyo Parkway
Pasadena , California 91105

A Great Moment in Digitran Ingenuity
LEDs Light aThumbwheel Switch
last, the first thumbwheel switches lighted by LEDs! Another

All the most popular standard codes ; choice of red or white
LED lighting; ten dial positions; completely interchangeable
with other space-saving switches currently on the market ..
and with all the high-quality features for which Digitran is
famous . Great! (Of course, the bad news is that practically
every other lighted switch on the market is now obsolete .)

reat Innovation by Digitran!
m Edison's electric lamp was a bright idea ... for this day. But
day 's lighted-switch users have spent some sleepless nights
er the use of incandescent lamps. They have limited life,
1ich means disassembling switches to replace bulbs , and the
Jhting usually costs more than the switch . Serious
oblems-especially in high volume products .

The new series 43000
MINISWITCH is a halfinch wide back-mounted modular switch with
all the advantages of
our traditional better
approach to switching
plus " snap-together "
construction .

it Digitran 's " NEW" LED-lighted switches put a gleam in their
es. Virtually infinite life. And the whole switch assembly costs
out the same as unlighted switch from anyone else . Brilliant!

The Series 41000 MINISWITCH is
even more unique-an 8 mm wide
snap-in , front-mounted assembly
that also snaps together without
straps or studs and presents a united appearance on your panel :
no visual separation between
modules.
And while the cost of the LEDlighted MINISWITCHES will brighten your day (and your budget) , the
same switches without lighting are the lowest-priced on the
market today.
Don 't hide your light under a bushel (or whatever) any longer.
Send for the Series 41000 and 43000 product brochures or call
in your Digitran Distributor or Representative right now.
With LED-lighted MINISWITCHES, you can make your designs
a glowing success .
Maybe even have your own Great Moment.
" See Henry since DIG/TRAN came out with their
new LED, lighted switches everyone elses are just as
outmoded as Edison's first light bulb there."

THE

See pages 2720-2725 of 1976·77 EEM Directory for more Digitran
product Information.

DIGITRAN ~OMPANY

A Di vision o f Becton , Dickenson and Com pany ~

855 South Arroyo Parkway· Pasadena, California 91105. Phone: (213) 499-3110. TWX 910-588-3794
Prm ted tn U S A

PLEASE RETURN THIS CARD TO THE DIGITRAN COMPANY
Send a Sales Engineer to see me
Send a Series 41000 MIN/SWITCH Data Sheet
Send a Series 43000 MIN/SWITCH Data Sheet
Send a Series KL MIN/KEY Brochure
Send a Series 24000 DIG/LEVER Data Sheet
Send a Complete Digital Switch Catalog .

This Space Reserved
For the time being read this part of our ad while
sharpening your pencil or something. But watch this
space in future Digitran "Great Moments " series ads
for a special announcement.

Is the purchase of Digital Switch or Keyboard products anticipated!
O No.
What is your application?
__ __ __
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O 1-3 months
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tJ

Are yo u responsible for: O design

O 3-6 months
O 100-500

O specification

O longer
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O purchasing
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RS 232-compatible terminal.
For users with facilities for program
development and assembly, the 8001
provides the in-circuit emulation features of the 8002 but doesn't allow
source code entry and assembly; its
operating system is stored in ROM
rather than on floppy disk. A user can
upgrade an 8001 to an 8002 by adding a master memory card, an assembly CPU card , a floppy-disk drive and
disk operating software.
Assembler commonality. That operating software, dubbed Tekdos, is
specifically tailored for multiple CPU
architecture , according to Tektronix.

The floppy-disk-stored system has its
own protected memory and includes
* File management with utilities
*An interactive text editor
* A system-readiness test
*A relocatable macro assembler for
one microprocessor, selectable at time
of purchase.
Table-driven, the relocatable macro
assembler allows assembler commonality for the microprocessors served
by the system, says Tektronix. And
if the user makes changes in a source
code program, only the routines affected need be reassembled into object code.

RK-11/RK-05 MEDIA

CARTRIDGE
ru11y DEC compatible
The AEO 2200 hard disk subsystem offers complete
compatibility with all RK·11/RK·05, and associated
DEC software. Plugging directly onto the PDP·11
Unibus ~ the 2200 Controller can handle up to 4
drives, providing 4,915,200 16-bit words of economi·
cal storage. The AEO 2200 subsystem is supplied with
Diablo Series 30 or similar type disk drives, and is
available immediately on a 30-60 day delivery basis.
Check our competitive prices below.

\

Bubble memory suits portable storage,
serves smart terminals, word processing
A mass storage , non-volatile 92,304-bit
magnetic bubble memory heads the
list of seven new high technology , solidstate memory circuits announced today
by Texas Instruments:
• The bubble memory;
• A 65K-bit charge-coupled device (CCD)
memory;
• A 16 ,384-bit ultraviolet-light erasable ,
electrically-programmable read-only
memory (EPROM) ;
• A dynamic high performance MOS
RAM ; and
• Four fully static MOS random-access
memories.
Designated the TBMOI 03 , the magnetic bubble memory features high packing density and low access time for reliable solid-state mass storage. Modularity ,
provided by a single chip package, allows
low entry price of $200 coupled with
packaging flexibility and efficiency.
A custom MOS controller is available
to provide microprocessor compatibility
and a family of interface integrated circuits is in development with prototype
availability scheduled for late 1977. The
magnetic bubble memory system is
suited for portable storage.
Applications include intelligent terminals , programmable calculators, data
loggers, word processing, voice storage ,
measurement and test equipment and
disk memory replacement in commercial and military equipment .
The 92K-bit bubble chip is comprised
of a gadolinium-gallium garnet substrate
upon which a magnetic epitaxial film is
grown. The diameter of the magnetic
bubble domains is five microns. Patterns
of permalloy metal are deposited on

the epitaxial film to define the path of
the bubble domains in the presence of
a rotating magnetic field. As the field
rotates , the bubble domains move under
the permalloy pattern in shift register
fashion.
Device architecture is major loop/
minor loop. Data bits are written into
and read out of the major loop ; data
bits are transferred to minor loops for
storage. A total of 157 minor loops ,
each consisting of 641 bubble positions ,
results in a single chip memory storage
capacity of 100,637 bits. However, a
maximum of any 13 of the 157 minor
loops on the chip is allowed to be defective. Therefore , the minimum data
capacity of the remaining 144 good
loops is 92 ,304 bits. Bubble control
functions such as generate, transfer in ,
transfer out , replicate and annihilate
are executed by providing current pulses
through the appropriate control elements on the chip.
The bubble memory is packaged in
a 14-pin dual-in-line module measuring
1.0 x 1.1 x 0.4 inches. The module contains a 92K-bit-bubble chip surrounded
by two orthogonal coils that provide
the rotating magnetic field, a permanent magnet set and a magnetic shield
to protect data from external fields .
Performance specifications at 100
kilohertz operation are access time of
four milliseconds for the first bit , cycle
time for the 144 bit page of 12.8 milliseconds , and an approximate power
consumption of one half watt for con- tinuous operation. Operating temperature initially is 0° to 50°C with a nonvolatile storage range of -40° to 85°C.
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Compare these features
• Direct substitute for RK·11/RK·05 System
• Complete DEC media/software compatibility
• A 2·drive power supply is included with controller
• Complete with Unibus ' and controller·to·drive cables
®Reg. Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

Compare these prices
Quantity 11 with 1 drive unit: $6,255 11.
Quantity 11 with 4 drive units: $14,190 ea.

micro notes
The 65K-bit charge-<:oupled device
(CCD), designated the TMS3064, is organized externally as 65,536 I-bit
words and internally as 16 addressable
4096-bi t serial-parallel-serial (SPS) loops.
A new two-phase coplanar electrode
CCD structure, developed by TI , is
combined with the standard double
poly N-<:hannel silicon-gate MOS process to fabricate the device. This CCD
structure uses ion implant storage wells
allowing the simple two-phase nonoverlapping clock. The two clock and

the chip enable inputs can be driven by
standard MOS-level drivers.
All other inputs have 200 millivolts
of de noise immunity when interfacing
with standard TTL. No pull-up resistors
are required. The three-state output
will drive at least two standard series
74, 74S or 74LS loads without the use
of pull-up resistors.
The maximum data rate is 5 megabits per second. Maximum access time
(at 5 megahertz) is 800 microseconds.
The TMS3064 has a typical operating

600LP

LINE
PRINTERS

$6 000 C~p~~~~~~n~sq~6o~~~

look at therunbers.
It's as easy as 1-2-3.

'

OFF!

line printer costs more
than $18,000, and is usually
delivered in 120 days or more.

2

Digital Associates Corporation
sells the SAME 600LPM line printer for
only $12,000, and gives you delivery in
30 days or less. You also get the full printer
system, with controller and installation anywhere
in the United States, and it's compatible with DEC,
Data General, DCC, HP, Interdata and other minicomputers.

3

It's this simple! You save $6,000, and at least 90 days in
delivery time!
CALL TOLL FREE!
1-800-243-9054

The largest selection of
100-1000LPM line pri1ters i1 the Y«>rld.

Digital Associates Corporation
1039 E. Main Street, Stamford, Ct., 06902. (203)327-9210
CIRCLE 40
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power dissipation of 300 milliwatts at
5 megahertz and a standby power dissipation of less than 30 milliwatts. The
memory comes in a 16-pin ceramic dualin-Jine package with pin rows on 400mil centers. Designed for operation
over a 0°C to 70°C temperature range
the TMS3064JL has a single-piece price
of $195.
Designated the TMS27 l 6, the EPROM
is a direct plug-in replacement that
doubles the capacity of Tl's 8,192-bit
TMS2708 and TMS27L08 as well as
other 2780s currently on the market,
and one TMS27 l 6 dissipates less total
power than most 2780s with half the
memory capacity.
The TMS27 l 6 has the same package
and pin-outs, the same basic chip design
and circuitry, the same power supplies
and power requirements so that the
new 16K-bit device may be plugged into all existing 2708 sockets.
Other TMS2716 features include:
•Production proven N-channel silicongate technology for ready availability.
•Low power consumption, 375 mW
typical.
•Guaranteed de noise immunity in both
high and low states so that all inputs
can be driven by series 74 TTL circuits
without use of external pull-up resistors.
The memory circuit, organized as
2048 words of 8-bit length, is designed
for high-density, fixed-memory applications requiring low power dissipation ,
fast turnarounds, and/or program changes.
Maximum access and minimum cycle
times are 450 nanoseconds. The data
outputs of the TMS27 l 6 are three-state
for OR-tying multiple devices on a common bus.
The EPROM can be erased by exposing the chip through che transparent
quartz lid to high-intensity ultraviolet
light. Existing PROM/EPROM programmers can be used with the TMS2716
since it has the same programming characteristics as the 2708s now in common
use. The TMS27 l 6JL is supplied in a
24-pin dual-in-line ceramic package
designed for insertion in mounting-hole
rows on 600-mil centers and operates
for 0°C to 70°C. It is available now at
$54.75 each in lOOs.
The high-performance 4096-bit, 16pin dynamic RAM expands Tl's line of
dynamic memories to 14 devices, making
TI a supplier with 4K dynamic RAMs
in 16, 18 and 22-pin versions.
Designated the TMS4027, the new

in 100 piece quantities .
The four fully static random access
memory (RAM) circuits are designated
TMS4044 and TMS4047 (organized
:!:sv);
1024 x 4). Each type comes in four
speed ranges: 450, 300, 200 and 150
• Low power 460 mW active, 27 mW
nanosecond maximum access times .
standby (maximum);
Since the RAMs are fully static, no clock,
• Common 1/0 capability;
refresh or timing strobe inputs are re• Gated RAS , RAS-only refresh, and
quired. All operate from single +5 volt
page-mode capability~
• Input latches for addresses, chip select, supplies and are fully TTL compatible.
A three-state output and a chip select
and data in;
• Three-state TTL-compatible high-drive make memory expansion simple.
Typical operating power dissipation
outputs;
for the 200 nanosecond versions is Jess
• Output data latched and valid into
next cycle.
than 325 milliwatts. All offer identical
The TMS4027, a 4096 word x 1
performance, with the TMS4046 and
bit MOS random access memory fabriTMS4047 series offering an additional
cated with Tl's N-channel silicon-gate
feature of power down operation with
process, uses a single transistor storage
very low power consumption of less
cell with new dynamic storage and conthan 10 milliwatts. The TMS4044 and
trol circuits, achieving high performance TMS4045 are packaged in an 18-pin
and low power dissipation. The multipackage; the TMS4046 and TMS4047 ,
plexing/latching of address inputs allows in a 20-pin package.
it to be packaged in a 16-pin 300 milAll the RAMs have fully decoded
pin-row DIP , reducing memory board
clirect addressing and are available in
space requirements by 40 percent over
plastic or ceramic DIP rated over a
22-pin packages.
temperature range of 0°C to 70°C.
System advantages of using the TMSPrices in 100-piece quantities for
4027 include: direct interfacing with
parts in plastic DIP (with N suffix) range
TIL, elimination of external interface
from $12.40 for devices with 450 nanoregister, reduction of address lines to
second maximum access times, to $20.15
only six low-capacity lines , increased
for those with 150 nanosecond access
times. Prototype quantities are available
noise immunity, and a choice of two
now. Texas Instruments, Incorporated ,
chip-select methods, and the al..>ility
Inquiry Fulfillment Service, P.O. Box
to add read-modify-write page mode ,
or RAS only refresh modes. Price: $19.20 1443 , M/S 669, Houston , TX 77001.

RAM features:
• 150 nanosecond access time, 320 nanosecond cycle time;
• :!: 10% power supply tolerance (+ l 2V,

Hardware and services
Floppy system for S-100 bus. FDS-2
floppy disk system utilizes the iCOM
Frugal Floppy and iCom's executive
system, text editor and assembler. It
also incorporates an executive handler ,
which provides for all 1/0 vector assignments, 1/0 device handlers , USART
and CPU initialization and program relocation requirements, transparent to
the operating system. A source copy of
the executive handler supports sophisticated users in building more complex
operating environments. The 2-drive
system comes in an 8.75" H x 17" W x
20" D cabinet and includes power supplies, RFI filter, fan and all necessary
cables and connectors. Define end system and port assignments plus options
when ordering; OEM and dealer discounts available. Synetic Designs Co. ,
P.O. Box 2627, Pomona, CA 91766.
(714) 629-1974
Circle 158
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B·BIG DISK,4-CPU

pCONTRDllER

rur DEC/OGG so~ware

The new AEO 8000 mass storage system with microprogrammable controller can be completely integrated
into your DEC or Data General system. You can now
enjoy patch-free use of any OS changes generated by
the mainframe manufacturer, because AED's emula·
tion capability ensures continuous compatibility to
standard software. Add to this AED 8000's unique
ability to serve up to 4 CPUs per controller at the same
time, its built-in Error Correction System, and a multiple-register scroll that displays mainframe register
information plus valuable diagnostic data, and you'll
see why the AED 8000 is way ahead of the competi·
tion. AEO's field-proven reliability and fast 45-60 day
delivery make the AED 8000 mass storage system a
serious contender for your disk dollars.

Compare these features
AED 8000
Megabytes per drive

67.4"'260

No . of drives per controller

1"'8

Megabvtes per controller

540~2.000

No. of CPU's per controller

4

18·hit transfer rate

1.6 µS

16·bit buffer

266

Error Correction Code
Bootstrap
Micro-processor

by controller
tPL in controller
40 ns. 24 bits

• Emulates DEC/DGC controller

Yes

• Macro Instruction Coda

yes

• Data Scanning 6 Manavement in contmllel
• Variable Sector Length
• CPU to CPU

transfen

DEC
DBC
40
92
8
4

320
388

8.4 µI

2.5 !!!

6

8

CPU ROI

nene

....

illCPU

micro notes
Universal development system. Designated the 8/16, this development system comes with Quickrun, an in-memmory operating system for developing
8080 or 6800 programs. The system
runs in 32K bytes and consists of a monitor/debugger, an editor and an assembler. all co-resident in memory with
source- and object-code workspace. The
Quickrun package lets you allocate 20K
bytes of user memory as desired be-

exchange at 300 to 9600 baud . Price :
$89.95 in kit, $119.95 assembled. Add
5% for mail orders; 10% if COD. PerCom Data Co., 4021 Windsor , Garland,
TX 75042. (214) 276-1968 Circle 157

S-100 microcomputer. The vector 1
includes custom cabinet 18-slot motherboard, S-100 bus with 6 connectors,
power supply (18A, 8V; 2A, ±.16V),
fan, card supports and guides for 6
cards, all hardware , wire and solder. Its
8080-based CPU board has 8-level vectored priority interrupts, current status
register and dual-mode , real-time clock.
A PROM/ RAM board houses 1K RAM
and has room for 2K of type l 702A
ROM. You also get a 512-byte monitor
for use with Tarbell cassette and Altair,
lmsai or Polymorphic 1/ 0 boards. The
unit requires an 1/0 board and terminal
or a video board, keyboard and moni-

tween source code, object code and symbol table. The system's screen based editor and monitor/ debugger are designed
around a 20,000-char./sec CRT display ;
the entire screen can be rewritten in
50 ms. Wifb a Microemulator in-circuit
emulation option, you can single-step,
slow-step or trace execution through
critical program areas. Price for a system that serves either the 8080 or the
6800, plus 32K bytes of memory, dual
cassette tapes and CRT console : $5275.
Microkit , 2180 Colorado Ave., Santa
Monica , CA 90404. (213) 828-8539
Circle 163
Cassette/RS 232 card for S-100 bus.
Designated CI-812, this dual-function
card combines interfacing functions
normally requiring two or three PC
cards. Its cassette interface phase encodes (Manchester/Biphase) at the KC

Standard rate of 30 bytes/second and
at 60, 120 or 240 bytes/second for rapid loading of frequently used programs.
The cassette interface record and playback circuits are completely independent, and the RS 232 terminal interface is full duplex and provides for data
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ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTERS

BEAVERTON, OR 97005
8105 SW Nimbu s Ave
1503)-644 - 2314
BERKELEY, CA 94710
104 4 University Ave
1415 )- 845-5300
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
820 Broadway
1213)- 451-0713
DENVER. CO 80211
2839 W 44th Ave
1303 )- 458 -5 444
ALBUQUERQUE, "NM 87110
3120 San Mateo N . E
1505 )- 883-828 2 ; 883 - 8 283
TUCSON . AZ 85711
4941 Ea st 29th St
1602 )-748 -73 63
LINCOLN , NB 68503
611 N 27th St
Suite 9
140 2 )-4 74 - 2800
LITTLE ROCK . AR 72206

2412 Broadway
150 1 )-37 1-0 449
TULSA, OK 74135
5345 Ea s t Forty First St
110 The Annex
19181-664-4564
HOUSTON , TX 77036
5 7 50 81ntltff Dnve Suite 206
1713)-780 - 8981
RICH MONO, VA 23230
4503 West Broa d St
1804)-355-5773
SPRINGFIELD , VA 22150
6605A 8 ack lo c k Rd
1703)-569 -1110
CHARLESTON, W . VA. 25301
Mun icipa l Parking Building
Suite 5
( 3 0 4 )- 345 - 1360
EAGAN, MN 55122
3938 Bea u O ' Ru e Dri ve
1612 )- 452-2567
ANN ARBOR , Ml 48104
310 East Washington Street
13 13 )-995 -7616
WINOSOR LOCKS, CT 06096
63 South Mam S treet
(203)- 627- 0188
PARK RIDGE. IL 60068
517 Tal cott Rd
1312 1- 823-2388

tor. Price: $619 kit, $849 assembled.
Vector Graphic, 717 Lakefield Rd .,
Suite F, Westlake village , CA 91361.
(805) 497-0733
Circle 160

ST. LOUIS , MO 63130
8123 -25 Page 81 vd
13 14 )- 427 - 6116
DAYTON, OHIO 45403
1513)-252 - 6785
BURLINGTON . MA 01B03
120 Cambr;dge St
1617 )-272 - 8770

Intel-compatible data acquisition systems. Model 735 series of data acquisition systems come on PC cards that
plug into the card cages used by the Intel SBC-80/20 computers as well as the
Intel MDS-80 microcomputer development system. The basic system in the
series consists of 16 single-ended or
eight differential analog input channels,
either voltage or current inputs (4-20
mA or 5-50 mA), 12-bit A/D converter, sample and hold, and bus interface.
Throughput rate measures 35 kHz. You
can expand the card to 64 single-ended
or 32 differential voltage or current inputs , up to two 12-bit D/ A converters
with 4-20 mA voltage or current outputs , and a software programmable gain
amplifier. Basic system price : $495.
ADAC Corp., 15 Cummings Park, Woburn , MA 01801. (617) 935-6668
Circle 162

ALBANY, NV 12211
269 Osborne Road
1518 )-459 - 6140
NEW YORK, NV 10018
5 "5 West 39th St
( 212 )-2 21 -1404
ATLANTA. GA 30305
3330 Piedmont Road
1404 )- 231 -1691
TAMPA, FL 33614
5405 B Southern Comfort Blvd
1813 )- 886 - 9890

3330 Peacht r ee Road. Suite 34 3
Atlan ta . Georgia 30326

Have you written Software
fOr Your
•

Altal r

T .M .

COm Puter '
•

The Altair 8800 computer was the first micro
produced for the general public and remains number
one in sales , w ith more than 8,000 mainframes in
the field . The wide acceptance of the Altair computer
and its rapid adaptation to many diversified applicatioris has truly turned the dream of the affordable
computer into a reality.
Yet the machine itself '. remarkable as it is, represents only the beg1nn1ng. The right Software,
tailored to meet a user's specific requirements , is
a vital part of any computer system. MITS wants
to· insure that Altair users everywhere have the
best applications software available today and in
the future . For this reason, a new M ITS subsidiary,
the ALTAIR SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY.
has been formed . Its purpose : to acquire the highest
quality software possible and distribute it nationally
through Altair Computer Centers.
That's where you come in . The ASDC will pay
substantial royalties to the originators of all software accepted into the ASDC library. If you have
written business. industrial or commercial use
software for the Altair 8800. ASDC wants to hear
from you . It is the aim of the ASDC to stimulate
and reward creativity in producing useful software
that makes those dreams of "computers for everyone"
come true . The ASDC will select only software that
measures up to its high standards for system
design , coding and documentation . The software
will then be further
documented and distribAltair Computer Cen uted through
ters around
the country.
information
For more
on how to
submit software to
the ASDC.
ask your Local
AltairCom
puter Center for an
ASDC
Software Submittal
Packet
or contact the ALTAIR
SOFT
WARE DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY.

A subsidiary of MITS

AS
- 1-1c

ALTAIR SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
3330 Peachtree Road, Suite 343

Atlanta , Georgia 30326

404-231-2308
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Ahead In
(III Ie••lnals I

by Leigh Cropper

Now that combinations of the CRT terminal and the microprocessor have become commonplace, so have ads for "intelligent" terminals ; such microprocessor based terminals
appear to OEMs as ideal replacements for rack-mounted
minicomputers in most turnkey systems. The µP terminal
is a package with nearly as much memory and processing
power as a minicomputer, and it costs little more than the
terminals of a few years ago, which merely replaced Teletypes. As µPs and support chips proliferate, their further impact on terminals should be profound. What can OEMs expect? What pitfalls do they face? What new features will appear? What about prices? And what about new display
technologies?
Before I can try to answer these questions, I must take a
look at the current breed of µP terminals . Terminals are
often described as "intelligent" or "programmable." "Intelligent" implies that a unit has processing power available
to the user , while "programmable" means that the terminal
contains a processor, but not necessarily that the user has
access to that processor. Unfortunately, neither term tells
the user enough. And " user programmable" can mean:
*The terminal is programmable, but by the time the user
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buys all the hardware options (extra memory, printer, tape
reader, floppy-disk drives) and software (editor, assembler ,
compiler , debugger) necessary for convenient programming,
he has invested about $10,000.
*The terminal is programmable as it stands or with one or
two low-cost options, but only limited changes to an existing program are possible.
*The terminal is programmable and contains a higher-level ,
self-modification routine that assists the user in tailoring the
terminal to specific needs. But the modified program must
reside in RAM and must be backed up by a storage device .
An OEM may find that any or none of these "user programmable" terminals meet these needs. For example, suppose the OEM must assemble a µC operating system that
will drive two or three peripheral devices. To decide if a programmable terminal will do the job, he should ask:
• How much suppor t software is provided by the vendor?
• How difficult and how expensive is interfacing the needed
peripherals? (Consider both hardware and software interfacing.)
Leigh Cropper is a design engineer at Beehive
International, Salt Lake City, UT.

Our data displays are outstanding
solid-state designs with critically
matched magnetics to optimize
the performance levels and
dependability demanded by your
customers. We use the most
advanced engineering and
production techniques to assure
consistency of performance.
No data display is built with more
deliberate attention to quality
and reliability.

Delivery:
1

Experience:

Cooperation:

If you make
top-quality
data terminals,
here are four
reasons to use
Setchell Carlson
CRT display modules
in your system.

We have been in the display
electronics business long enough
to know about rush orders. If you
need it yesterday- we' ll try
to get it to you yesterday.

We've built thousands of displays
for many of the major manufacturers in the country. Perhaps
we already have a unit that would
meet your requirements. With
slight modifications. It would be
less costly than starting from
scratch. If you need a new, ..
special package - we' ll produce
it for you, in the configuration
you want, at minimal expense.
If you're developing a new data
terminal, we will be glad to
cooperate with your terminal
design engineers in reviewing
your exact specifications and
developing the most economical
display possible. And quickly!
Whatever you need, we have the
experience and talent to design
it. And improve it.

But don't take our word. See for yourself by contacting
us today.
You'll come up with your own reasons for using
Setchell Carlson CRT display modules.

530 5th AVE. NW. NEW BRIGHTON, MN. 55112

(612) 633-3131
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• What percentage of the processor's time will be required to
handle terminal functions? Will the remaining time be sufficient to get the job done?
• How hard is adding the application program to the terminal firmware? Are there packaging or memory allocation problems ?
Suppose , on the other hand , that the OEM needs a few
hundred terminals. No hardwired terminal meets the system's specifications, and the OEM plans to adapt a programmable terminal by modifying its firmware. He should ask
such question_s as:
• Is a copy of the source code for the standard terminal
firmware available? On what medium? For how much?
• What support programs and documentation are available
to assist in modifying the firmware?
• What hardware options are required to form a software
development system?
• Will the final program reside in PROMs, in mask ROMs or
in mass storage (to be loaded into RAM)?
• What form of firmware will the vendor ship in production
models of the terminal - the standard form of the special?
As a general precaution , any OEM should assume that
putting together a programmable terminal system will be as
complex as putting together a minicomputer system .
How have programmable terminals evolved ? Some experimentation occurred on CRT terminals in the early sixties , but those devices were expensive research projects that
remained in the laboratory . The first serious market entry
was the IBM 2260 , introduced in 1965. The PDP-8 made its
debut the same ye11r , and the long marriage of the ASR-33
teletypewriter and the minicomputer began. About 1970,
large mainframe manufacturers built terminals that they
sold as part of total computer installations , and independent
terminal manufacturers either second sourced IBM or began
building teleprinter replacements. This first generation of
terminals was characterized by relatively small display memories (usually 1000 characters), diode matrix character generators, limited functions like carriage return, line feed and
home, and J/O speeds of 110, 150 or 300 bps.
From 1970 to 1972, the second genera ti on of terminals
appeared , with several features that have endured , among
them a display size of 80 characters x 24 (or 25) lines , backed
up by a 2K display memory and a ROM character generator.
As designers explored new possibilities, terminals began sporting editing features , protected fields , tab stops , selective
erase and block transmission . The RS 232 interface became
dominant, and l/O speeds increased to about 2400 bps.
The Intel 8008 microprocessor was announced in late
1971 , and during 1972 designers were hard at work blending
hardware and software into workable terminal designs. The
Super Bee, introduced by my firm in 1973 , provided such
features as back tab , cursor sensing and addressing , multiple
display pages , message-oriented block send and I/ O speeds to
9600 bps , all made possible by the microprocessor. Simultaneously, the low-cost terminals grew Jess expensive faster.
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The current generation of terminals is characterized by
more powerful µPs (like the Intel 8080), expandable RAM
and larger ROM character generators with 128-256 characters. They feature programmable function keys, self test ,
easier user programming, expanded I/O capabilities and
1/0 speeds ranging to 19 ,200 bps. And even mo re features
wait in the wings. Let's examine some of them.

displays and display formats
The CRT will remain the dominant display device in terminals for the next few years. Ever since the inception of the
display terminal , designers have relied on the CRT technology
developed by the tv industry . As a result, display formats
hover around the 80 x 24 pattern dictated by the tv scan fre quency of 15 ,750 Hz and the 60 Hz (non-interlaced) frame
rate. Not that users wouldn't stand in line for a display that
holds as many characters as an 81h'' x 11" typed page , if its
price were right. CRT monitors with improved characteristics to allow 90-character x 60-line display are in the works
but they will cost from three to five times as much as monitors currently used in terminals. CRT technology has already
achieved the necessary speed and resolution while meeting
the needs of oscilloscopes and graphic display systems. But
until some price breakthroughs develop , the 80-character x
24-line display will remain king.
Plasma panels remain in the wings , waiting for additional
research to make them cost competitive ; right now they cost
at least an order of magnitude more than CRT monitors.
Plasma panels' inherent memory was once viewed as an advantage , but LSI costs are eroding so fast that by 1980
(when the plasma panel is likely to start making inroads) a
4K x 8 memory will probably cost about $10 and CRT refresh circuitry about $5. So an alternate technology will have
to approach the $100 level for a 2000-character display in
order to spur a wholesale takeover. A large force like IBM
or the tv industry could speed the advance when plasma
panels approach the necessary cost range . But prediction is
a dangerous game. An EIA report of May 1972 (discussed in
Electronic Design, June 22 , 1972) predicted the 1985 advent of the $25 hand-held electronic slide rule . The same report predicted that CRT terminals would match costs with
teletypewriters between 1972 and 197 5. Users are still waiting for a "dumb terminal" to outprice a KSR-33 teletypewriter but the hand-held electronic slide rule is available today at local discoun t stores for $19.95. The report acknowledged that political and economic factors are at least as important as technological ones.
While CRT display technology may not change overnight ,
the rapid decline in memory prices is spurring display memories to multipage sizes. The 4K RAM chip is replacing lK
RAMs and shift registers as the standard display memory
element ; this change makes a 4000-character capacity a natural feature. When 16K RAMs become price competitive
late this year or in 1978, a 16,000-character memory will
cost little more than a 2000-character memory in 1974.

Price
Reliability
Software
Ontel- lntelligent
Terminals

cations controllers and peripheral
The Ontel OP-1 series of userprogrammable intelligent terminals
interfaces.
is designed for today's distributed
Marketed worldwide, the OP-1
data processing requirements .
series is low in cost, flexible and
highly reliable.
Our comprehensive set of software
packages includes diagnostics, an
Contact me today for complete
extensive set of utilities, word
information.
processing, text editing, forms genEdward J. Heinze,
eration , and two high level languages. National Sales Manager
Up to 64K of memory and three
Ontel Corporation
microprocessors are available,
250 Crossways Park Drive
with a full range of communiWoodbury, NY 11797
(516) 364-2121
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A note of caution is in order, however. The 2000-character display memory has set certain standards of versatility
that may be hard to achieve with larger memories. Scrolling,
editing and protected format features are expected to work
at high transmission and reception speeds (9600 and 19,200
bps). With multipage memories, scrolling can be achieved
with clever hardware and software techniques, but full memory editing and formatting will cause significant speed reductions. Designers will probably compromise by editing by
the line and the paragraph, and formatted areas may be restricted to 2000- or 4000-character blocks. Savings in memory and central control circuitry achieved by µPs may be
offset by the cost of special support circuits to assist highspeed search and erase capabilities.
As I've stated the 80 x 24 display format will remain as a
standard; smaller arrays find use only where price and/or
size are governing factors. If there is any de facto standard
emerging in small displays, it is the 3 2 x 16 format found in
the IBM 5100 and the Informer terminal.
A standard format for the word processing terminal remains to appear; 80 x 50 may form a reasonable compromise between typed-page requirements and technological
and cost constraints. An office that uses elite-face typewriters
might like a display as large as 102 x 66 to facilitate alignment with the full dimensions of a typed page, but it could
probably manage nearly as well with a 90 x 60 format. Matching the pica-face format of 85 x 66 is easier; the current line
length of 80 characters would be sufficient. Vertically, 60
lines would be preferable, but 50 may be considered adequate, especially because some typewriters now format with
5 5 lines/page.
All of these formats assume a 5 x 7 or 7 x 9 character dot
matrix, adequate for most applications. But some alphabets
like the Arabic and Russian require greater resolution for
adequate readability. Until now, a large dot matrix like
10 x 16 required a unique design in the display timing logic,
character generator and video dot shifter. But at least one of
the recently announced CRT con trailer I Cs has programmable flexibility in the dot matrix size , as well as in line
length and number of lines, which will make it much easier
to adapt a standard display logic circuit to a larger character
size with fewer characters on the screen. The character generator will have to be changed as well, but that change will
be straightforward for the ROM vendors as soon as sufficient
demand appears.
One of the classic design techniques used to synchronize
a terminal display requires a crystal oscillator to generate the
basic dot frequency; that dot frequency is ·repeatedly divided
to obtain the character, scan (or horizontal sync), line and
page (or vertical sync) frequencies. The crystal frequency is
chosen so that the vertical sync frequency matches the line
frequency; failure to achieve an exact match results in a
"swimming" display: the beat frequency between the magnetic field generated by the power supply transformer and
the vertical deflection frequency causes the characters on
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the screen to shift annoyingly. Expensive magnetic shielding
and changes in the frequency dividing logic can eliminate the
"swim," but a more desirable approach involves synchronizing the beginning of each vertical scan with the line frequency. So far this approach has proved difficult and expensive. Inexpensive and highly stable phase-locked loops prommise to provide the means of synchronizing automatically
with any changes in line frequency , a particularly important
consideration outside of the U.S.

character generators and keyboards
My firm's B500 terminal uses a UV-erasable PROM as a character genera tor, a feature that lets a low-quantity user customize character fo n ts without having to absorb a $1000
ROM-masking charge and agreeing to buy at least a few hundred character generators. The lK x 8 PROM size allows a
128-character set wi th an 8 x 8 matrix for each character;
as larger and faster PROMs appear they can be used to generate 7 x 9, 8 x 12 or larger character fonts.
And as electrically alterable ROMs (EAROMs) become
larger and less expensive, they will become an ideal element
for implementing dynamically programmable character sets.
With such a character generator in a library terminal , the
main computer could change the alphabet displayed by the
terminal each time a user changes languages. But it will probably be about two or three years before such PROMs grow
large enough and cheap enough to be practical. In the meantime, large ROMs can be used to achieve character sets of
256 and up.
A look at today's high-level terminals reveals greatly expanded typewriter keyboards. Extra keys are everywhere ; in
addition to the basic ANSI or typewriter layout, you'll find
numeric pads, function keys arranged in rows and clusters ,
lighted keys, switches and special controls. In an effort to
adapt to many varied users, terminal manufacturers have
kept adding special keys. By making difficult functions possible, manufacturers can't avoid adding complexity to the
simple functions.
Ideally, OEMs would buy the simplest terminal that satisfies their requiremen ts, but usually they must accept a few
functions that they don't need or want in order to get two
or three functions they require. Vendors, on the other hand,
find it necessary to cluster functions to avoid the pitfalls of
too many different versions of their products. Programmable
keyboards provide a compromise solution to this problem ;
they allow the user to specify keycaps and codes for each
key position. The vendor buys a standard keyboard module ,
which connects to a standard terminal, then programs custom PROMs with the user's coding requirements and exchanges the special keycaps as needed. The service isn't free,
but it has two important advantages: It is usually less expensive than a custom terminal design, and it helps keep the keyboard as simple as possible.
OEMs must also serve growing foreign markets. Wages and
manufacturing cost are so high in Europe that it is often
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cheaper to import electronic systems there from the U.S.
But European customers expect vendors to adapt equipment
to exacting national requirements, which require anything
from minor to major changes in keyboards. OEMs can adapt
much more easily if they use a terminal with a programmable
keyboard, especially for countries with low sales volume.
looking ahead, you can see an obvious application in the
market segment for the EAROM as the programmable element in terminal keyboards.
In the next few years keyboard costs should gradually
drop, because:
*Calculators have bred a large number of inexpensive and
reliable keyboard designs, and terminal keyboards should inherit some of their benefits.
* The home computer market will demand a keyboard similar to one used on a terminal, but at very low cost. That
market's potential volume will provide plenty of incentive to
keyboard designers.
* Keyboard electronics are evolving toward one lower-cost
LSI chip.

programmability with EAROMs

As I've pointed out, "programmable" is a fine word if you
want to avoid being specific. In this discussion I'll use a narrow formulation - "keyboard programmable" - which
means that the performance characteristics of a terminal can
be changed by typing at the keyboard. I'll exclude such operations as setting switches, installing or removing straps and
changing parts.
Here's why. In terms of programmability the OEM and
the user would like to be able to easily modify any terminal
function by entering a simple sequence at the keyboard, and
they would like all such changes to persist indefinitely once
they are selected. Existing terminals meet neither need sufficiently. A limited number of terminal functions can be modified by setting switches (usually at the rear of the terminal,
where they are hard to reach and .impossible to see, or inside
the terminal,.which is even worse), by installing straps (inside the terminal, often requiring a soldering iron) or by reprogramming PROMs (which require a PROM programmer
and other backup hardware and software). Such modifications persist once you make them, but they are just as hard
to change the second time.
A µP terminal allows some keyboard programmable feature, but all the changes are lost each time the unit is turned
off. A partial solution is to place the function-change information in mass storage and load it in every time the terminal
is powered on. Enter again the EAROM as an exciting solution to a problem. The next generation of terminals will attain significant versatility with even a small EAROM (-4 x
64). For example, the transmission rate, parity check and
word length (10 or 11 bits) could all be set at the keyboard
by calling up a short conversational routine. On a polling
terminal, the feature could be expanding to allow selection
of the polling address and certain features of the polling pro-
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tocol. As larger EAROMs become available, a dispatching
table could be stored and then changed at will. Thus a user
who wanted to _change the code for "cursor up" from "ESCAPE, A" to "CONTROL, A" could do so by simply changing one or two entries in a table. Other applications will
flourish as designers work further with EAROMs.
But EAROMs also have several disadvantages that will
slow their entry into the terminal area:
*They have slow read speeds (2-10 µs typical).
*They have very slow write and erase speeds (100 ms to 1
sec typical).
*They have no second sources.
*They have awkward word sizes (no 8-bit units).
*They require unusual voltages.
*They are expensive (about 10 times the cost per bit of UV
PRO Ms).
But users can live with these problems, and vendors are working on improvements.

term inal-system software
OEMs who bought the first programmable terminals found
themselves in a position similar to the first µP users; they
had very little support software and very little documentation . But as with µPs, terminal software continues to improve. And much µP software can be adapted for use on a
µP-based terminal by an enterprising OEM. But the buyer
who desires the same kind of software support on a terminal
available in a µP development system will have to search
long and hard. Some terminal manufacturers advertise monitors, compilers, editors and debug programs , and most programmable terminals have a monitor program of sorts, resident in ROM or PROM with the basic terminal program. If
the terminal manufacturer offers such programs, an OEM
should ask some hard questions to find out whether he can
use them:
*What medium - paper tape, PROM/ROM, floppy disk stores the program?
*How does a user load the program into the terminal through a paper-tape reader, a disk drive or PROM sockets?
Does the resident monitor program support transfers from
such devices? If the program lies in ROM/PROM, are there
enough extra sockets in the terminal , or must part of the
basic terminal program be pulled to accommodate another
program?
*How much memory must support program execution? An
assembler will probably require between 4K arid l 2K of
memory for the program itself and another 4K or more of
working storage. Editors and compilers also have substantial
working storage requirements .
*What does the terminal use as an auxiliary storage medium
while editing and assembling?
If the answers to these questions are less than pleasing ,
an OEM may find it advantageous to purchase or lease a µP
development system for the type of µP used in the terminal .
For example, assume that an OEM wants to use a program-

Our 100/200 megabyte OEM disk drives.
Best for you. Best for your customers.
The new ISS 733-10/11 disk drives are the
most advanced random access storage
devices ever designed for the OEM market.
With features that benefit you and your
customers.
For example, exceptional speed in head
positioning and start/stop times.
Compactness . Quietness. Easy waist-h igh
pack loading .
The big news, however, is their fieldupgrade capabilities. The 1OD-megabyte
733-10 can be easily field-upgraded to 200
megabytes. Or you can have 200
megabytes immediate ly with ISS 733-11 .
And both can be ordered with, or
field-upgraded to, dual port .
Advanced interface design
Our interface permits functional
compatibility between ISS 733-10/11 and
most current 40, 80, 100, 150, 200, and
300-megabyte drives. This means min imal
controller modifications, if any.
Performance features
Integral power supply. Tolerates wide power
variations, reduces susceptibility to cycle
sags and brown -outs .
Module select plug. Permits flexibility in
disk address assignments in multi-drive
systems.
Data separation and write data

precompensation. Al l data encodi ng/
decoding is perfo rmed in the drive .
Absolute cylinder addressing. Disk
addressing done in the drive , not the
control ler. Simplifies programming.
Industry standard media. 3336-1 and
3336- 11 or equivalent disk packs .
Programmable sector mark. Allows user to
select sector size to fit his application .
Rotational position sensing. Signals the
system when the desired sector is
approaching the read/write heads .
Increases system throughpu t.
Daisy chaining. Greatly reduces cabling .
Important options
Dual port. ISS 733 -10/11 can be upgraded
from single to dual port in the field . Or
dual port can be installed prior to delivery.
Address mark format. Permits variable
record lengths .
Round-the-clock ISS support
ISS maintains a complete support facility.
Not just spares, but also technical
assistance is available round-the-clock .
Just call.

We'll be glad to send more information
about the ISS 733-10/1 1. Write or cal l ISS
Marketing, 10435 N. Tantau Ave .,
Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 257-6220. ISS
is an operating unit of Sperry Univac.

Technobgical leadership
for the generations ahead.
Spe rry Univac is a division of Spe rry Ran d Corporation
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NEW

FOR

OEM

6110

PAPER TAPE PUNCH
Lowest cost, highest reliability,
easiest to maintain in operation
Epson's precision manufactured, miniature
6110 Paper Tape Punch mechanism offers
high reliability and low unit cost to OEM .
Compare these value features :
• Long life steel punchblock warranted to
process 500 9" reels MTBF.
• Simple design that allows compact size
only 4" high , 4" wide and 6" long .
• Brushless motor for high reliability and
low power consumption .
• Operat ion at 50 characters per second.
• Adjustable tape guide for 5, 6 and 8
channels .
• Easy to design control circuit.
• Price in OEM quantities less than $200 .00.
Complete factory parts , repair and customer
training located at our Torrance main office.
Write or call for
complete Information

....

mable terminal as part of a small data collection station , consisting of the terminal , a frequency counter with an RS 232
interface (or parallel interface if the terminal has one) and a
printer. The system monitors oscillators on an assembly line,
and the counter makes measurements and sends the data to
the terminal. A custom program in the terminal must respond to the interrupt from the counter , read in the data ,
make simple calculations and format the data in an easily
read display. Periodically or on demand , the terminal must
send a page of data to the prin ter as a permanent record. An
output might be added so the terminal could also drive selection machinery to sort the oscillators by frequency . The
custom program is a significant modification to the existing
terminal program, bu t once the new program is written it is
put into RO Ms o r PROMs and used in all such systems.
Therefore , this OEM needs a development system while
he writes and debugs the program . The hardware cost of
such a system is less than the other costs of developing th e
program (programmer salaries, software training courses and
documentation), so the OEM is well advised to lease or rent
a µP development system , which should include a printer,
dual floppy-disk drive, emulator and PROM programmer.
He shoul d acq uire from the termina l vendor a source copy
of the terminal program on a floppy disk . The OEM should
use the development system to edit and add to the terminal
program an d , when the program is assemb led and read y to
debug, connect the emulator system to the programmable
terminal in place of the terminal µP. Then he should load
the program into the terminal RAM and use the emulator
system to debug the program . When the program is de·
bugged , it's programmed into PROMs . For such an appli cation , which requires a fixed , custom program for a turnkey
system, the vita l characteristics of the user programmable
terminal are the µP an d the RAM used while debugging the
program. Once the program is developed , the OEM can probably do without the RAM except for a small scratchpad .
O ther OEMs will cater to end users who want program mable fea tures in their terminals but who have neither the
money nor the software expertise to perform assembly
language programming. They want programmability analogous to that of a programmable calculator. Think of a
terminal as having an instruction set that con sists of "ca rriage return," " line feed ," "clear screen ," " write an A," " insert a B," etc. ; that is , all the functions (display and control) that the terminal normally performs . Add a small set
of new program -oriented terminal funct ions such as conditional branches , compare and 1/ 0 read commands. A programmable function key feature allows the user to ke y in
a program and assign it to a function key and also display
the program and edit it using the normal terminal fun ctions.
Such capab ilities , which allow a non -programmer to write
programs on the te rminal , are sure to appear within a year.
The ability to store such keystroke sequences as a file on
the mass storage of the host CPU is already built into the
BSOO. Some terminals incorporate cartridge or cassette
drives , and you can look for more programmable terminals
to include in tegra l mass storage units , especially now that
floppy-disk cassette-drive controllers are being integrated into single LSI chips . As l 6K R AMs grow cheaper it will become practical to expand a terminal's program memory to
the full addressing limit of the µP (in most cases , 64K).
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10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CONSmER
THE MODEL 40 OEM PRINTER FOR UNDER $2000
INSTEAD OF SOM EELSE'S FOR MORE.
Not only do we at
Teletype charge less for
our printers, we also
give you more quality
and features for your
money. 1. Like a
modular, compact
design with
2. state-of-the-art
CMOS/LSI technology. Don't look for a
pedestal full of electronics
- ours are so advanced everything fits inside the printer so it
can be used as a stand-alone table-top
unit. 3. Speed ranges from 200 to over
400 lpm, 4. with exceptional reliability. 5. We
also offer a simplified
EIA interface-at no extra
cost. 6. Field maintenance is
simple, too. Service intervals are
2000 hours, and built-in diagnostics
cut trouble-shooting time. 7. There's nationwide service back-up,
plus an exchange repair service on everything from printed circuit
cards to major assemblies. 8. Print quality from our fully-formed
characters is sharp and crisp-from the original to the sixth copy. And
we're now offering an optional block-style character font. 9. Parts
commonality between all three printer
models is 80%, for fewer logistical
problems. 10. Last but not least, the
model 40 printers are backed by a
company people have depended
on for nearly 70 years. Teletype.
TELETYPE

'H'
THE TELETYPE®MODEL 40 OEM PRINTER.
·-. .®

NOTHING EVEN COMES CLOSE.

·Teletype is a trademark and service mark registered in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office.

basic black!
it's the
best color
for
stand-by
batteries

®

Carefree
Choose from 32 black beauties.
Everyone is sealed, spill-proof
and has a dual cover. They are
maintenance free and rechargeable. Your most dependable
stand-by computer power.

Reliable, American-Made
Quality. The Black Battery.
It's Carefree.
FAST, NATION-WIDE SERVICE
We're as close as you r phone and
otter FR EE technica l consu lting
to ma tch power sources to yo ur
power needs. We also will c ustom
design batteries tor sp ecial
applications .

EAGLE ~ PICHER

SINCE
1843
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Commercial Products Department DD
P.O . Box 130, Seneca, Mo. 64865
Telephone (417) 776-2258

trends in 1/0
RS 232C asynchronous 1/0 is and will remain the standard
interface for CRT te rminals. Any drawbacks are offset by
the enormous number of devices that use this standard. Current loop interfaces (20 and 60 mA primarily) will remain
popular for maintaining Teletype compatibility and for
cable transmission in high noise environments and over 502000 ft ranges.
Parallel interfaces have been unusual in the past, probably
because of the lack of a standard. With the establishment of
the IEEE 488 parallel interface specification for instruments ,
it will only be a matter of time before terminal manufacturers join the ranks of its users; with its µP power , keyboard
and large display, the programmable terminal is a natural controller for programmable instruments . Another standard of
sorts may arise for parallel interfaces if one of the µP programmable interface chips achieves industry dominance.
Currently most programmable terminals have two or
three 1/0 ports, to which a user can connect the host CPU,
a mass storage device , a printer and other devices. Asterminals grow more powerful, the number of 1/0 ports is sure
to grow. Future term inals will connect to badge readers ,
light pens, product code wands and ins truments as they encroach on the territory of dedicated minicomputers.
Polled terminals, most of which have synchronous interfaces, have suffered from the lack of standards; several
mainframe manu facture rs have produced such units , each
with a different protocol. The word- or byte-oriented protocols, such as IBM's Bi-Sync, have been used almost exclusively, but more recently bit-oriented protocols such as
IBM's SDLC have begun to achieve strong inroads.
Until recently , terminal designers have had to decide on
one or two similar protocols and concentrate their efforts
in those areas, but the semiconductor houses are beginning
to change that approach. During the past few months , several special interface chips have appeared; some operate in
either synchronous or asynchronous mode, and others,
though synchronous only, easily adapt to byte-or bit-oriented protocols. Suddenly designers have the resources to adapt
easily to a variety of interface requirements with the same
basic terminal , an ability that means more competition for
mainframe manufacturers and more options for OEMs.

some final thoughts
It will be only a matte r of time until an OEM can buy a ruggedized terminal . The major problem is obviously the CRT.
Tough , hermetically sealed key switches already exist. The
rest inclu des ICs, passive components, logic boards, connectors and cables, all available in rugged versions. As terminals
serve more tasks in heavy industry, the demand will increase
for units that can tolerate extremes.
The microprocessor based terminal will soon reach a fork
in the road. One rou te leads to a highly adaptable terminal
that will perform more and more functions but will remain
a peripheral device to a host computer. The other route
leads to a standalone, interactive computer that con tains a
CPU, display, keyboard, memory, printer, mass storage and
interface ports. If past tren ds con tinue, prices for terminals
will drop slowly, bu t features will be added to give the OEM
more yalue at a given price.
+
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NEED AN RJS04 DISK
SYSTEM NOW?
Ask for system 70
D Transparent to the RSX 11 M.
D Complete with daisy chain capability
to 2 megabytes.
D Expandable to 32 megabytes.
0 Reliable - it uses STANDARD GI disks.
D Priced right at *$11,460. For
2 megabytes.

NEED #\N RC-11 DISK
SYSTEM NOW?
Ask for system 20
D Compatible to the RC11 .
D Complete with daisy chain capability
to 4 megabytes.
D Expandable to 12 megabytes.
0 Reliable-it uses STANDARD GI disks.
D Priced right at *$13,325. For
2 megabytes.

NEED A NOVAdisc™
SYSTEM NOW?
Ask for system 10
D ROOS compatible.
D Complete with daisy chain . capability to
to 4 megabytes.
D Expandable to 16 megabytes.
D Reliable-it uses STANDARD GI disks.
D Priced right at *$13,325. For
2 megabytes.
*O EM q uantity 50 pricing-end user prici ng o n request .

The GI "move those memories" policy.
When you need a rotating memory, you
need it now. Not a year from now. Our
policy, today, is as it has been right along .
To deliver high quality, high performance
head-per-track rotating memory products
with a maximum of speed and minimum
of red tape. And to stand back of those
products with service, second to none.
We haven't become one of the largest
suppliers of rotating memories with a lot
of fast talk. We 've done it by keeping our
word , not keeping you waiting . Write or
give us a call, today, in most major U.S.
Cities or in Europe. And just watch us
move our memories for you .

I NEED YOU, NOW!
Please send me more data on :
D The RJS04
D The RC 11
D The ROOS
D All your head-per-track rotating
memory systems.

Printer
Receiving

And you'll find
our impact is exceptional.

ThxAslNSIR
Compare the new Model 810
Printer with any other printer
you are using or considering. We
believe you'll find that the 810's
reliable, microprocessorcontrolled printing results in the
highest throughput per dollar
and lowest cost of ownership.
The 810 is ideal not only for
OEM's but as a peripheral
printer for the TI model 770
Intelligent Terminal and the 990
Mini/Micro Computer Family.

Plot our standard features.
The 810 printer has exceptional
standard features too. Like bidirectional printing at 150 cps.
No paper tape programming.
Adjustable tractors for a variety of form widths. A 9 X 7 wire
matrix character font for highquality printing of an original
and 5 copies. Bottom and rear
paper loading. Speeds from 110
to 9600 baud. And 6 or 8 vertical
lines per inch. Add to these the
810's tested reliability and the
result is performance.
Add a full line of options.
With Vertical Forms Control,
you get non-volatile storage of

up to 8 different vertical forms.
And with Forms Length Control, you can have 11 switchselectable stored form lengths,
from 3to14 inches plus 1 programmable form. The compressed printing option lets
you print 132 columns in 81/z
inch width. And foreign character sets are available as
well as interfaces for most
applications.

A company you can rely on.
A valuable feature of any Texas
Instruments product is aftersale support. When you pur-

NfS.
chase your 810 Printer, you're
getting support from a worldwide network of factory-trained
personnel. And contracts are
available for up to 24-hour,
seven-days-per-week service.
With the Model 810, you can
be sure your total cost of ownership is the lowest possible. And
printer performance the highest. For a demonstration of the
Model 810, or more information,
just mail the coupon. Or call
your nearest TI salesoffice, or
0
(713)494-5115, ext.2124~
You'll like the 810's
V
impact.
9-4-00

• Yes! I am interested in the new Model 810 Printer.
· D Please send me more information.
· D Please have your representative call me.
: Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

: Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
: Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
• Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mail to:
Texas Instruments

P. 0. Box 1444, M/S 784

Houston, Texas

77001 •

..........................................................
© 1977, Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
See the new 810 Printer at the Computer Caravan.

IMPROVING CRT·MODULI PIRFORMANCI
IN TODAV'S CRT TIRMINALS
How the systems-design considerations that govern
the readability, stability and reliability of CRT modules
affect the incorporation of those modules in CRT terminals

'•',',·-~

by John Lageman
and John McCabe
,', : • . •. ,• , •, ',, ,•

:,' • : • , :-.·•: .·.·.···,'L;• .·.-:;.:. ;, ..

As computer users expand existing data bases or install smaller systems that utilize such relatively new components as
microprocessors, the video data terminal has become one of
the fastest growing types of computer peripheral. CRT requirements have also changed since the introduction of yesterday's relatively simple data-entry systems ; the large
"middle-of-t;1e-road" market continues to grow , but a pronounced emphasis on more sophisticated terminals that
can display more information on the screen has also appeared.
But increasing the amount of information on a screen
isn't just a matter of using a larger screen ; it requires a major revision of existing technology. A full-page display for
word processing applications that presents 5000 or more
characters places unusual demands on a technology that
originally evolved from commercial television receiver design. Of course , the display device used in such a terminal
need not be a CRT; other display techniques are becoming increasingly available. But in any display of more
than a few words or characters , the low cost per character
of CRT technology will continue to dominate the market
until a major breakthrough occurs in an alternative characterdisplay technology.
A video data terminal is a combination of logic , CRT and
cabinetry design. Because the CRT module is usually the
most expensive single hardware item in such a terminal and
affects all other terminal-design aspects, users of CRT terminals should evaluate the many facets of the module's design.
The primary factors are readability of the characters, stability of the display, reliability and system tradeoffs.
We define a CRT display module (Fig 1) as a cathode
ray tube and the associated electronic circuits required to
drive it. These circuits typically include horizontal and vertical deflection systems, a high-voltage supply and a video
drive system. A CRT module doesn't include any logic or
character generation electronics.
Many variations on the electronic content of a CRT display module exist, depending on the desired display format
and on the approach used in interfacing the module with
the character generation system. Because of the interdependence of logic and display electronics, as well as mechanical and formatting parameters , terminal design requires a
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coordinated effort between the systems designer and the display module manufacturer from the beginning of the design .
We limit our comments to raster-scan-type displays, although
many of the points we make apply to other display tubes.

increasing character density
Designers can use several methods to increase the quality
and amount of data displayed on the screen of a terminal.
The major limiting fa ctor to the number of characters displayed is the horizontal sweep (or scan) rate of the display
module . The original standard horizontal rate of 15.7 kHz
is adequate for the majority of applications using an 80character , 24-line, 5 x 7 dot matrix format , but higher-density displays , including those that present both upper- and
lower-case characters, require an increased number of active
horizontal scan lines. To achieve this goal, a designer can increase the horizontal sweep rate, and horizontal rates of 18.5
kHz and higher are becoming common. While this method is
acceptable within limits, scan rates over 18.5 kHz require a
significantly more sophisticated (and more costly) video
amplifier and horizontal deflection technique, because a
module's high voltage is normally derived from the horizontal deflection system.
Removing the scan lines be tween rows of characters can
also increase the effective scan rate. This technique, termed
StepScan , speeds up the vertical scan during one horizontal
line and can provide four or more lines of vertical intercharacter spaces while actually utilizing only one line, with no
increase in character or dot rates . Implementing this method requires modified vertical sweep circuitry and an additional input to the display module to identify the lines to
be "skipped." When the normal vertical intercharacter spacing is completely removed, the cursor must be provided by
increasing the brightness of the character or by using reverse video for that character. Using a higher-amplitude signal or changing the video gain to accomplish this effect reJohn Lageman and John McCabe ,are, respectively,
chief engineer and marketing manager of Motorola
Data Products, Carol Stream, IL. McCabe is based at
the firm's Holbrook, NY, office.

Ball introduces the industrg
standard in GRT monitors.
Again.
Accepts wider range
of horizontal
input pulse

Electronic horizontal
video centering

IC regulated
power supply
on AC models

Electronic
H andV
linearity control

Now with advanced features you'd never expect
in a general purpose data display!
Check out Ball's TV-Series direct drive monitors. The
improved performance. The advanced circuitry. The
new benefits engineered into our field proven line that's
already world ·famous for high reliability and maintainability.
As before, our specially selected CRT gun and deflection components deliver bright, well defined characters
with low geometric distortion. And of course Ball's rug ged wire frame and simple subassembly construction
offer maximum component cooling and accessibility.

Best of all, our improved TV-Series monitors are completely interchangeable in form, fit and function with first
generation designs. You can upgrade right now without
interface problems.

Compare life cycle costs.
You'll have a Ball.
Call your nearest Ball representative. He'll be glad to
introduce you to an old friend. The 2nd generation TVSeries monitors.

Ball Brothers Research Corporation Electroni c Display Division
P.O. Box 3376 , St. Paul, Mn. 55165 (612) 786-8900. TWX : 910-563 -3552
Genera l Sales Offices :
Addison , Illinois (312) 279-7400
Santa Clara. California (408) 244-1 474
Ocean, New Jersey (201) 922-2800 Upland, California (714) 985-7110
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quires special circuit design, and the process is both complex and expensive for a display module manufacturer. An
excellent method of highlighting selected characters results
from using 50% or 75% duty cycle dot pulse for normal
brightness and a 100% duty cycle for highlighting.
A third method that can increase the number of available
active scan lines at a given scan rate is termed interlacing; in
an interlaced scanning system, only half of the image is refreshed during each vertical sweep cycle. In an alternate
field, the horizontal scan lines are interleaved with the previous fiel d (Fig 2). In a data display, alternate fields contain
different data and must be balanced to keep the high-voltage
supply current balanced. The slightest imbalance in beam
current can cause high-voltage variations, which in turn
cause size differences between successive fields and produce
character distortion.
The major disadvantage to interlaced scanning is that the
interlace refresh rate produces a flicker that can be seen by

phosphor characteristics
The use of P4 {white) phosphor in data displays arose naturally from its use as a standard monochrome television phosphor , but a trend in the direction of green phosphor has appeared since IBM began using a green phosphor in the 3270
Series terminals. Green corresponds to the peak of th e human eye's spectral response , and many of the phosphors
that minimize flicker resulting from interlaced scan and 50
Hz refresh are green. A terminal designer can control the
choice of phosphor as a part of the CRT display module
specifications. The characteristics of common phosphors
appear in the table ; phosphors other than the ones shown
have poor delivery times and higher costs .
While long-persistence phosphors minimize flicker problems, they also have some disadvantages that a systems designer must consider. First, they "burn" much more easily
than short- to medium-persistence phosphors ; after a time,
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Sync
Input

Vertical
Oscillator

Sync
Separator

~

Horizontal.
AFC

,

Horizontal
Oscillator

~

Vertical
Output

-~

HighVoltage
Supply

111
Horizontal
Output

.,...._

Regulated
Low Voltage Power
Supply

J

115/IV ac
50.60H z Input
Fit 1 Typloel CFiT dllpllly module lncorporat• 1 cathode ray tube and 1110Ci1ted drive electronics, including horizontal and vertical defleotlon avmmt. e high-voltage pawer supply and a video drive 1Ystem. It doesn't incorporate logic or character generation electronics.

the human eye if normal {short- to medium-persistence)
phosphors are use d. The only satisfactory solution to the
flicker problem in an interlaced system is to use a long-persistence phosphor like P39.
Increasing the number of characters on the screen beyond the limit of normal horizontal sweep rates requires
an interlaced format if the display must have a refresh rate
synchronous with the power line freque ncy. If the refresh
rate - in both interlaced and noninterlaced displays - is
not synchronized with the power line frequency, the CRT's
electron beam can be deflected by stray magnetic fields, especially those produced by nearby power transformers. This
phenomenon, termed "swim," is very difficult and usually
expensive to correct if a designer doesn't deal with it during
the initial logic system design. But don't construe "synchronized" to mean th at the refresh rate must be line-locked to
the power line; the refresh frequency need only lie less than
1 Hz away from the power line freque ncy. These considerations are particularly important if the terminal will be exported to countries that use 50 Hz power.
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the often-repeated portions of the character format grow
visible as a dark pattern on the face of the turned-off tube.
This susceptibility to burn is roughly proportional to persistence. Second, the minimum achievable spot size of a
very long-persistence phosphor like P39 is greater than that
possible with a short- or medium-persistence phosphor.
This condition arises from the method by which longer persistence is achieved: Of the two types of phosphors tha t
constitute a long-persistence phosphor , one is the normal
type , which is excited by the electron beam and emits light ;
the second is in turn excited by the light emitted from the
first. This two-step process causes a scattering effect, which
increases the spot size and results in some loss of resolution
in a dense data display.

display readability
CRT display module manufacturers specify the "readabili ty"
of their products in terms of "resolution," typically defined
as the fineness of detail achievable on the CRT screen . The
traditional denotation of resolution is in standard tv lines -
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Finall~! A displa~ that won't go out of foeus
when ~ou turn up the llrightness!
It sounds fantastic! And, it is!
Using our new, state-of-the-art Laminarflo® electron-gun CRT' s, your computer
terminal display is guaranteed not to "bloom"
at high-brightness levels.
Why? Because the Laminarflo's highdensity electron beam can provide
increased brightness up to double
your present peak-line brightness
-without producing a corresponding reduction in resolution!
In fact, our tubes have operated in high resolution CRT terminals at 60 Ft.-Lamberts without
blooming. This means the information displayed on your screen can

be easily viewed; even in direct sunlight!
Laminarflo CRTs are direct replacements for the traditional crossover-gun CRTs
your present displays are probably using. So,
no special or unusual voltages are required.
And, they're available in sizes up to
25-inch rectangular.
So, if you're tired of squinting
at dim displays, give us a call.
Contact the Watkins-Johnson
Field Sales Office in your area or
phone CRT Applications Engineering in Santa Cruz, Calif. at
(408) 438-2100, ext. 308.
Our CRT' s are a real sight for
sore eyes!

A crisper, well-defined, brighter display
with W-J Laminarflo CRT's.
WATKINS -JOHNSON

Watkln1-John1on-U.S.A.: 3333 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304 • (415) 493-4141 • TWX: 910-373-1253 • Telex: 34-8415 • Cable: WJPLA • 700 Quince Orchard
Rd., Gaithersburg, MD 20760 • (301) 948-7550 •TWX: 710-828-0546 •Telex : 89-8402 • Cable: WJCEI • United Kingdom: Shirley Ave_, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 5JU.
Englan_d • Tel : Windsor 69241 • Cable: WJUKW-WINDSOR • Telex: 847578 • Weal Germany: Muenchenerstr. 17, 8033 Planegg • Tel: (089) 859-9441 • Cable :
WJDBM-Muenchen • Telex: 529401 • Italy: Piazza G. Marconi, 25 00144 Roma-EUR •Tel: 59 45 54 • Cable: WJROM-ROMA •Telex: 60117
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An Editing Pet That'!
The perfect editing terminal for transaction processing must be more than a little bit smart. It has
to be wise like our OWL-1200. With features that assure high accuracy source data entry, fast data
editing, simplified host computer programming, and reduced host computer loading.
Our OWL gives you all the human engineering features you get with our FOX-1100, plus a lot
more. And the price is right. Just $1496 in quantities of 25.
Check the comparison chart of editing terminals to see all the reasons why the OWL-1200 is
simply "incomparable."
PERKINELMER
USER
REQUIREMENT

FEATURES

HAZELTINE

MOD. 1
OWL-1200 EDITING

LEAR SIEGLER

ADDS

ADM-IA

ADM-2

980

High
Operator
Data Entry
Accuracy

Protected fields
Low-intensity fields
Numeric only fields
Inverse video fields
Blink fields
Line drawing capability

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Partial
No
No
No
No

Yes
Partial
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Partial
No
No
Yes
Yes

Simple,
Fast Editing
of Data

Insert/delete character
Insert/delete line

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Partial1
Partial1

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Minimized
Loading on
Host Computer

Host programmable send keys: send
all data, send only unprotected data,
send only data modified by operator,
send only a "request to send" header.

Yes

No

No

No

No

Simplified
Programming

Ability of host CPU to read
device status
Ability of host CPU to read
device mode key settings and
communication option straps
Program override on mode key settings

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

$1496

$1670

-$+t95..... \'595

•1>1oqs

Simplified
Program
Debugging

Transparent mode permits all
characters to be displayed

Cost
Effectiveness

OEM price in quantities of 25*

~ wut induckt cd11tn1 capabi ~l ttS,

24 x 80 display, nummc pad, and upper/lower cue charac.ttn.

1No

~

$1995

Key. Requu-esTwoKtyCodc .

.. J'->~\. <1""0\l"'ited ~e Ch~Q~

PERKIN- ELMER
DATA SYSTEMS

I

TERMINALS
DIVISION

Randolph Park West, Route 10 & Emery Avenue
Randolph, N.J. 07801 (201) 366-5550 lWX: 710-987-7913
Overseas, call: 44895-52441
887-1000
416-677-8990
03 l /450/ 160
2200949

Uxbridge, UK
Sydney, Australia
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Frolunda, Sweden
Singapore

J,\.~J.~

lll~l

t Wise as an Owl

~

-

.

··········································· ·

Attach your business card here.
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the number of individual picture elements (alternate black
and white lines) that can be distinguished in a horizontal
scanning line within a distance equal to the picture height.
While this traditional method of measuring resolution is
still used , it is invalid for a dot matrix type of presentation.
While the ability to distinguish individual dots in a character has long provided an indicator of performance, designers are realizing that merging the dots within a character
produces a more pleasing presentation. Engineers evaluating
a design mustn't lose sight of the standards that the user
will ultimately apply; that user merely requires a clear, legible presentation ; he is not interested in individual dots .
Higher resolution requires, among other things, smaller
spot size. The spot size of a CRT depends upon the phosphor type , beam current , deflection circuitry and spot location on the tube face. If the spot is minimized in the center of the screen it may grow larger as the beam moves
away from the center. Careful yoke design can minimize

o
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Characteristics Of Common CRT Phosphors
Peak
(Rangel
Type Color (mm)

Decay
to1(J'J(,
Persis- Bright·Advantence ness tage

P4

White 450 &
540
(390 to
700)

Me60µs
di um
Short

Standard Not suitable
alphanu· for interlaced
operation
meric
(flicker obdisplay
jectionable)
phos·
phor;low·
est cost;
most
readily
available;
good focus
and small
dot size
aipabillty
moderate
resistance
to burn

P21

Green 520
(420 to
600)

38µs
Me·
dlum
Short

Easler on Flicker objec·
eyes for tionable In
long term Interlaced op·
viewing; eratlon; slight
highest
cost premium
lumln·
escence;
highest re·
slstence to
burn; good
focus and
small dot
size cap·
ability

P39

Yellowlsh

525
(490to
580)

Long 150

Eli min·
ates Interlaced
mode
flicker;
usable
to 25 Hz
without
flicker

Yellow·
lsh

520
(450to
590)

8µs
Me·
dium

2 6 7 - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

5
268-0 oo o
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µs

Fig 2 Interlaced scanning refreshes half of an image during
each vertical swyp cycle. The alternate fields must be balanced to prevent size variations between successive fields and
the resulting character distortion.

this location defocusing, or astigmatism, and electron-lens
design can minimize the spot size. The only practical way
to obtain uniform focus is to apply a correction voltage (dependent on deflection angle) to the focus grid. This procedure , termed "dynamic focus," is available in most highquality CRT display modules .
As the number of displayed characters increases, the
size of each character and the spot size grow smaller and
demand a higher-quality display module. When the distance
between scan lines decreases , the spot size must decrease ,
and the size of the dots that constitute the characters becomes smaller. This adjustment in turn requires greater performance capability in the video amplifier . Video amplifier
designs for high-density data terminals require bandwidths
approaching 50 MHz , which requires the use of a linear amplifier , because any nonsymmetrical switching amplifier propagation delay would make the display useless.
A point often overlooked by logic designers when evaluating video amplifiers response is that a video amplifier must
accept square waves. This requirement makes the pulse
duration as related to rise and fall time important - the
specified rise and fall time of the video amplifier is a major
consideration, particularly if a less than l 00% duty cycle
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Disad·
vantage

P42

Moving cursor appears to
smear or trail ;
focus and dot
size poorest
of all phos·
phors; burns
easily ; lowest
light output;
slight cost
premium

Easler on Not as readily
eyes for available as
longother phos·
term
phors; slight
viewing; cost prem·
bright·
lum; flicker
ness com· objectionable
parable
In interlaced
to P4;
operation
spot size
and focus
better than
P39; .usab:e
to 50Hz re fresh without flicker;
no cursor
smear as
In P39

provides intensity differences in parts of the displayed text.
An an ti reflective - more accurately a "nonglare" - faceplate usually serves a CRT in areas of high ambient lighting
or in other conditions where reflections from the CRT face
may pose a problem. Several glare-control methods exist:
an etched glass faceplate permanently bonded to the CRT

Model 764

HIGH PERFORMANCE
DIGITAL CASSETTE RECORDERS
FEATURES
HIGH SPEED Up to 32 kilobits per second. Searches forward and reverse at 100 inches per second.
FAST RESPONSE

200 millisecond start-stop-settle time .

RUGGED AND RELIABLE Only 2 moving parts . • MTBF
> 10,000 hours. Soft error rate of 1in10 r.
LARGE CAPACITY Up to 1600 flux changes per inch or
5 million bits per standard Philips cassette .
VERSATILITY Accurate speed, very low skew and ANSI/
ECMA compatibility permits use of all popular encoding schemes.
STATUS INDICATIONS BOT /EOT hole and leader sensor,
Cassette- In-Place, File Protect and Busy /Ready.

DESCRIPTION
The Memodyne 760 Series of c assette recorders
are compact, removable med ium, storage devices for d igital information. Their two track and
high density capability provide up to 5 million bits
of storage on a single standard Phil ips cassette.
In their standard configuration they are capable
of storing or retrieving data a t a rate of 16 kilobits
per second per track . A patented reel -to-reel
c onstant tape speed servo (U.S. Patent Office
* 3.733.529) coupled with precision tape guid·

once allows implementation of any of the popular encoding schemes with low error rates, mini mal tape wear, and high tape utilization. The
simplicity of the transport mechanism and the use
of conservatively rated, high quality parts give
high reliabi lity and ma intenance-free operation .
Three of these compact units can be fit on a
single 5" x 19 " standard panel. The enclosed
cassette chamber holds the cassette firmly, resisting vibration wh ile shielding the cassette from
airborne contaminants .

SPECIFICATIONS
Status Signals:
Cassette-In-Place. File Protect, B/ EOT. Busy/
Ready - TIL Compatible.
Control Signals:
Run / Slop, Forward / Reverse. Slow/ Fast - TIL
Compatible.

READ AND WRITE PERFORMANCE
(Read-While-Write)
Gap Spacing:
.150. :t .005 inch.

Dynamic Skew:
:t 100 microinches max .
Recording Density:
To 1600 flux reversals per inch nominal.
Transition Spacing:
Down to 625 mic roinches nominal.
Read and Write Rate :
Up to 32.000 transitions per second.

TAPE MOTION
Tape Speed:
20 inches per second.
100 inches per second ,

Start Time to :t 5% 91 20 Inches Per Second:
75 milliseconds.
Start Distance to :t 5% of 20 Inches Per Second:
1.00 to 1.25 inch.
Start Distance to :t 5% of 100 Inches Per Second:
500 millisecond s ma ximum.
Slop and Settle Time :
150 millisecond recommended minimum.

ERROR RATES
Soft errors: 1 In 10' is ea sily obtaina ble in
typical a pplications.

Priced $300. and up In OEM Quantities F.O.B. Newton, Mass.
Write for latest Memodyne Product Catalog

memodyne
CORPORATION

385 ELLIOT STREET, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MA 02164
TELEPHONE (617) 527·6600·TELEX 922537 - - - "
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face (currently the most common method); a variety of
plastic materials, either removable (recommended) or permanently attached to the bezel; and vacuum-deposit optical
coatings. Optical coatings and bonded etched glass faceplates are typically very costly, and while plastic materials
may be less reliable or durable, they are also more cost effective. The advantages of antireflective faceplates are obvious from the human engineering standpoint, but again,
tradeoffs exist. Antireflective faceplates produce a diffusion
effect that reduces resolution, and they also reduce light output, thus requiring a higher beam intensity to achieve the
brightness as exhibited by a CRT without such treatment.

CRT-mod ule reliability
To the display module manufacturer, a failed unit is one
that doesn't meet internal product specifications due to a
failure or component drift. To the terminal designer, the
criteria may be completely different.
One of the gray areas in reliability considerations is the
outward appearance of the display - size, brightness, character location, curvilinear distortion and jitter, for example.
Many of these subjective differences can be eliminated if
the terminal designer and display module manufacturer
work together during the design stage , so that each understands the possibilities and limitations of the relevant components and technologies. The system designer must also
work with stylists and cabinet designers to provide adequate
unlit borders between the edges of the displayed character
format and any cabinet bezel or fixed reference lines the
terminal user can see. This practice eliminates most of the

field complaints on changes in the display that result from
normal drift in the electronics.
MTBF figures on CRT display modules are a fairly accurate measure of component reliability; their accuracy depends on whether the figures are real, calc ulated or estimated. One important reliability consideration is the cost
to repair a failure. While the published MTBF of an oscillator-driven CRT display module resembles that of a direct
drive (logic-driven) CRT display module, the cost of an average failure may differ considerably. A typical failure in an
oscillator system requires the replacement of one or two
relatively inexpensive components, while a direct-drive
failure can damage the cathode ray tube.

future CRT developments
Current terminal display technology is limited to CRT systems and some relatively low-density plasma-type units .
Color CRT displays will appear in more special terminal
designs but will remain fairly expensive compared with monochrome displays. Multiple interlace and supervertical scan
systems, as well as stroke-type character displays, may at
times offer small advantages in logic cost, but the resulting
display complexity usually produces a cost penalty.
Generally, the CRT display module that provides the
most performance per dollar is the one that can be built
using widely available components and relatively conventional raster scanning techniques . Raster-scan systems now
offer the best value, and will continue to do so for several
years; increased character density and larger screen sizes
will become more prevalent.
+

Plug-in protection for
µPs and minicomputers
Sola's Minicomputer Regulator provides a dedicated power line plus
crucial line-voltage protection.
A small investment can give your equipment both a dedicated line
and protection against malfunction and damage due to brownouts
and other line voltage irregularities.
The portable Sola Minicomputer Regulator accepts line voltage
variations from 95 to 130 volts . .. then stabilizes output within
±3% variation. Output remains within -+-5% operational
range even when power line voltages drop to 65% of nominal. The
unit responds to all line or load variations in less than 25 milliseconds,
and provides complete isolation from electronic noise. All by simply
plugging it in-no need for an electrician.
The Minicomputer Regulator. Part of Sole's complete selection of line
voltage regulation devices-CVS constant voltage transformers ...
computer line Solatrons for large-frame computers .. . UPS and
standby power systems.
SOLA ELECTRIC

They are all in stock at your Sola distributor. Or contact Sola Electric,
1717 Busse Road, Elk Grove Vi llage, Illinois 60007. Phone (312) 439-2800.

Think of us as your DEDICATED LINE.
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CRT TERMINAL REVIEW:
a product sampler
Developments in the design of both
CRTs and the terminals that incorporate them appear regularly , and elsewhere in this issue you've read about
some of those developments . To round
out this month's coverage of CRT terminals , we present this sampler of cur-

rent offerings of firms in the field .
The table below outlines some key
specifications of several CRTs. These
terminals range in price from under
$1200 to around $7000. Most of the
units highlighted can be termed editing
terminals ; they allow operators to

change copy displayed on their screens
through the positioning of a cursor.
Some even offer software for text editing and include the memory and intelligence for program implementation.
Where no communications protocol
is specified , the terminal is asynch ronous.

.....
None

By char, rnP.ssage,
page

Insert/delete line
or char

None

$2350
in singles

None

By char or block

Insert/delete line or
char, erase to end of
page or linP.

None

$1795
in singles

24 x 80
64 ASCII
B500

12 or 15
24 x 80
128 ASCII

None

By char, line,
page or block

Insert/delete char,
page/line edit, erase
char, to end of line
or end of memory

2K ROM or
PROM (48K
RAM optional);
allows 8 userprogrammable
keys

$2695
base

216

15
24 x 80
128-256 ASCII

BSC, SDLC,
Programmable

Programmable

Full text editing,
data entry package

128K RAM and
PROM/RAM;
allows table
lookup, text
ed., range
check, etc.

$2300 per
screen,
cluster of
4 screens,
in quantity

C0:77

15
24 x 80
64 or 96
EBCDIC

BSC

Serial

N.A.

None

N.A.

Conrac

480/25

8" x 6.5"
25 x 80
64 or 128

Burroughs
TD700/800
Univac
U100/200

By char or block

Tabs, insert/delete
char or line

4K PROM or
4K RAM

NA.

~Oa•

92451

12
24 x 80
128 ASCII

None

By char, line
or block

Insert/delete char
or line, erase char,
page or line

12K EROM;
allows app.
oriented
features

$1900
for 50

Courier

2700

BSC,SDLC

By block

Insert/delete char,
erase to end of
field

None

N.A.

"'*""*

13
12 x 40 or 80,
24 x 80
ASCII

Marquis

12
24 x 80
128 ASCI I

None

By char

N.A.

None

$1195in
singles

4050

14
25 x 80
224 di~p. char

Burroughs,
Honeywell,
Univac

By message or
block

Insert/delete char
or line, clear
memory or line

4K or 8K
PROM; allows
text processing,
field validation,
multi-form
storage

$2370 for
25-49
(base)

2649A

11
24 x 80
64 or 128
ASCII

BSC

By char, line
or page

Insert/delete char
or line with or
without wraparound

4K or BK RAM,
4K PROM,
2K·24K
ROM

$2600·
$3700
for 50-99
(U.S.A.only)

ASCII

~

Datavlew

::-.:-
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A number of the terminals listed can
emulate the operation of terminals offered by mainframe vendors such as
Honeywell , IBM, Burroughs and Univac .
All of the units shown communicate in
both half or full duplex modes, except
for the Computer Optics and Courier

systems, which are half-duplex only.
Data transfer modes vary from unit
to unit. Some handle a character at a
time. Others transfer a block at a time .
And still others can handle transfers on
a line or page basis.
All units accept ASCII 1/0 signals,

except for the Courier, Hewlett-Packard,
ICC and Megadata units (ASCII or
EBCDIC), the Computer Optics unit
(EBCDIC only) and the Computek unit
(programmable) . Some of the entries are
intelligent, and users can run applications programs on them.

SSC,
HIS7700,
Uni scope

By block

Insert / delete char
or line, cursor
control

16K PROM,
factory
programmed

$4210$4890
in 1OOs

lntecolor 19
25 or 48 x 80
8001
64 ASCII

None

By char or
block

Cursor X-Y address,
write vertical or
45° , insert/ delete
char or line

64K total

$1495 for
1-100

ADM-2

12, 9 or 15
24 x 80
128 ASCII

None

By char; block,
message or
line

Insert / delete char
or line, horizontal
tabs, protected fields,
erase line or field

None

$2495 for
1-100

System
700

15
24 x 80
96 ASCII+ 32

SSC or synch.
(emulates I BM
3270, 2265,
Hazeltine 2000,
Uniscope 200,
TTY and others)

By char or block

Full package

12K PROM

N.A.

OP-1

14
20 x 80
24 x 80
128-256 ASCII

SSC

By char or block

Full text editing,
data entry package

64K RAM or
64K PROM /
ROM/RAM

$1,795for
100

7100

5.5" x 8.25"
24 x 80
96 ASCII

Synch (adaptable to user's)

By char, line
or block

Insert/ delete char
or line

2K PROM;
allows protocols, cursor
control, spec .
functions

$2750 for
25-99

Owl1200

12
24 x 80
96 ASCII

None

By line, page
or message

Insert / delete char
or line, clear screen,
clear unprotected,
clear line (field)

N.A.

$1496 for
25

TDV2100

15
25 x 80
128 ASCII

BSC

By char, line
or page

Insert/ delete char,
line or word

64K ROM/
PROM; allows
table lookup,
range check,
text edit.

$5800 for
1-9

Teletec
1445

12
24 x 80
128 ASCII

None

By char

All editing from
CPU

None

$1225 for
26-50

12
24 x 80
96 ASCII
(displayable)

None

By char

Erase screen, erase
to end of screen
and end of I ine

None

$1450 in
singles

13
24 x 80
127 ASCII

None

By char or
block

Insert/ delete char
or lin e

None

$5322 7098

System
400

40/2

15
12 or 24 x 80
127 ASCII
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HP'S CRT LETS USERS
CUSTOMIZE TERMINALS
With both an HP 13290A Development
Terminal and the HP 2649A Mainframe
Terminal , the technically oriented user
can design custom firmware in order to
produce a CRT terminal specialized for
a particular application . Hewlett-Packard's
Development Terminal consists of a keyboard , display, dual Mini Cartridge mech-

OWL-1200 include inverse video, half
intensity, blink, numeric only, protected,
non-display and modified data field definitions. OWL-1200's line drawing capability permits exact images of source documents to be displayed. This is said to
reduce operator training time and error
rates.

CRT TERMINAL FEATURES
DETACHABLE KEYBOARD
Terminal Data Corp.'s Teletype-compatible CRT terminal features switch selectable speeds to 9,600 baud, switch selectable parity, automatic line feed and page
erase. Model 675's screen can be located

anisms , and communications interface,
all controlled by an integral microprocessor. A binary loader stored in ROM
can transfer microprocessor instructions
from Mini Cartridges to 24K bytes of
writeable control store. After debug,
users can purchase multiple 2649A Mainframe Terminals and can pick from a
variety of modules to produce a hardware configuration designed to fit the
particular application.

OWL AND FOX COMPRISE
PET TERMINAL LINE
Perkin-Elmer Data Systems Terminal Division has entered the CRT marketplace
with two Pet terminals. The OWL-1200
is an asynchronous editing CRT with a
full range of field attribute controls and
an optional line drawing capability. The
Fox-1100 is a low-cost asynchronous
CRT with a 24 X 80 display , upper and
lower case characters, and full cursor addressing and control. Both units are designed around the 6800 microprocessor.
The field attribute capabilities of the

keyboard or from a remote source. Available on the keyboard for cursor control
are the back space key (cursor left), tab
key (cursor right), line feed key (cursor
down), and Control +K keys (cursor up) .
Absolute X-Y positioning is accomplished by a four character sequence ESCAPE followed by "Y" followed by
a line code followed by a column code.
The company claims that this feature
reduces the amount of communications
time required to position a cursor from
the computer when compared to the normal incremental cursor control commands .

COURIER UNIT SUITS
BOTH LOCAL AND
REMOTE CLUSTERS
Courier Terminal Systems, Inc.'s model
2700 display terminal is designed for
local operation using Courier's Local
Terminal Controller (LTC) or Virtual

up to four feet from the keyboard. Weighing ten pounds, the CRT comes with an
RS232C interface which can be replaced
at the users option with a 20 milliamp
current loop interface. Under a 12-month
lease, model 675 with monitor, keyboard
workstand leases for $39 per month.

TELERAY ENTRY HANDLES
X-Y ADDRESSING

Line Controller (VTLC) and for remote
operation using the Remote Terminal
Controller (RTC). Model 2700 connects
to Courier controllers for clustered operation with a centrally located IBM
360/370 or any mainframe supporting
the 3270 BSC or SDLC line protocol.
Up to 32 intermixed model 2700 screen
sizes and any or Courier's printers attach
to the LTC, VTLC or RTC.

Model 3841 CRT terminal from the Teleray Division of Research Inc. provides
left , right , up, down and home cursor

TANDBERG OFFERS VERSION
FOR EVERY NEED
Tandberg Data, Inc.'s TDV 2100 series
of display terminals and systems gives
users a complete line from Teletype-compatible terminals to advanced units that
include processing capability and mass
storage. Model TDV 2155 is a Teletypecompatible data display . The model
TDV 2116 offers a buffer so that data
can be prepared on a page basis and transmovements either by use of control char- fered to the computer as such. And the
acters or ESCAPE sequences. Cursor
model TDV 2114 is an intelligent termovements can be controlled from the
minal built around a microprocessor.
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from SO to 9,600 bits/second. One externally controlled speed provides a transmission rate of 1,800 characters/second.
Further, both parity and full/half duplex
operation are switch selectable. Display

For data entry applications , the TDS
8020 records information on floppy
disks. And the top of the line TDS
8030 lets a clustered display system
communicate with a central computer
over a single communications line.

LOW COST CRT HAS
CURSOR CONTROL KEYS
For $1 ,22S in quantities of SO, users
can buy TEC , lnc.'s Tel~tec model
144S teletypewriter-compatible CRTs.
Model 144S operates at lS switch selectable speeds from SO to 9 ,600 baud. A
detachable keyboard uses TTY formats
for easy operator adaptation. Twentythree standard switch selectable options
are accessible from the rear of the unit.
Five cursor control keys move the cursor
in four directions as well as to the home

position. The Teletec model 144S can
interface to a computer in three ways ;
RS232C , 20/60 milliamp current loop
or TTL.

MARQUIS AIMED AT
TTY REPLACEMENT MARKET
Intended to serve as a teletypewriter replacement, Dataview's Marquis display
terminal features TTY current loop and
RS232C communications capability.
Transmission speeds are switch selectable

These terminals can exist in standalone
configurations or in clustered systems
and they will support peripherals such
as disk drives, magnetic tape units , character and line printers. An exclusive linked-list memory structure for display refresh allows up to 1,920 characters of
screen data to reside anywhere in memory.
Screen data is linked to the next list by
a special "link" word which precedes the
list. Each character displayed on the

characteristics include 80 characters/line,
24 lines/ display, 64 character ASCII set
and S X 7 dot matrix upper case character
format.

TERMINAL FEATURES
BATCH TRANSMIT OPTION
Ann Arbor Terminals , Inc. has released
its K2480D terminal with a new batch
transmit option. This option equips the

screen can contain any of five attributes
- bright, blink , underline, reverse video
and either blank or horizontal slash. In
autumn, Computek expects to release a
data entry package for series 216 which
will use ISAM search and replace techniques.

DELTA 4050 SUITS
MUL TIDROP NETWORKS

KSR unit with a screen-transmit capability that enables the operator to write
to the screen off-line at typing speed,
and then transmit the data to the computer at a faster speed. The company
has also released an edit option for that
terminal which allows users to edit both
complete lines of text and line fragments
from the cursor's position to the end of
a line . This edit option can be added to
terminals that already include the batch
transmit option.

COMPUTEK UNVEILS
SERIES 216 LINE
Computek , Inc. has just announced a
new line of intelligent terminal~ ~hat
feature a 16-bit LSI mi crocomputer and
up to l 28K bytes of internal memory .

Delta Data Systems Corp.'s model 40SO
display terminal works in multidrop data
communications networks that use Burroughs , Honeywell or other computers.
This microprogrammable CRT terminal
can be interconnected with many ter-

minals on the same communications line
and linked to a central computer for random or sequential polling. With this daisy
chain capability , many terminals can con·
nect to a central computer via a single
modem. Four 8-position switches permit
selective group or individual terminal addressing. This is said to allow optimum
use of the intelligence capabilities of the
terminals in a data communications network.
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on-line to a host computer, intelligent
data entry stations, text editing or word
processing work stations and full remote
batch systems. Nine controllers will interface
disks , diskettes , tapes, printers, more
Ontel Corporation's OP-1 series of intelprocessors, and a range of communications
ligent terminals uses up to three microprocessors - one for display , another for systems to the OP-1 .

INTELLIGENT CRT
SPORTS THREE
MICROPROCESSORS

controlled by firmware rather than hardware. Eleven special function keys enable
users to adapt the terminals to their needs .
Both serial and line printers can connect
to the Pertee CRT, and communications
to the printer can begin at any time without disturbing the data displayed on the
screen.

PERTEC CRTS FEATURE
PROGRAMMABLE PROTOCOLS

CPU and the third for I/O. Designed in
a modular format, the OP-1 series lets
users design any terminal systems such
as basic interactive keyboards operating

INTERCOLOR 8001
Pertee Business Systems Division has offered the model 7100 CRT display terDISPLAYS EIGHT COLORS
minal with data communications protocol
Built around an 8080 microprocessor,
Intelligent Systems Corp .'s lntercolor
8001 gives the user an eight-color display
within an intelligent terminal. The Teletype-compatible unit will support up to
32K bytes of memory and can be programmed in the Basic language . Its eight
display colors include red , green , blue,
magenta , cyan , yellow, white and black.

/
CRT- Terminal Manufacturers Will Gladly Provide You With More Information.
Contact Them Directly or Use the Reader Service Card.
Applied Digital Data Systems (ADDS)
100 Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11787
(516) 231-5400
Circle 101
Ann Arbor Terminals
6107 Jackson Rd.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
(313) 769-0926
Circle 102
Beehive International
4910 Amelia Earhart Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
(801) 355-6000
Circle 103
Computek
63 2nd Ave .
Burlington , MA 01803
(617) 272-8110
Circle 104
Computer Optics
Berkshire Industrial Pk.
Bethel, CT 06801
(203) 744-6720
Circle 105
Conrac
600 N. Rimsdale Ave .
Covina, CA 91722
(213) 966-3511
Circle 106
Control Data
2401 N . Fairview Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55113
(612) 482-4259
Circle 107
Courier Terminal Systems
P.O. Box 29039
Phoenix, AZ 85038
(602) 244-1392
Circle 108
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Dataview
23A Dana St .
Malden, MA 02148
(617) 322-2244

Ontel
250 Crossways Park Dr.
Woodbury, NY 11797
(516) 364-2121

Circle 109
Delta Data Systems
Woodhaven Industrial. Pk.
Cornwells Heights, PA 19020
(215) 639-9400
Circle 110

PCC Business Systems
17112 Armstrong Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92714
(714) 540-8340

Hazeltine
Greenlawn, NY 11740
(516) 261-7000
Circle 123
Hewlett-Packard
11000 Wolfe Rd .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257 -7000
Circle 111
ICC Computer Products
8600 N .W. 41 st St .
Miami , FL 33166
(305) 592-5722
Circle 112
Intelligent Systems
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, GA 30071
(404) 449-5961
Circle 113
Lear Siegler
714 N. Brookhurst
Anaheim , CA 92803
(714) 774-1010
Circle 114
Megadata
35 Orville Dr .
Bohemia , NY 11716
(516) 589-6800
Circle 115

Circle 122

Circle 116
Perkin-Elmer Data Systems
Terminal Div .
Rte 10 & Emery Ave .
Randolph, NJ 07801
Circle 117
(201) 366-5550

Tandberg Data
4901 Morena Blvd .
San Diego, CA 92117
(714) 270-3990

Circle 118

T EC
2727 N . Fairview Ave .
Tucson , AZ 85705
(602) 792-2230
Circle 119
Tele ray /Research
P.O. Box 24064
Minneapolis, MN 55424
(612) 941-3300
Circle 120
Teletype Corp.
5555 Touhy Ave .
Skokie, IL 60076
(312) 982-31 34
Circle 121
Ter minal Data
11878 Coakley Circle
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 881 -7655
Circle 124

MEGADATA's Model 700/UETS
Universal Emulating Terminal System
floppy Disk
Printer
Other Peripherals

THE
MEGADATA
WAY

CAN EMULATE
Delta Data
VIP 7700

ADDS
eehive
Your Terminals

THE
OLD WAY

Your Terminals

YIP 7700

Modcomp 5

Honeywell

NCR

CDC

Time
Sharing
Network

Your
Computers

If you are a multiple computer user and your network includes many different types of
terminals, the new and powerful MEGADATA UETS system is your key to vastly improved
system utilization and operations .... A SINGLE UETS terminal can interface with a multitude
of host computers, and it emulates any number of different terminal devices. It thus provides
very significant advantages to the user.
• APPLICATIONS ORIENTED- readily configured for your specific application
• VAST REDUCTION IN EQUIPMENT-a SINGLE UETS can replace any number of
different types of terminals
• UNIFORM OPERATING PROCEDURE-ONE basic operating procedure on ONE
machine; no changing from unit-to-unit and procedure-to-procedure
• REDUCED MAINTENANCE COMPLEXITY- ONE serviceman from ONE company, with
all spares supplied by ONE source

To provide all the required interfaces and emulations, the UETS has been developed asa most
powerful piece of hardware. It contains a 12-bit MPU, a 15-inch diagonal display, a memory
up to 73 K, and a 126-station keyboard with up to 71 function keys.
To find out more about our UNIVERSAL EMULATING system and the many other applications oriented MEGADATA terminals, call or write TODAY .

ME CJ A_IJ /\I~CORPORATION
35 Orville Drive• Bohemia, New York 11716
Tel. 516-589-6800 • Telex 14-4659

~

~

Central Regional Office• 2 N. Riverside Plaza• Chicago, Illinois 60606 •Tel. 312-648-1505
Western Regional Office • 15910 Ventura Boulevard • Suite 800 • Encino, California 91316 • Tel. 213-990-9777
CIRCLE 59
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Should you implement a microprocessor-transducer interface
primarily in hardware or software? Some thoughts on how
to treat Motorola 6800 systems.
by Michael Hordeski

At first glance, you might thin!~ that designing data acquisition interfaces for small digital systems is a cut-and-dried
process, one that draws on a few traditional techniques, each
with its advantages and disadvantages . Not so - the process
is an art, and close study and careful partitioning can optimize data acquisition interfaces in terms of both hardware
and software .
Your primary concern when designing an interface to link
data acquisition components with a digital processor must
revolve around data transmission. Most transducers output
analog signals; you must first decide whether to remotely
convert those outputs to digital form and transmit them to
the processor using digital techniques, or transmit the outputs using analog techniques and convert them at the processor. Next , you must decide whether to make the conversion hardware or software-oriented. And if your system
contains digital transducers, you must decide how to deal
with them .
In all cases, strive to achieve digital transmission over a
minimum number of parallel wires, with a minimum number

of hardware connections and a minimum number of software-control memory locations. The details of your design
depend on the type of transducers your system incorporates;
111 examine a few examples here. Your design also depends
on the processor your system uses; I focus on Motorola 6800
systems, but many of the techniques I'll discuss also apply
to other microprocessors.

transducers for dat a acquisition
Most commonly used transducers detect either temperature
or pressure changes. Some temperature transducers - filled
system thermometers or bimetallic sensors, for example convert the thermal expansion of a liquid or solid into proportional electrical signals. Others - resistors , diodes, thermistors or thermocouples, for example - sense temperature
changes by monitoring changes in conductivity or voltage.
Michael Hordeski is president of Siltran Digital, Silverado, CA. Consultant A. Haemming, also based in that
city, assisted him in preparing this article.
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Fig 1a MC8000 bus and control signals.

Data
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I15
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I
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Reset
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Memory And - - - - - - Peripherals

Control
Bus

Silicon diodes cover the -200 to 200°C range, while thermistors operate over -240 to 300°C. Resistors and thermocouples operate over -272 to l 600°C and -250 to l 600°C,
respectively ; the resistor based units are useful for measuring average temperatures, while thermocouples require reference calibration junctions.
Pressure transducers function by converting a mechanical
change in a sensing element into a proportional signal. Strain
gauges and piezoelectric units produce such signals directly,
although the outputs require some conditioning. Diaphragms
and Bourdon or straight tubes generate signals through potentiometers , variable reluctance or capacitance devices, or
encoders. Diaphragm units work at up to 1000 psi; Bourdon
tubes and strain gauges register as much as 200 ,000 psi; and
most other types register up to 10 ,000 psi.
Analog transducers output either voltages in the 1-5, 2-10,
5-25 or ±10 V ranges or currents in the 1-5, 4-20 or 10-50
mA ranges. Digital transducers fall into two basic categories.
Some incorporate a sensing unit as part of an oscillator circuit and determine the frequency of that circuit as a function
of the measured quantity . Others detect the position or a primary sensor and convert that quantity into a coded digital word.

Vref
PB7

Analog
Transducer
Cycle
Control
+V

+5
....__ __,PB1

1

i------___,PB3
+V

Overrange

l

PB4

LED

Conversion Complete.I.
Fig 2 Interface connections for 12 - bit software oriented
mechanization.

interfacing analog transducers
I'll discuss how you can interface the voltage-output type
of analog transducer and the coded type of digital transducer with several Motorola 6800 system configurations and
show how your interface can achieve minimum hardware
usage or minimum software usage in each system. In all cases,
I'll maintain the primary constraints of digital transmission
with minimum wiring, connections and memory.
The Motorola 6800 (Fig 1) requires an adapter - designated the 6820 PIA - to interface with I/O equipment. A
control bus channels data flow in the PIA 's data bus, and an
address bus lets the 6800 read or write into the PIA's registers . Divided into two independent sections , each with a con-

CA1

IROA
IROB
DBO
DB7

RSO
RS1

"A" Contro l

CA2
PAO
PA7

"A" Data
Direction
"A" Data

Register

cso
CS1
CS2

"B" Control
"B" Data
Direction

~

::J
(Il

~

"'

0

R/W
Enable

"B" Data
Register

RES

Fig 1b MC6820 PIA 1/0 diagram.

PBO
PB7
CB2
CB1

IComparator
Output

~
Control

T1

T2

Fig 3 Dual slope or ramp-timing diagram.

trol, data and address register, the PIA's register group has
two sets of eight parallel 1/0 lines (PA0-7 and PB0-7) and two
sets of two control mode lines (CAl-2 and CBl-2.) A data direction register in each section determines the status (input
or output) of the P lines.
Suppose you wish to connect this microprocessor system
to an analog transducer with an interface that uses a minimum amount of hardware. The interface shown in Fig 2
achieves that goal ; it uses dual-ramp A/D conversion, outputs
12-bit signals and allows 2-wire digital transmission with a
minimum amount of wiring connections.
Using the dual-ramp A/D conversion technique (Fig 3), the
circuitry integrates the transducer's output for a fixed number of clock periods during time TI; at the end of TI the integrator's voltage is proportional to the transducer's output.
The circuit then applies a lower reference voltage to the integrator 's input , and the integrator's voltage decreases to
this reference level in time T2 . This ramp control time is
proportional to the input voltage ; by comparing it with the
comparator output time (TI), the microprocessor calculates
the value of the transducer 's output.
In the software that performs this comparison (Fig 4),
lines 16-22 program the interface connections and lines 25
and 26 provide memory locations that store the final answer
$0000 and $0001. The first hexadecimal location contains
the answer's four most significant bits, while the second contains the rest of them. Lines 3742, the first instructions, in-
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itialize the PIA's input and output configuration , while lines
46-49 set the ramp control and test the comparator output
to ensure that it lies below the reference voltage level when
conversion begins.
The software sets a conversion-finished flag, and the microprocessor enters the loop shown in the flow chart. This
loop operates on the PBl cycle input from the PIA and
starts a new cycle by resettling the conversion-finished flag
when the ramp control goes low. The hexadecimal number
$2000 , loaded into the index register and then decremented ,
provides ramp-up timing. Lines 67-69 switch the comparator
output from low to high and cause the microprocessor to enter this ramp-up timing cycle.
Continuing the comparison process, lines 74 and 7 5 increment the index register when the depletion process is complete ; a dummy statement equalizes the time periods for
ramp up and ramp down to maintain the proper timing ratio . At the end of the ramp-down period, line 82 stores the
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$Hexadecimal,% Binary,@ Octal
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•

the

m1croprocessor
revolution
During its comparatively brief history. the electroni cs world
has witnessed a number of revolution ary tec hnical
developments - the transistor and the integra ted ci r cui t are
but two exa mples - that have caused a fundamental change
throughout the whole indus try . Now. we are at the dawn of
ano th er revolution - brought about by the mi c roprocessor.
Only in the past couple of yea rs have electronics design
enginee rs begun to realise the full impact that microprocessors
can make to their work. but such is the magnitude of this
impact that on New Year's Eve last year, Robert Telford.
Managing Director of GEC-Marconi Electronics declared
"Technically. 1977 will be the year of the 'microprocessor
revolution '."
Last year. a new journal was launched to meet the challenges
presented by the microp r ocessor. MICROPROCESSORS is
international in scope. outl ook and readership, a nd cove rs
all aspects - hardware. software and applications - of
microprocesso r and mi crocomputer technology. The r apid
growth of this new technology is reflec ted in the success of
this new journal. for MICROPROCESSORS has. after only tw o
issues. changed from a qua rterly journal to a six-times-a-year
journal. If you want to keep pace with all the new developments
in microprocesso r and microcomputer technology , then you
need to read MICROPROCESSORS.

The first issues of M/CHUPHUC:ESSUHS carried
articles on such important topics as
An inexpens ive microprocessor development system

J. Hrydo n. St EJ:irtholomnw's ll ospit:il. 1Jnpnrtmrn1t or Mndir:11l
Elcr:t ronir:s. London. UK
Semiconductor memories: a review
E. R. Hn a tck. Monolithic Memories ln r:. Su nn yva le. Ca liforni a.
USA
Logic state analyser in the design of microprocessor systems
K. Mitchell. Hewlett-Packa rd Limited. Wokingham. UK
Memory-saving compiler for mi croprocessors
H. J. Neukirchen. Boennersweg. Krefeld. FR Germany

... and this in-depth coverage will continue in future
issues. For example, articles in the April issue will
include
\1icroprocessor-controlled auger spectrometer
Michael D. Maples. Lawrence Livermore Labo r a tor y.
Ca lifornia. USA
Alphanumeric TV displa y interfa ces
J. D. Nicoud. Ecole Polytechnique Federal de Lausanne.
s'wi tze rl and

Write now for an order form for your subscription to
MICROPROCESSORS. The journal is published six times a year,
in February, April, June, August, October and December. The
annual subscription is $67.60, including airspeeded delivery
to the USA and Canada, at no extra cost, so that you can
keep completely up-to-date with this worldwide revolution.
For further details, and a subscription order form, please write to
Department BMC2

IPC Science and Technology Press Limited,
205 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 889-0700 Telex: IPC UI 421710
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con ten ts of the index register in locations $0000 and $0001.
The software then allows for offset counts by subtracting
$01 from $0000 and storing the result in $0000. An overrange test checks the contents of location TEST for a number greater than 4095; if such a number is there, conversion
is complete; if not, the microprocessor branches back to line 50.
Now suppose you wish to connect the 6800 system to an
analog transducer with an interface that requires a minimum
amount of software. Fig 5 shows such a hardware oriented
interface and its software; the circuit generates a 3~-digit input to the PIA, reduces the required number of transmission
lines and instructions, and offers display capabilities. If you
tried to implement this interface using less hardware and
more software, you'd have to use a binary-to-BCD converter
and almost three times as many memory locations.
In the interface's software, lines 18-25 and 36-39 simulate the main microprocessor program; the conversion subroutine starts at line 42. The software then sets the display
update low and allows data to enter the circuitry's latches.
AW Al instruction stores the microprocessor stack until the
comparator output causes CAI to interrupt, and then control goes to line 50, which demultiplexes the BCD input data.
A pointer selects the least significant digit , and when the
pointer's line (PAS) switches low, the BCD data goes to location $0100. The pointer then shifts, and when PA6 goes low
the next digit goes to location $0101. The most significant
digit and the half digit then go to locations $0 I 02 and $0103
respectively, the display update line switches high, and the

microprocessor returns from the interrupt and subroutine
to the main program that requested the data.

interfacing digital transducers
Using digital transducers can simplify your microprocessorsystem interfaces even further. For example , to achieve mini mum software usage , you could in some systems connect
each of the eight outputs of a digital transducer to a corresponding PA line in the PIA . Unclocked , the transducer outputs present a constant word , which the microprocessor can
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Fig 5a Interface corrections for 3Y.. digit hardware oriented
mechanization.
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LSB

MSB
LSD

30 . ORG $0900
31 . CLI
32 . CLR PIAIAC
PIA ASSEMBLY
33 . CLR PIAIAO
34 . LOA A +$3C
35 . STA A PIAIAC
36 . LOS +$0020
37 . *
38 . *
39 . HOP
HAIN PROGRAM SIMULATION
40. J SR COHVRT
41. ENO NOP
42. BRA ENO
43 . *
44 . *
45. COHVRT LOA A +$35
A/ O CONVERSION SUBROUTINE
46 . LOA 8 PIA!AO
DUMMY READ OF PIA DATA REGISTER
47 . STA A PJAIAC
48 . WAI
49 . RTS
50 . •
51. •
52 . *
53 . •
54 . BEGIN LOA A +$20
BEGINNING OF INTERRUPT PROGRAM
55 . STA A POIHTR
56 . LOX +$0100
57 . NEXT LOA A PIAIAO
5B . TAB
59. AHO A POIHTR
60. BHE NEXT
61. ROL POINTR
62 . AHO B +$OF
63. STA B 0,X
64.
IHX
65. BCC NEXT
66. LOA A PIAIAO
67 . ANO A +$10
68. LSR A
69 . LSR A
70 . LSR A
71. LSR A
72 . STA A O,X
73.
LOA A +$JC
74 . STA A PIAIAC
75.
RT!
76 . •
77 • •
78 . •

79.

MON

MSD

Fig 5b 8-bit mechanization with minimum software for
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sample at any rate. Even for a relatively long sampling period,
only the least significant bits will change during the measurement of most parameters, and the measurement error will
equal about 1% (less than two parts in 256). This configuration requires software only to define its connections as inputs; sampling occurs under main program control.
How can you achieve minimum hardware usage in an interface for a digital transducer? In one such software oriented
interface (Fig 6) a digital transducer with a serial output requires two connections - PAO and ground - with the PIA .
The flow diagram shows one way to simulate the serial-toparallel register this interface requires. The software defines
PAO and cycle control PAI as inputs and PA3 as an output
to control the interface's conversion-finished LED (you can
eliminate this PA3 output if you make the program a subroutine of a larger control program).
The software's cycle loop causes the microprocessor to
wait until PAI switches high and then clears a memory location for use as a pointer that tracks bit processing. The program rotates the carry bit and resets the conversion-finished
line , and it uses a conditional branch to determine if all eight
bits have been tested. After nine rotations, the program
again sets the carry bit to signify that all bits have been
checked ; it uses another branch for bit testing and pointer
control and prepares all bits for the microprocessor.

Start

PIA Initialization

Conversion
Finished/Ready

Cycle

Clear Memory
Location
Set Carry Bit

MPU
Interface
Adapter

Rotate Bit
Pointer

Digital
Transducer

Serial Data

PAO
Last Bit

+5
+V

Yes

l

PA1
Cycle
Control
Set Bit High

PA3
Conversion
Complete

Bit Test

LED
Yes
Fig 6a Interface connections.
Fig 6c Flow diagram for 8-bit
mechanization
with minimum
hardware.

Reset Bit

Data Cycle
Store & Refresh Cycle
8 Clock Pulses

Fig 6b Serial data timing
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End

16 Clock Pulses

GET THE COMPUTER
SCENE IN FOCUS
Europe's foremost small computer exhibition
will show you what we mean.
Computing is changing. New vistas are opening up for the computer user. Small
computers and new techn iques such as distributed processing are changing the
name of the game.
At Brussels, in May, you ' ll get the new scene in focus at Compec Europe, the
specialised exhibition devoted to minicomputers, microprocessors, peripherals and
terminals.
That's why you should go to Compec Europe. To see what's new. To assess the
impact of the new systems. To investigate low-cost computi ng.

(JCJM'1E(]

EU~CJ'1E'77
Centre International Rogier,
rue du Progres,
Brussels

MAV 10, 11, 12.

THESE ARE SOME OF THE
FIRMS YOU WILL MEET
Al phameri c Keyboards
Ampex
App lied Dynamics
Atlantic Research
Billing Machines
Bohmer
Buco
Cobar Barco
Computer Aided Design
Centre
Dacoll
Data Care BV
Data Maintenance
Data 100
Databa l
Digital
Diablo Systems
Electrographic AV
Envopak Overseas
Eurodia
Eurotech
Facit Addo
Fairholt Business Forms
Feedback Data
Ferranti
General Automation
/CESA
IDG Publications
/NCAA
Inte l
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K& N Electronics
KT
London Chamber of
Commerce
Lynwood Sci ent1f i c
Marco/ Business Machines
Micro Displays
Modcomp
Modular Technology
Nashua
NV Cab le Print
Newbury Labs.
Norman Magnetics
Nuc lear Enterprises
Prime Computers
Raytheon Group
Sa it
Soft Electronics
Stock Control International
Systems Re liability
Systi me Ltd.
SE Labs (EMI)
Tally
Target Systems
Technel Data
Teleprint Benelux
Texas Instruments
Tracer Europe
Transdata
Trivector
Varian
Vermont Research
Wigmore Data
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Hybrid DP bit-synchronizer resists noisy interference
Left-unchecked, high noise levels can scramble electrical signals, distort information and otherwise disrupt the operation of data processing equipment. And one important component of a data processing system, the bit synchronizer, is
especially sensitive to such noise. This unit detects and synchronizes data demodulation and decoding, and converts
received analog signals to digital equivalents.
Unable to completely shield equipment from severe
noise, you can still guard against its effects by utilizing a
noise-resistant bit synchronizer developed at Raytheon Co.
under contract to NASA's Johnson Space Center. This hybrid, general-purpose device combines analog and digital circuitry in a decision-directed feedback loop, modified to
suit Biphase-L, NRZ or PSK-Biphase-L signal formats.
The synchronizer first locks onto and then tracks a rapidacquisition-sequence clock component while acquiring both
bit and word synchronization during the rest of its acquisition mode. To boost hardware economy, the same circuitry
controls both the acquisition and tracking modes: a bit demodulator in the tracking mode also functions as a sequence
cross-correlator during acquisition. The same device also activates the circuit's automatic gain control. Transition from
the acquisition to the data transmission mode occurs auto-

matically and requires no return communication, say the
circuit's developers, 1. Stiffler and A. Van Doren.
In the acquisition mode , the synchronizer's lower-accumulator (matched filter) bit detector serves as an overflow
indicator. During word synchronization, this device also divides an internal-locked clock by increasing powers of two
and correlates the results against received data . With each
operation, the lower accumulator indicates the correlation
with either a positive or negative overflow.
To implement the upper-loop multiplier and remove upper-loop modulation, Stiffler's and Van Doren's synchronizer recognizes a nondetectable bit (erasure) and multiplies
the upper-loop accumulator's output by zero under low signal-to-noise ratios. As a result, they note, the circuit avoids
erroneous updating by not updating the loop at all.
To ensure rapid, coarse adjustment, the circuit maintains
a short integration interval during acquisition mode. For
slower, smoother reaction during track mode, this interval
increases. At a 3-dB post-detection signal-to-noise ratio, the
total acquisition procedure can take place in under 0.5 sec,
report Stiffler and Van Doren. False synchronization and
synchronization failure probabilities approach I 0- 1 8 and
5 x 10- 3 , respectively, they add.
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Consider These Advantages:
• FAST TURNAROUND
• RELIABILITY
• LOW COST (repairs quoted before work begun)
• LOANERS AVAILABLE FOR MOST BOARDS*
• 30 DAY WARRANTY ON REPAIRS

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

* Loaner Boards Subject to Availability
Trademarks registered by Data General Corp . and Digital Computer Controls,
Inc. Endorsement of Keronix by either Data General or Digital Computer Controls not to be implied
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FPLA 'patches' cut core-repair costs
A typical 64K x 9 add-on core memory system incorporates
two core planes, each holding about 300K cores - up to 100
of which can prove broken or improperly tested.
One method of repairing these defective cores - a hand
"restringing" procedure - involves replacing each malfunctioning device at a cost of about $2/core . An even more ef-

Add ress
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in the 82S09 RAM.
To jam the con tents of the MDR's auxiliary memory
when you address a faulty core location , the FPLA's F 6 output provides memory-select control, which also lets you
write in auxiliary memory only at the patched addresses.
Core memory systems usually incorporate sockets and
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fective repair technique entails using an auxiliary memory
to patch all addresses that incorporate faulty devices . But
patching memory locations with PROM usually proves expensive; because fla~s can appear anywhere in the core
plane, you need an auxiliary memory with an address field
as large as the original memory's.
A field programmable logic array (FPLA), however , incorporates a programmable address matrix that lets you
choose any finite subset from a large number of input states.
The FPLA thus provides greater address selectivity than a
PROM, which utilizes a fixed decoder to access all internal
words, explains Napoleone Cavlan, manager of advanced
products marketing at Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, CA.
This increased address selectivity reduces memory-size
requirements and thus reduces hardware costs, he claims.
One memory user, for example, reported that one FPLA
costing $21 replaced 49 ICs costing $1 each in an aircraft
automatic landing system. In that same application , the
FPLA occupied 2 in 2 , compared with 50 in 2 for the random
logic.
Used as a core-memory patch, an FPLA can map the location of defective bits in its "AND" matrix and use sequential address pointers to direct its output "OR" matrix to a
small auxiliary RAM that stores the correct data. In one such
patch, a 16-input FPLA serves as an address map and a 64K
x 9 RAM provides auxiliary memory. The FPLA's 48 P-terms
let you dynamically repair 48 core-memory addresses situated anywhere in the core plane, and six FPLA outputs programmed as a binary table address the correct data, stored
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connections for both the FPLA and the auxiliary RAM . Immediately after the final test, program the FPLA input table
with the addresses of core failures, says Cavlan.
With appropriate modifications, you can also apply this
patching technique to memory systems that incorporate partially functional bipolar or MOS memories , he notes. You
can also apply the technique to ROM systems or utilize
spare PROM locations to extend the circuit-package life following random or repeated changes.

Hinged frames improve
system expandability
When specifying packaging systems for their designs ,
today's systems engineers most often choose plug-in
card arrangements, in which circuit cards attached to
edge connectors communicate through backplane
wires or a mother board. Such systems can offer compactness , but they can also lack expandability, often
provide poor communication between their component circuitry and the outside world, and accommodate
a limited number of component types, claims Olav
Naess, computer programmer and electronics hobbyist from Bergen (Welhavensgt. 65), Norway. To deal
with these difficulties , Naess has devised an alternative , hinged-frame packaging technique, for which he
has applied for a patent. Here is his report on the

Frame
Circuit Card
Circuit
Card

Cover
Pl ate

i CROSS SECTI ON

hinged-frame system, special to Designers' Notebook :
In the hinged-frame system , circuit cards mount in metal
frames that attach by means of hinges to each other and to
cover plates; removable steel rods in the hinges allow a designer to join frames and plates in many combinations. Flat
cables or a flexible mother boa rd can connect the system's
circuit cards at the hinges; the card frames and end plates
constitute a complete enclosure.
One advantage of the system is flexibility; a designer can
combine an unlimited number of modules in one properly
enclosed apparatus, split a system into several subsystems or
merge two subsystems together. Conventional enclosures,
by contrast, often can't accommodate the additional communication points (controls, contacts and displays) required
by newly added modules.
A module in a hinged-frame system can house all require d

communication points on its frame, and the enclosure
formed by a group of such modules can have communication
points on up to four sides, including a fro nt pan el. The connections between circuits and their communication points
remain short, fixed and unaffecte d by modu le changes or
additions. A system's end plates can function as control panels, and less-frequently use d con trols and indicators can
mo unt on a framed board behin d the system's end plate. A
hinged-frame system can open like a book while all its mod-

WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
For AWG 30, .025" (0,63mm) sq. post,
"MODIFIED" wrap, positive indexing,
anti-overwrapping device

OK MACHINE &TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St ., Bronx . NY 10475 / (212) 994-6600 I Telex 125091
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PDP·S 1/0
BOARDS
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EQUIVALENT WITH FULL MODEM CONTROL

TELCON
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TK - 8

Cover Plate

• OPTIONAL 1200 BAUD MODEM WHICH
ADAPTS DIRECTLY TO TK-8

SMALL-COMPUTER APPLICATION
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•
•
•

100% DEC SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
FULL MODEM CONTROLS
PIGGYBACK 1200 BAUD MODEM
45.5 TO 9600 BAUD RATES
DIP SWITCH PROGRAMMING
36 MONTH WARRANTY

--WRITE OR CALL-COMPLETE DATA SHEET AVAILABL E

5701 N.W. 31st AVENUE
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33309
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ules continue to function , a capability that should please
service technicians .
The packaging system offers some adclitional capabilities
as well . A module can contain a metal chassis instead of a
circuit card or can hold several small cards mounted side by
side as submodules. A designer can mount mechanical units
like floppy-disk and cassette-drives in frames or in framecompatible hinged boxes. Finally , shield plates and ground
planes can mount in or between frames , and heat-generating
components mount in perforated frames to ease cooling.
In one potential application of the packaging scheme , a
complete small computer system can mount in one tabletop
housing; using standard packaging techniques would require
at least four separate cabinets. The unit's keyboard , mounted
on a cover plate, rests on a special wedge-shaped frame that
opens 180° relative to the next frame.

Multi-parameter readings
of de/ de converter noise
Measuring a de/de converter's noise output demands more
care and skill than performing the same task for conventional
line-operated power supplies. Indeed , the procedure for
measuring the high-frequency components of a converter's
switching spikes more closely resemble the techniques for
dealing with high-frequency pulses or square waves.
One de/de-converter noise measurement will not suffice.
To accurately evaluate a switching power supply, examine
output-noise voltage, reflected input-ripple current and output "common mode" noise current , advises Frank Goodenough, product specialist at Teledyne Philbrick , Dedham , MA.
To obtain valid rms measurements of converter noise , utilize an rms-responding instrument with a bandwidth ranging
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TEST CIRCUIT FOR OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE (Oen)

from at least 5 Hz to 10 or 20 MHz . Even if scaled to read
rms values, no conventionally responding instrument can
accommodate switching components or accurately measure
non-sinusoidal components, Goodenough warns.
In most modern converters, switching frequencies range
from a few to 100 kHz; input and output switching spikes
usually vary in duration from 50 to a few hundred ns with
amplitudes ranging from a few to several hundred m V. Thus ,
you'll need a test-system bandwidtti of a least 20 MHz (with
correct termination) to achieve a valid peak-to-peak measurement , the product specialist explains .
Before trying to measure wideband peak-to-peak noise ,
arrange a shielded ground-plane as close as possible to your
oscilloscope's input connector and use nonreactive 50S1
terminations plus high-speed wiring. To minimize line-coupling
and ground-loops , also use an isolated battery as the de/ de
converter's power source. Make noise measurements as close
as possible to the converter /module's pins , Goodenough adds.
To prevent the oscilloscope from displaying ripple and
ground-current pickup , unplug the power supply and create
a short-circuit by connecting the power supply's output socket to the common output. When you take this precaution ,
the scope should display its own residual noise . In the unlikely event that this noise proves excessive , add a ground
current or a pickup in series with the scope's input.
If you must trace a residual noise's source , remove the
socket's short-circuit , plug in the power supply and shut off
the input power source . Under these conditions , the presence
of noise signals indicates a pickup between the power supply
and the scope. To eliminate this interference , connect the

IEE • ARGUS ALPHANUMERIC
MESSAGE PANELS
TEAM YOUR ASCII WITH OUR PANEL
AND YOU'LL BE GIVING YOUR CUSTOMER
THE BEST LOOKING DISPLAY OBTAINABLE TODAY!
The ideal display for process control , word
processing and test equipment. Fourteen dif·
ferent configurations to choose from ; 32 , 64,
128, or 256-character count per panel ca·
pacity, in either neon orange (filterable to red)
or NEW GREEN! Available in either " Mini" or
" Maxi" character sizes. This space -saving,
versatile alternative gives you a choice , not a
substitute.
• Unbelievably high contrast, high-brightness ,
with 1 20° cone viewing angle
• Available now with memory, character
generation , integral drive electronics

AVAILABLE
FROM
STOCK!!!

Maxl-256
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Maxl-64
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• Remote controllable
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For application in:
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4. Instrumentation
5. Industrial Control
6. RS232 Data storage

oscilloscope's third pin - the case ground - to the earth
ground, Goodenough advises.
If large enough, reflected input-ripple current - the unfiltered portion of an input circuit's switching spike - can
activate flip-flops , gates, counters and other circuitry usually powered from a converter's input-voltage source. To
measure this quantity - sometimes also termed spike-feed-

7. Security/automatic warning
systems
8. Test applications
9. Audio visual/education
10. Telephone interconnect
11 . Hi-Fi
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back current - directly at the supply input terminals, use a
de-coupling capacitor (with adequate high-frequency characteristics) and a current-sampling nonreactive resistor. These
components' time constant should prove no less than five,
and preferably at least ten, times larger than the duration of
the spike you wish to measure , Goodenough explains. To ensure that you've measured a switching spike in the linear circuit region, cross-check the current-sampling by using a current probe or by setting an R-value above and below the
specified value.
In reflected input-ripple current measurements, as in peakto-peak measurements, set your troubleshooting system's
bandwidth at about 20 MHz and specify the sampling resistor's
value, he adds.
A converter's common-mode noise current usually occurs
at the isolated output, common terminal. The magnitude of
this differential noise-current spike partially reflects the
quality of a de/de converter's design and shielding techniques ,
Goodenough says. If large enough , a spike current can saturate
a differential op amp or instrumentation amplifier powered
by the converter supply.

OCR system, wand speed
processing of bank data
At the Burlington Savings Bank in Burlington, VT, an OCR
system processes monthly loan payments by scanning account numbers and amount fie lds. The operator uses a handheld wand to read the information into the M3 system,
marketed by Key Tronic Corp . The OCR system interfaces
wi th a 3277 Genesis CRT that is plug compatible with an
IBM 3271 control unit. The control unit connects directly
to the central processing unit.
Classified as a low-volume OCR application user , Burlington Savings previously used randomly selected teller stations
as the sources of batching, verification and entering payment data. No one specific individual processed the loan payments received through the mail.
Lyma n W. Hill , the bank's group vice president, who had
been searching for a viable data en try method for three years
for this application, found that OCR performed the required
functions effectively. However , he could not cost justify any
of the systems he had looked at because of their high cost.
After witnessing a demonstration of Key Tronic's low-cost
hand held OCR system, Hill purchased the unit.
The M3 system needed no additional or new forms for
successful implementation in to bank operation. It did require , however, a relocation of the information scan band
containing the account number and the amount, just below
where the previous billing infor:nation was printed. The system now reads a 407 fonr generated by a 1403 IBM printer
and suffers from no degraded print reading prob lems.
When the payment slip is returned to the bank with the
remittance, the clerk checks to see whether the amount of
the payment corresponds with the amount due. For those
that do, the clerk tabulates the checks on adding machine
tape to total the receipts. Then, the operator passes a wand
over to read and optically enter the data at a rate of up to
ten times faster than the previous method of manual key entry .
The system operates on-line, because the CRT holds 24
documents on the screen at one time. After the system has
entered the 24 documents in to the screen format, it sends the
information to the central processing site. As a result of Burlington-written special software, these formatted pages of 24
documents can be recalled for manual editing, if necessary.
In this application, the system eliminates ove rtime costs
and shifts the responsibility of processing these payments to
one person who processes all payment slips in an average of
three hours per day. A worker requires little or no previous
experience to opera te the M3 . Mr. Hill said that a mail clerk
handles the processing load easily during a normal workday.
Although the number of documents processed each day
at Burlington vary, the first seven business working days of
the month usually require processing approximately 1400 to
1600 documents . For the remainder of the month, approximately 400 documents per day are processed . According to
Hill , the first four months of experience indicates that the
M3 will pay for itself in the first twelve months of operation solely on the basis of eliminating operator overtime . He
also foresees other applications for the OCR System within
his savings bank.
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MINl·CASSETTE
DATA RECORDER
Model MD·l (With R/W Electronics)
• Low Cost, Small Size
•

• High Reliability
•Low Power
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• Battery Operable
•Use Philips Type
Mini-Cassette Tape

As a portable 1/0 and memory device for
your Computer and Communication Systems,
POS Terminals, Data Gathering Systems, etc ...
write or call for complete information
by

CMOS gates implement
variable-length timer
Low cost and low current drain constituted the primary
design constraints on a timer for a tv control system, a special-purpose unit configure d by Herman Sheffield , president
of Data Engineering Associates , Houston . To meet these
constraints, he chose' to use CMOS gotes, which, he points
out, suit a variety of battery powered, non-logic applications
because of their low cost, wide supply voltage range and
high input impedance.
To implement the variable-length timer , Sheffield used
the 4011 AE quad 2-inpu t NAND , which, with its companion 4001AE quad 2-input NOR , costs about $0.32 - eight
Vbat t

I

PB Switch

12K

CREATIVE MACHINERIES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
20725 S. Annalee Ave., Carson, Ca. 90746
Call : (213) 537-1478
45 -M INUTE, LOW-C UR RE NT T IMER
CIRCLE 69

10M

LED

Ea

LIGHT SOURCE
INCREMENTAL
ENCODERS

5VL 70 SERIES

SCHM IDT TR IGGE R

• SVDC Input
Voltage
• 60-4096 Counts
per turn
• TIL Integral
Electronics
• Solid State
Light Source
• 100 KHz
Frequency
Response

v
1M
Q

01

[ffi!J:[I:
BEi Electronics,lnc.
CONTROLS AND INSTRUM ENTS DIVI SION
1101 McAlmont Street, Little Rock . Ark . 72203
Telephone : 501 -372-7351
T W X : 910-722 -7384

CIRCLE 70
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TOGGLE FLI P FLOP

J

cents per gate. The timer, which could operate fro m a 9V
battery, ti mes out in about 45 min ., and its current drain is
negligible in most applications, he claims . The fi n al gate provides wave squari ng and would be unused in many applica tions.
Because many inexpensive capacitors exhibite d leakage
currents too high for the circuit , Sheffield chose a 25 V
unit. High leakage current means that Ve won't go to the low
rail (shown as ground). That is, with the capacito r completely discharged , the circuit behaves like a capacitor leakage
resistance, Re, in series with R t; if the leakage is too high ,
Re supplies enough current to raise Ve from ground .

~vb,.,
C

+500µ F
25V

To avoid this problem , he says, make the leakage curre n t - (V batt - V e)/Re - small compared with Ve/ Rt. That
way, when the transistor pull s Ve to Vbatt, the ini tial voltage across C measures 0 and re mains smaller than the voltage across Rt.
Sheffield also configured two other circuits that incorporate CMOS gates. The firs t , a Schmidt trigger, incorporates
the 400 1AE and produces clean outpu ts from slow -moving
inputs; it could fin d uses in consumer devices or in other
circuitry with spare un used ga tes. As a general rul e, make
Rr at least twice as large as R1 so that if Eo is high and E1
goes low, Ee will d rop below the CM OS threshold (n ormally
0. 5 times the supply voltage bu t possibly as low as 0 .3
times that value).
In the second circui t, a toggle flip flop, outputs Q and
Q1 alternate high and low each t ime E1 crosses the input
th reshold going high. The circuit, w ~ich uses both the
4001 AE and the 4 011 AE, behaves the same whe ther Q goes
high or low, in contrast with CMOS flip flops like the 4 01 3,
in which Q switches high on a slow-moving inpu t bu t requires a relatively sharp inpu t to switch low. Thus the circuit could suit some CMOS applica tions better than the
401 3 - for example, because it doesn't respond to extremely slow inputs, you could use it to discriminate agai nst
such signals.
If you require a response to d e waveforms, use the
Schmidt trigger's output as the toggle flip flop's inpu t, advises Sheffield . And if yo u requi re a flip flop th at changes
on low-going signals, interchange the positions o f the NOR
and NAND gates in the toggle flip flop and connect its resistors to ground instead of V, he concludes.

DATAl/0
BYBIT
OR BYTE
.... for 15,000 hours.
The MFE 2508 cassette tape transport is
ideal for program loading, communications
terminals and data acquisition systems.
It's V3 the size of a minifloppy, has a 1/108
error rate, 366 Kilobyte storage and
a 32 Kilobit transfer rate.
Just 2 moving parts and no mechanical
adjustments a~ure its constant speed,
accuracy, speed range and reliability.
Computer and communications interfacing
is ,simplified by your choice of 8 bit
parallel or 8 bit serial option boards which include Bi+ level The ANSl/ECMA Standard.
Call Jim Saret (603)893-1921 for more data.
Unit price $525, 1 s $325 plut options.

Keewaydin Drive, Salem, NH 03079
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KERONIX IDS - 16 MINICOMPUTERS

KERONIX ADD-IN MEMORY PRODUCTS

A 16-Bit Full Parallel Synchronous, High-Speed
General Purpose, Mini Computer

4K, SK, And 16K Words
PLUG COMPATIBLE CORE MEMORY SYSTEMS

INSTRU CTION SET, 1/0 INTERFACE & MEMORY
INTERFACE COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE WITH
NOVA™ SERIES OF MINI COMPUTERS

e

P-3 SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA
GENERAL NOVA™ 1200& Dcc™ -116

•

P-4 SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA

ADDRESS UP TO 65K (Without the Use of Costly
Memory Management)

e

•

GENERAL NOVA TM 800, 820 and 840
•

P-5 SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA

HINGED FRONT PANEL WITH FRONT LOADING
CIRCUIT BOARDS

GENERAL NOVA TM 2 SYSTEMS
•

I

SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH INTER -

e

POWER FAIL & RESTART-STANDARD

e

FOUR 16 BIT ACCUMULATORS

e

D

SERIES . FULLYCOMPATIBLEWITHPDP-11™s

•

800, 1000, or 1200 NANOSECOND MACHINE
CYCLE TIME USING ONE BOARD CPU ' S

•

J-1

SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRODATA™ 800 AND CIP™ 2000

e

4, 8, 10, 13 OR 17 SLOT CAPACITY

•

J-2 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRO-

•

INTEGRATED MSI & LSI CIRCUITS THROUGH •

G

OUT. TRI -STATE ELEMENTS ARE USED FOR ALL

DATA TM 70, 74, 7/16, 7/ 32 SYSTEMS

DATA ™

1/0 & MEMORY LINES
•

FORCED -AIR COOLING (UP TO 4 COOLING FANS)

e

POWER SUPPLY IS MODULAR FOR EASY SER VICING & PROVIDES UP TO 50% MORE POWER
THAN COMPARABLE UNITS

•

MANY OPTIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE

•

EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

•

LOANERS AVAILABLE ON OUR ONE-YEAR
WARRANTY
LOOK FOR OUR COMPLETELY INTELLIGENT
KE RON IX MODEL KX-8000, COMING SOON!

For more extensive information on our IDS-16, please contact us directly.

1600

SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH
PRIME TM 100, 200, & 300

•

E

SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH PDP™
BE, F, M, AND A

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, KERONIX MANUFACTURES ADD-ON MEMORIES, OEM MEMORIES ,
AND CUSTOM MEMORIES
ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
WITH ALL KE RON IX MEMORIES
TM Trademarks registered by Data Gene.ral Corp ., Digital
Computer Controls, Inc., Interdata, Digital Equipment Corp. ,
Microdata, Cincinnati Milacron, and Prime. Endorsement of
Keronix products not to be implied .

ms Capability
1/0 AND PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS

VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL
KERONIX MODEL K-4000
e

FOR KERONIX IDS 16 COMPUTERS
AND NOVA™ SERIES OF COMPUTERS

FULL KEYBOARD (Optional 10-Key Pad Available)

•

HIGH RESOLUTION, NON -REFLECTING SCREEN;

•

1008

REAL TIME CLOCK

•

1010

TTY INTERFACE

VIEWING UP TO 10 FEET; BRIGHTNESS CON ·
TAOL ; REVERSE VIDEO (Black Characters on

•

1011

PAPER TAPE READER CONTROL

White Background , Selectable)

•

1012

PAPER TAPE PUNCH CONTROL

80 CHARACTERS PER LINE, 25 LINES, 2000

•

1016

CARD READER CONTROLLER

•

1023

EIA INTERFACE

AT 3Hz RATE

•

1034

LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER

•

CURSOR CONTROL (Non-Destructive)

•

1038

MUL Tl -PROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS

•

INTERCHANGEABLE WITH TELETYPE
USES STANDARD ASCII CODE

•

1046

DISK CONTROLLER

e

9" X 7" (12" Diagonal) ; SWIVEL BASE; EASY

•

CHARACTER DISPLAY ; STORE UP TO 51 LINES
& 4080 CHARACTERS; BLINKING CHARACTERS

•

•

1007

1/0 BOARDS

ADAPTER

INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY ; RUNS OFF A SIN ·

•

1146

FLEXIBLE DISK CONTROLLER

GLE 15" X 15" P.C. BOARD

•

1054

EXTENDER BOARDS

VARIABLE BAUD RATE (75 to 9600 Bits Per
Second); 10 OR 11 BIT CODE

•

1060-4

FOUR LINE ASYNCHRONOUS MUL Tl ·
PLEXER FOR FOUR EIA STANDARD
LEVEL LINES (MUX)

•

ODD OR EVEN OR MARK PARITY

•

EITHER EIA OR 20 MA CURRENT LOOP

•

LOOK FOR OUR COMPLETELY INTELLIGENT

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, KERONIX MANUFAC·
TURES ADD -ON MEMORIES, OEM MEMORIES, AND
CUSTOM MEMORIES

1060-8

MUX FOR EIGHT EIA STANDARD
LEVEL LINES

ON E Y EA R WARRANTY O N ALL KE RONI X 10
PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS
TM Trademarks registered by Data General Corporation
Endorsement of Keroni x products by Data General not to
be implied.
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80-MBYTE DISK DRIVE
SWAPS WITH TRIDENTS

PROGRAMMABLE FOURCOLOR PLOTTING

40-COL. PRINTER
USES ONE 12-V SUPPLY

The 80-Mbyte BD-80 is an IBM-3330
type (short stack version) disk drive
and can interface with the manufacturer's 3300 formatter, a standalone, IBM-3330 compatible disk
controller . It supports sophisticated
file-management techniques in real
time and serves multi-terminal and
batch processing systems requiring
liigh-speed, randomly_accessible

Poster size brochure describes 9872A
X/Y plotter that changes pens
automatically under program control.
The 9872 is a microprocessor-based
A3-sized plotter that works with HP's
9825 and 9831 desktop computers. It
features addressable moves as small
as 0.025 mm, selectable pen speed,
point digitizing, window plotting, five
resident character sets, off-scale handling, symbol mode plotting, dashedline fonts and axes generation. Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Circle 281

Type DX486 dot matrix printer produces up to 40 columns of alphanumeric or graphic information for
such applications as data processing
terminals, communications, instrumentation, ticket printing and point0f-sale terminals. It uses one 12 Vdc
supply and measures 4"H. The unit
produces 40 characters in 4" on paper
4%" wide, using standard paper and
a reversible ribbon. Two additional
copies can be made using self-acting
paper or carbon. To accommodate
graphics printing, paper advance is
designed to allow the continuous
printing of dots, one under the other.
All controls occur through 5V TTL
levels on one connector. Amperex

15-COL. IMPACT PRINTERS
USE 54-CHAR. SET

mass storage. The basic BD-80 contains dynamic braking, standard digital 1/0 and an ac power cable and
power supply. Standard logic features
include write protection, address
mark detection, variable sector sizes
and sector address and cylinder status.
With the standard 1/0, the BD-80 is
directly interchangeable with Tridentclass drives. An optional differential
1/0 interface for SMD-class drives is
also available. The disk pack is based
on IBM 3336-11 components; equivalent packs are generally available
and have been qualified by the manufacturer. It contains five read/write
surfaces with 815 cylinders/surface
at 370 tpi. Recording densities are
6060 bpi, 20, 160 bytes/track. Start
and stop times measure 20 sec, and
average access time equals 30 ms.
Ball Computer Products, 860 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-6700
Circle 241
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These 15-column impact printers
with full alphanumeric capability
can output up to 3 lps for numeric
data and 1.5 lps for alphanumeric
data. The Series PR1500 units offer
a full 54-character set and multi-copy
printing capabilities and start in 500ms
with subsequent line feed of up to
10 lps. They use standard paper and
a snap-in 2-color ribbon cartridge.
Power consumption measures 11W.
Options include special drum type

Electronic Corp., Hicksville Div.,
Hicksville, NY 11802. (516) 931 6200
Circle 251

DRIVES AND STEPPERS
FOR FL OPP I ES

fonts, 50 Hz operation, vertical
mounting, either single or multiline
printing, ticket printing, combination ticket/tape printing and special
voltages. Sheldon-Sodeco, 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.
(914) 592-4400
Circle 250

These drive motors and stepping
motors suit floppy-disk drive appl ications. A 1/100-hp ac drive motor has
output speeds of 1500 rpm @ 50 Hz
or 1800 rpm @ 60 Hz and is a permanent-split-capacitor reluctance
synchronous unit with automatic reset thermal overload protector. Size
18 and 20 stepping motors have single
or multiple start lead screws and
come in 3- or 4-phase versions with
15° step angle. Eastern Air Devices,
Holtzer-Cabot Motors, Dover, NH
03820. (603) 742-3330 Circle 253

c
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COMPUTER
SCIENCE
PRESS
Solve the anagram. Return It to us with your order and save 10%

1. Initials of coauthors of a widely
adopted data structures text.
2. Hot,

3
2
8
2 2

3

4

5

6

, hottest.

3. Design automation expert and
journal editor.
4. A small hairy animal.

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5

1 8

1 9

2 0

21

2 2

12-5--e-21

5. What 12 inches is equal to.

- 4-

6. Initials of a well known technical publisher .

- , - , 19-,-

102213

DIAGNOSIS & RELIABLE DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Melvin A. Breuer and Arthur D. Friedman
Complete coverage of the subjects of test generation, simulation, and reliability enhancing design techniques including self-checking
and fault-tolerant circuits. 320pp., $18.95

FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA STRUCTURES
Ellis Horowitz and Sartaj Sahni
Comprehensive subject treatment including creation and analysis of programs, arrays, stack and queues, linked lists, trees, graphs,
sorting, symbol tables and file structures. 564pp., $18. 95.

THEORY & DESIGN OF SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Arthur D. Friedman and Premachandran R . Menon
Thorough treatment of subject from classical minimization to advanced design techniques including asynchronous circuits, decom·
positions, modular design, printed circuit board design, magnetic bubble logic, "Recommended" Choice, "Good" Computer Magazine.
58lpp., $19.95.

LOGICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Arthur D. Friedman
Systematic development from the simplest concep ts of combinational circuit design, to sequential circuit and system level design,
culminating in design of digital computer systems. Main selection MacMillan Library of Computer and Information Science Book
Club, "Good" Digital Processes "Superb textbook" Computing Reviews. 278 pp., $16.95.

CHESS AND COMPUTERS
David Levy
The first comprehensive book on Computer Chess, covers all aspects from the first chess machine to a description of recent tournament
play, current research, and future prediction. 145pp., $11.95.

DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGN AUTOMATION: LANGUAGES , SIMULATION & DATA BASE
Edited by Melvin A. Breuer
Covers the subjectsof system level simulation, register transfer languages, simulation and translation, automated microprogramming
techniques, data base design and file management. "Recommended" IEEE Spectrum, Main selection McGraw Hill Computer
Professionals Book Qub. 417 pp., $19. 95.

JOURNAL OF DESIGN AUTOMATION & FAULT-TOLERANT COMPUTING
Editor-in-Chief, Melvin A. Breuer
This new quarterly provides comprehensive coverage of the subject areas of digital system design automation, diagnosis, testing, and
fault-tolerant computing. Complimentary copies of the first issue (October, 1976) available upon request. Subscription $30.00
(Individuals) $50.00 (Institutions).

Postage and handling is $1.00 per title. Residents of California please add 6% sales tax.
You can save 10% if you return the completed puzzle with your order to:

COMPUTER SCIENCE PRESS , INC.
Dept. BP, 4566 Poe Avenue
Woodland Hills, California 91364
APRIL 1977
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with a push-pull deflection coil, it
draws constant current from the power
supply only slightly greater than the deflection coil's sensitivity.
Beam deflection is achieved through
proportional splitting of the curre.nt be·
tween the positive and negative halfHIGH SPEED DEFLECTION
axes of the deflection coil . In this manAMPLIFIER
ner, the difference in current is always
Display Components, Inc., of Littleton, proportional to the sine of the deflection angle. This constant current, difMass., has developed an ultra-linear deflection system which provides a 3 HMz ferential drive mode delivers a high orbandwidth while conserving power. De- der of stability and low noise. Also,
sampling of the deflection currents at
signed to operate in a Class A mode,

the output of the coil windings, providing negative feedback to the input,
guarantees linearity .
All deflection is accomplished in
one major-axis system. High frequency
small signal inputs, such as characters
and symbols, are entered at the same
amplifier input as are the large signals,
such as major positioning, vector and
raster . Thus, functional simplicity and
accuracy are achieved with high frequency signals processed by the same
feedback amplifiers and driven through
t he same deflection windings as are the
' - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 larger signals.
Labelled the DA3000, it is designed
to meet today's needs in alphanumeric /
vector type display systems requiring
fast major positioning, wide bandwidth,
low power consumption and low cost.
Optional features include 945 TVvoltage boost capability, with no increase in power, to attain a fly -back recovery of 7 µsec to 1%. Th is feature operates automatically with no external
keying or additional power supplies . The
You Are Wasting More In Dollars For Human
power required is approximately 40%
of that used in a brute force system.
Resources Than This LINE PRINTER Costs
Display Components, Inc., 550 Newtown Rd., Box 488, Littleton, MA
01460.
Circle 282
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WAITING ON OUTPUT FROM YOUR MINI

2400 LPM - 80 COL.
MODEL 8210 - $3450*

1400 LPM - 132 COL.
MODEL 8230 - $3785*

FIXED-HEAD DISK DRIVES
USE REMOVABLE MEDIA
Head-per-track disk drives, designated
Model 980 Series, come with storage
capacities ranging from 0.5 to 2.0
Mbytes, with larger capacities achiev·
able by daisy-chaining. All units util ize a proprietary, head-per-track disk

~ ---

-

•
FOR ORDERING INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE :

:~~:.!!!1n~ I

01 v 1s10• OF

••USCH&LOM•~

ONE HOUSTON SOUARE lot 8500 C.m" o" Roodl AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753
(612) 837-2820
TWX 91~874-2022
cable HOINCO

• Domestic USA Prices, Qty 1, End User

==:445~0Glir:::~:ea
"the recorder company"

TELECOPIEREUROPEAN OFFICE

cartridge, termed Disc Cell, which has
a self-contained spindle and Winchester-type media and read/write head
assemblies. The drives also offer integral de power supplies constant
data rate and access time regardless
of power source and 10,000 hrs
MTB F. Price: $3900 to $61,000.
Dataflux Corp., 1195 E. Arques
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)
723- 7070
Circle 243

CIRCLE 73
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All of this ...

Mighty Mux
DESCRIPTION
Mighty Mux is a complete I/O Communications System
for any NOV A-type computer. It interfaces from 4 to 128
peripheral devices to the computer via the Direct Memory
Access (OMA) channel. By using the OMA channel instead
of the Programmed I/ O bus, 1/0 processing overhead on
the CPU can be reduced from 60% or 80% to 1% or 2%.
The low I/ 0 overhead and provision of extra control lines
on each port make it possible to interface and control
printing terminals, CRTs, graphics terminals, modems,
even floppy discs, line printers and card readers equipped
with RS-232-C interfaces.
A master terminal interface, real time clock, and modem
controls on each port are standard features which eliminate
separate boards required in competitive multiplexers.
ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
One board (the 310) provides asynchronous
communication to four or eight local or remote devices at
speeds up to 50K baud. Port 0 of the 310 serves both as the
master terminal interface and as a time shared port. All
interfaces are RS-232-C, current loop, or both. All DC
power is normally obtained from the host computer;
however, independent supplies for± l2V and for current
loop operation are available.
The 301 board permits expansion to 16, 24, or 32
asynchronous ports. Thus, a thirty-two port multiplexer,
including real-time clock, master terminal interface, and all
necessary modem controls is implemented by two boards.
Each additional 301 adds up to 24 ports to a maximum of
128 ports.
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
The 302 board adds synchronous communication at
speeds up to 50K baud over the same OMA channel
interface. The 302 provides 2, 4, 6 or 8 channels and
performs Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) generation and
checking in hardware. It fully complies with the new
national standard (ADCCP) and the new IBM standard
(SDLC) for synchronous communication.

PROGRAMMING FLEXIBILITY
All important parameters are under program control on a
port-by-port basis. For instance, each port is assigned its
own input and output buffers in core. These may be of any
size and any location in core. The program also controls
parity mode, character size, automatic echo, and baud rate
for each port. A user can sign onto the system at one baud
rate and switch to any other standard baud rate from his
terminal.
Drivers are available to use the EDS-8 under IRIS,
ROOS, and RTOS and to interface printers, card readers,
and modems through the multiplexer.

THREE IMPLEMENTATIONS OF A 32-PORT MUX
OUR WAY
1. One 310-AS board
One 301-A24 board
The 310-AS includes real time clock
and master terminal interfaces
2. Modem control-included above
3. Requires two slots, no external
chassis
4. Operates on the OMA channel
( 1 interrupt/ transmission)
5. Easily handles 32 terminals
at 9600 baud each
6. Baud rates under program control
7. Approximate price: $6400
8. Warranty: one year

THEIR WA Y*-4060
1. Eight 4060 boards
One 4007 / 40 IO board for real
time clock and master terminal
interface
2. Two 4026 boards for modem
control
3. Requires 11 slots (& probably
an expansion chassis)
4. Operates on PIO channel
( 1 interrupt/ character)
5. Bogs down with 3 terminals at
9600 baud
6. Baud rates hard wired
7. Approximate price: $15 ,000
8. Warranty: 60 days

THEIR WAY-DCU/50*
1. One DCU-50 board
One Comm. Chassis
Two ALM-16 boards
Eight 4261 's; One 4007 / 4010 board
2. Use four ALM-S's instead of two
ALM-l6's if modem control needed
3. Requires two slots and an external
chassis
4. OMA between CPU & DCU-50;
PIO between DCU-50 & peripherals
5. Programmable, but complex
programs limit data rate
6. Baud rate under program control
7. Approximate price: $10,000
8. Warranty: 60 days
*Using standard Data General equipment.

Educational Data Systems
1682 Langley Avenue, Irvine, California 92714, 714 I 556-4242
CIRCLE 75

Log Command button the code converter strobes the input data into
memory and sends it out in serial
ASCII. An isolated 20mA loop output is standard with selectable even
or odd parity. After seven loggings,
the device automatically generates
a carriage return, line feed and rubout. Price: $972 ($100 discount in
effect until June 30). Nationwide
Electronic Systems, 1536 Brandy
Parkway, Streamwood, IL 60103.
(312) 289-8820
Circle 247

BCD-TO-ASCII CONVERTER
LINKS INSTRUMENTS, TTYS
The CC 1200 code converter accepts
10 digits of parallel BCD data from
any digital instrument and transmits
the reading in serial ASCII to teletypewriters, CRT terminals, tape recorders, computers or other data

QUIET 36" PLOTTER
DRAWS AT 4.5 IPS
Dubbed "the Quiet One," the DP8S3 36" plotter outputs drawings
on -line, off-line, on timeshare or
with remote-batch graphics. For con-

DC SERVO MOTOR
FOR PRINT WHEEL DRIVES
This de servo motor can accelerate a
matched inertia at 30,000 rad/sec2.
It produces 22.5 ox-in at 58 W (25° C)
and has an armature inertia of 0.00036
in-ox-sec2. Its electrical time constant equals 0.5 ms, and it measures
1.375" in dia and 1. 7" long. Typical
applications include matrix printer
carriage drives, paper advances in
computer peripheral equipment and
print wheel drives. Magnetic Technology, 21001 Kittridge St., Canoga
Park, CA 91303. (213) 887-7700
Circle 252

equipment. It suits such data logging
applications as laboratory research,
production testing and communications traffic monitoring. Data inputs
are TTL/DTL compatible, buffered
for up to 80-V logic (either negative
or positive-true.). When you press the

tour mapping, subdivision plots and
PC-board design, the unit comes with
3 pens and has 9 switch-selectable
step sizes ranging. from 0.00125" to
0.01 ",positive paper feed and a 4.5ips plotting speed. It also accommodates 12" paper for A- and B-size
drawings. Price: $9500. Houston Instrument, One Houston Square, 8500
Cameron Rd., Austin, TX 78753.
Circle 249
(512) 837-2820

MDI SYSTEMS presents...The World of Interface
MDB Systems produces a
repertoire of controllers and interfaces for various peripheral devices
to a variety of mini-computers.
MDB Systems interface products
include general purpose logic
modules, peripheral device contrailers, communications modules,
line printer controllers, and
accessory hardware. MDB interfaces are available for DEC PDP-11 *
and 8, Data General Nova~
Interdata, and Hewlett-Packard
computers, as well as an extensive
product selection for the DEC
LSI-11 microprocessor.
MDB Systems products equal
or exceed the manufacturer's
specifications for an equivalent
product and are hardware and
software transparent to the host
computer giving complete plug-in
compatibility. The unique design
features of MDB interface boards
permits adaptation to most popular
models of peripheral devices
currently available.
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See the MDB World of
Interface at

MDB Systems products are
air shipped worldwide within
fourteen days or less after receipt
of order. MDB Systems places an
unconditional one year warranty
on its controllers and tested
products. Our service policy is
exchange and return; replacement
boards are shipped by air within
twenty-four hours of notification.
MDB products are sold worldwide at domestic prices, ex factory,
Orange, California. Various
quantity purchase plans are available. MDB Systems welcomes
your request for information
on any of its products.

California & New England Computer
Shows
Invitational Computer Conferences
Compee Europe '77, Bruxelles, May 10-12
International Mini/Microcomputers,
Geneva, May 24-26
National Computer Conference,
Dallas, June 13-16
Instrumentation & Computer Fairs,
Washington & Philadelphia,
October 11-12 and 18-19
Interface West, Los Angeles,
MOB SYSTEMS, INC.
November 1-3
Mini/Microcomputer Conference,
1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
Anaheim, December 6-8
TWX: 910-593-1339
714/998-6900
Complimentary guest invitations
on request
'TMs Digital Equipment Corp & Data General Corp

See us at the National Computer Conference
CIRCLE 10 FOR PDP-11; 11 FOR NOVA; 12 FOR INTERDATA; 13 FOR LSl-11.
APRIL 1977
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INTERFACE MODULE
LINKS GPIB AND CAMAC
Model 3388 GPI B Interface, part of
the manufacturer's line of Camac
modules, is a double-width module
that provides the interface between
a Ca mac system (IEEE Standard
583) and the general -purpose interface bus (IEEE Standard 488). It
can connect up to 14 digital multimeters, counters, printers, calculators, display terminals or other devices that meet the GPIB standard
to a Camac system via standard
GPIB cables . The module functions
as a controller, talker and listener as
described in IEEE Standard 488.
Model 3388 comes with the 24-contact connector specified by IEEE
488 (Model 3388A) or with the 25contact connector specified in Europe by the International Electrotechnical Commission (Model 3388E).
Price (domestic) : $850 (quantity 1-9).
Ki neticSystems Corp ., 11 Maryknol I
Dr., Lockport, IL 60441 . (815) 8380005
Circle 242

Seeing is believing .... so take a
good look at what Aydin Controls
new raster scan, multi-channel, RGB
display generator can give you at a
reasonable cost:

CASSETTE RECORDER
OUTPUTS 125 CPS
The STR-150 digital cassette recorder
comes with complete interface electronics and requires eight data-in

Eight colors D 256 alphanumerics
and special symbols
Two character sizes D Upper and lower case
block/and graphics D Subscript and
Up to 80 characters
superscript
per line with 48 lines per page O Two
Reverse backintensity levels
grounds D MOS random access refresh memory D Full edit from keyboard or computer D Dual 1/0
option.
To find out what our applicationsoriented model 5215 can do for you,
call or write us today.

One source for all your CRT display
requirements
414 COMMERCE DRIVE
FORT WASHINGTON, PA. 19034
PHONE (215) 542-7800
TWX (510) 661-0518

lines with strobe, eight data-out lin3s
with strobe and separate line for rewind. All lines are DTL/TTL compatible, and no external clocking is
required. The recorder accepts asynchronous 8-bit parallel inputs at
rates up to 125 cps and outputs data
at the same rate. It requires ±.1 N de
and +5Vdc power supplies and measures 8" x 8" x 3.8". The unit also
comes with power supplies and en-

.... CIRCLE 76

closure for stand-alone or portable
applications. Price : $503 in singles,
$376 in 100s. Electronic Processors,
Inc., 1265 W. Dartmouth Ave ., Englewood, CO 801 10. (303) 761-8540
Circle 245

HIGH-SPEED CAPABILITY
FOR REMOTE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY
Gould, Inc., Instrument Systems Division, has developed a remote graphics
processor (RGP) that gives remote terminals the capability of generating
high-speed graphic hardcopy when
coupled with its 5000 Series electrostatic printer /plotter.
With the RGP unit and a 5000 or
5005 printer/plotter, charts, graphs and
engineering drawings can be printed at
paper speeds averaging Y2 inch/second
when the serial data rate is 9600 Hz. In-

l

•} BOULU

stantaneous paper speed varies from
0.14 to 1.0 inch/second, depending on
the plotter model, the baud rate at
which data is received and the com plexity of the p lot.
Using Gould's proprietary PLOT
graphics software and RGP option software on the host computer, input data
is processed and transmitted over the
communication line in a highly encoded
character form. The RGP data can,
therefore, be handled by standard host
computer spooling software without
modification. Using an RS-232C interface connection to the terminal, the
RGP processes the transmitted graphic
data and sends raster data to the Gould
plotter.
Software is available for host compu ·
ters of the followi,1g types: IBM 360/
370, Univac 1100 Series, and Control
Data 6000, 7000, or Cyber 70 Series.
An optional hardware character generator is available t o provide alphanumeric printer/plotter output for most terminal configurations using ASCII format. The microprocessor based RGP is
supplied with an enclosed cabinet. An
option is available for 19-inch rack
mounting. Gould, Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
Circle 283

FLOPPY-DISK DRIVE
SWITCH-SELECTS 6 MODES

dustrial and medical x-ray, oscillographic wave forms, computer graphics, medical nuclear scanners, infrared
imaging systems or even image signals
from outer space.
Featuring a high image gray scale
resolution coupled with high image
stability, operating specifications are
guaranteed regardless of extremes in

This multifunctional floppy disk drive
has a six-position switch that can select hard or soft sectoring, gating of
"write protect" or "ready" with select, stepping motor power control,
and separation of data and clock.
The 142M performs as a single density (243K bytes) or double density
drive (650K bytes) with no requirements for additional control logic.
A 6400-bpi, 48-tpi unit with 6-ms
track-to-track access time, it transfers 500,000 bps. Price: $625 in
singles, with OEM discounts available. Calcomp, 2411 W. La Palma
Ave ., Anaheim, CA 92801 . (714)
Circle 248
821-2541

operating temperature, vibration or
magnetic ambience.
The single-ended scan converter is
operable in any of four modes: read,
write, selective erase and full screen
clear. The beam address of the Lithocon TX-100 solid state target can be
driven either by internal raster generators of the PEP-500 or external X, Y
signals. Image writing may be accomplished in either integration or equilibrium modes. Princeton Electronic

IMAGE MEMORY/SCAN
CONVERTER
The PEP-500 Lithocon Solid State Image Memory/Scan Converter for electronic image storage and manipulation
is a beam addressed solid state image
memory designed for widespread commercial application for visual display
of electronic signals from any source
such as medical ultrasound waves, in-

Products, Inc., P.O. Box IOI, North
Brunswick, NJ 08902.
Circle 284

12-DIGIT DISPLAY BOARD
Texas li;istruments has introduced a
multi-digit visual light-emitting diode
(VLED) display stick with 12 digits,
claimed as the largest number available
on a single board in the industry today.
The Tl L804 characters are seven segment red VLEDs, 0.27 in. high and feature typical brightness of 500ucd at
20mA. Features include right hand decimals at each digit, continuous uniform
brightness of segments with in each digit
and a wide viewing angle for distances
up to 15 ft. It is available now in common cathode configuration for ease in
multiplex operation on rugged, onepiece printed circuit board construction. Applications include Citizens
Band radios, scanners, digital instrumentation, electronic games, medical
electronics, test and measurement equipment and desk top calculators. Prices
are $14.65 each in quantities up to 100
and $11.65 each in quantities of
100 to 999.Texas Instruments Inc.,
P.O. Box 5012, M/S 308 (Attn: Tl L804)
Dallas, TX 75222.
Circle 296

MDB SYSTEMS presents...The DEC PDP·n·eonnection
Adapter with line frequency
clock.
MDU-11 Synchronous Serial
Line Adapter.
0 Device controllers for most
major manufacturer's
Printers
Card equipment
Paper tape equipment
All controllers are software
MDB Systems products always
Pins and sockets optional.
transparent and use PDP-11
1710 Module with 40 IC posiequal and usually exceed the host
diagnostics.
manufacturer's specifications
tions for user logic; sockets
Check first with MDB Systems
and performance for a similar
optional.
for your PDP-11 computer
llB Direct Memory Access
interface. MDB interfaces are
Module with 12 IC positions interface requirements.
software and diagnostic transfor user logic.
parent to the host computer. MDB
MDB also supplies interface
DRllC, a direct DEC equivalent. modules for Data General
products are competitively priced;
Digital I/O Module.
delivery is usually within 14 days
NOVA* and Interdata computers
ARO or sooner.
Wire Wrappable Module with and for DEC's LSI-11 microprocessor.
70 IC positions, sockets
Here are some MDB Systems
optional.
connections to DEC PDP-11
computers:
Unibus Terminator.
1
0 General Purpose Interfaces
D Communications Modules
Moe SYSTEMS, 1Nc.
UC Module with 16 bit input
MDL-11 Asynchronous Line
1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
and 16 bit output registers;
Adapter.
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
20 user wire wrap positions.
MDL-llW Asynchronous Line "TMs Digital Equipment Corp. & Data General Corp.

GP Logic Modules · Peripheral
Controllers · Communications
Interfaces · Special Purpose
Modules
New: MDB DRllC General
Purpose Interface and MDL-11
Asynchronous Serial Line
Adapter

MIJO
I I []

See us at the National Computer Conference
CIRCLE 10 FOR PDP-11; 11 FOR NOVA; 12 FOR INTERDATA; 13 FOR LSl-11.
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The display provides improved character readability with no focusing or linearity problems and can be directly interfaced with digitally addressed microprocessor-based systems. Neon orange in color with a high contrast dark
LARGE SCREEN DATA
background, characters are arranged in
DISPLAYS
a 5 x 7 dot matrix, each measuring 0.26
A 480 character alphanumeric panel
inch high x 0.14 inch wide to provide
uniformity, intensity and high visibility
display, offered at prices comparable
with CRT displays, requires lower volwithout edge distortion. Characters can
be viewed for extended periods in
tages than CRTs and can be packaged
daylight or at night with low reading
as a complete display sub-system in an
ultra-thin design (less than 2" in depth). fatigue. The matrix maintains stable,

low glare fixed characters not influenced by voltage changes or external
disturbances. With 480 characters, 12
lines of 40 characters each, the display
panel area is a compact 11 inches long
x six wide. It is 1-1/4" deep, including
drive electronics.
Each display is supplied complete
with a panel driver board. The driver
board includes all electronics necessary
to digitally address the full panel including drivers, shift registers, latches,
blanking, dimming and signal/component detection failure . The driver board
is designed to present a minimum interface to its host controller or system. For
example, only 5 interface signal in put
leads are essentially required . Interconnection to the driver board is through a
26 pin connector. Voltage input re-

More Love
At Fust Byte...
For Data General Users,We Now Provide A
4019*-CompatibleController For Our Fixed-Head

Disc eeu:M

If you thought high cost
and difficult maintenance were necessary
evils in fixed-head storage, then you
haven't heard about our rugged line of Model 980 discs
and DC-100 Controllers.
Field-proven in more
than 2,000 installations, our fixedhead disc memories
feature an interchangeable Disc
Cell™. Not an ordinary disc pack
-this reliable,
sealed unit has a
self-contained spindie, Winchester-type
~~
media, and read/write
head assemblies. The rugged Disc Cell seldom failsbut if it should, you won't incur
costly downtime because it can be quickly
removed and replaced.
Providing an 8.5-ms average access time
at transfer rates up to 8.4 Mbits/sec., the
Model 980 systems are presently available
in storage capacities ranging from 0.5 to
2.0 Mbytes (larger capacities available by
daisy-chaining). A 4.0 Mbyte unit will be

available later this year.
Seismic, Process Control, POS, Data
Processing, Military-whatever environment your minicomputer is destined for, you won't find a
more reliable, easy-tomaintain disc system.
Interfacing with
any Data General minicomputer
couldn't be easier, using our DC100 Controller.
Transparent to
ROOS Software
and boasting a
fast transfer rate,
the DC-100 slides into
a circuit board slot in
the CPU. For OEM pricing information and complete technical details on the
Model 980 and DC-100, circle the R.S.
number, or call (408)732-7070.
'Product of Data General Corp.

1195 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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quirements are +5V, -12V as well as a
-250V low current supply which can
readily be obtained from a low cost
DC to DC converter.
Prototypes are now available at
$480 each with production prices at the
100 quantity level of $315 each.
All 64 ASCII characters can be displayed as well as over 100 different characters and symbolic fonts including
Cyrillic, Hebrew and Katakana plus
special characters such as math symbols,
fractions and geometric symbols. Bu rroughs Corporation Electronic Components Division, P.O . Box 1226, Plainfield,
NJ 07061.
Circle 292

DIGITAL PANEL METER
READABLE AT 40 FEET
A 3%-digit panel meter incorporating
0.8-inch (2.03-cm) LEDs permits easy
visibility at up to 40 feet, suiting it for
any application where read-out distances
are greater than those typically encount ered in bench-top applications.
"The range of applications for these
devices is quite wide,"said Dom Norcia,
Fairchild marketing manager for instruments. "Since these DPMs convert an
analog signal to a digital display, they
are perfect for control and monitoring
applications on the factory floor, at a
utility, or for use in a wide range of

medical instrumentation."
Models are available with either a
15-pin dual row connector or 8-pin
terminal block. The 15-pin connector
offers greater applications fie xi bi I ity.
Features such as bit serial, decimal
point selection and external hold are
available from terminals provided at
the connector. The 8-pin terminal block
is a simpler, more efficient termination
method for applications that do not require external access to all the features
available with the 15-pin connector.
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) bit
serial outputs capable of driving one
TTL load are standard; BCD bit parallel is available as an option on a separate PC board which can be added in the
factory or field. Characteristics of this
feature include a grounded configuration, non-floating input, four TTL signals and a read-ready signal. All data
bits are latched and a sign is included
in the data transfer (sign is valid into
overrange). Designated Model 80, it is
also equipped to drive external circuitry
- 25mA of 5VDC and 15mA of -8VDC.
The panel housing is 3.580 inches
(91 mm) by 1.645 inches (41.8 mm)
permitting installation in either the pro-

inkers for a life of 10,000,000 characters. Paper can be-either a standard
8%'' roll, fanfold or cut page, and
the unit interfaces to 8-bit parallel
ports. Price: from $495. Digital
Groop, P.O. Box 6528, Denver, CO
80206. (303) 777-7133 Circle 246

posed NEMA domestic cutout or in
DIN cutouts. Instrumentation Un it,
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, 1725 Technology Dr., San Jose.
CA 95110.
Circle 295

96-COL IMPACT PRINTER
COMES IN $495 KIT
This full-size, kit-built, impact printer
outputs 120 cps, 96 characters/line.

MUL Tl-CONTROLLER BOARD
INTERFACES.D.G. MINIS

Character spacing measures 12 to the
inch, and line spacing equals six to
the inch. The unit prints up to four
copies simultaneously, and character
set and pitch are variable under software control, allowing for doublewidth characters and varying-width
characters within the same line. The
pri'nter has a 5" x 7" character matrix, and its ribbon has built-in- re-

Slot Saver, a multi-controller interface board for Data General Nova
and Eclipse computers, measures 15"
square and contains interface controllers for low-speed peripherals devices commonly used with min icomputers. A maximum configuration
consists of controllers for two CRTs
or TTYs, a real -time clock, a papertape punch and a line printer. The
system is compatible with the instruction sets and operating systems
software supplied by Data General
for each specific peripheral device.
Price varies with number of controllers and quantity of boards. Custom
Systems, Inc., 2415 Annapolis La.,
Minneapolis, MN 55441. (612) 553Circle 244
1112

MDB SYmMs presents... The NOV~ Connection
0 Multiple 110 board for TTY
and/or RS-232 Controllers.
Options include Real Time
Clock and modem control.
D
Accessory
Hardware
New: Four or Eight Channel
Front
loading
expansion
Multiplexors • Multiple 1/0
chassis,
optional
power
Controller
supply
configurations,
MDB Systems products always
chassis may be terminated
equal and usually exceed the
or daisy chained.
host manufacturer's specificaTerminator
modules.
sockets or DIP devices.
tions and performance for a
Extender
boards.
similar interface. MDB interfaces D Device Controllers for most
Check first with MDB Systems
major manufacturer's
are software and diagnostic
your NOVA computer
for
Printers
transparent to the host computer.
interface
requirements.
Card equipment
MDB products are competitively
MDB
also
supplies interface
Paper Tape equipment
priced; delivery is usually within
modules
for
DEC PDP-11* and
0 Four or eight channel Multi14 days ARO or sooner.
Interdata
computers
and for
plexors, Nova 4060 comHere are some MDB Systems
LSI-11
microprocessor.
DEC's
patible, with many additional
connections to Data General
program controlled features.
NOVA computers:
Full modem control conD General Purpose Interfaces:
tained on board. Optional
GPIO similar to Nova 4040,
MOB SYSTEMS, INC.
panel for multiplexor prowith PC' d interface logic
N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
vides standard 25 pin com- 1995
and wire wrap section for
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
munications connectors for
105 wire wrap devices.
"TMs Data General Corp . &. Digital Equipment Corp.
each channel.
Full wire wrap board for 215

GP Interface Modules · Peripheral Controllers · Communications Interfaces · Accessory
Hardware

1':1[]~

See us at the National Computer Conference
CIRCLE 11 FOR NOVA; 10 FOR PDP-11; 12 FOR INTERDATA; 13 FOR LSl-11.
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PRINTERS: FROM IMPACT
TO LASER
up to 10 times the performance
of conventional printers
Although electromechanical printers
provide sterling service at printing
speeds of 1,000 to 2,000 lines/min,

they can be too slow for fast data
processing and storage systems now
available. Mechanical considerations
restrict further increase in their
printing speed. The two main sections of this printer are the character
generator and the electrophotographic
system for printing on normal singlepart printer paper. In the character
generator, a laser projects coherent
light onto an acousto-optical beam
deflector in which very high frequen cy ultrasonic waves produce pressure
variations that act as a diffraction

But it has some features
you won't find on the big ones:
Don't let its small size fool you. Our portable logic analyzer is truly a David among Goliaths. Weighing just
16 pounds, it packs a big-performance wallop wherever you're chasing digital bugs-in your laboratory, or
at a customer installation.
The 50-MHz instrument shown above works with virtually any externally triggered scope or X-Y display
to present multiple-trace timing diagrams for quick comparison and analysis. Standard features include
True Sample Mode (TSM) and Dual Memory (Bx512 bits, each).
You're not likely to find the TSM feature on any other logic analyzer because we pioneered it. With TSM,
you can exclude, from the record, all glitches which endure for a sample period or less. A similar technique
lets you exclude glitches from the trigger for a period as long as three sample clocks. That means you don't
have to hassle with "negligible" glitches-because you can trigger on, and see only, the data you want.
Our Dual Memory lets you capture up to 16 complex data streams. Dual storage makes
it easy to save records for later comparison with the front-panel controlled exclusive-or output.
If you're working at lower frequencies, you may be more interested in our 20-MHz
instrument. Also portable, this unit offers many of the same triggering/recording
features found on the more expensive 50-MHz instrument.
Don't purchase a logic analyzer until you've talked to us. Our
company was founded on the basis of a better idea in logic analyzers,
and we're readytodemonstratethat idea to you today. For technical
details and pricing information, circle the \R.S. number, or contact
the small fry at (408) 446-4322.

The

Giant Killers

' Big ones. such as those offered by
Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix , Blomation , etc.

BP INSTRUMENTS

S. De Anza Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
10601
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grating for the coherent light. If the
ultrasonic frequencies are now varied
by means of a control electronics
driven by the CPU, the angle of deflection of the laser beam behind
the diffraction grating changes in
such a way that the beam fans out
in the vertical axis. This light fan is
moved in the horizontal axis by a
polygon mirror and then falls on the
rotating photoconductor drum.
Characters thus generated and still
to be printed are transferred onto
single-part printer paper by means
of electrophotography. The photoconductor surface is charged electr ically prior to exposure. The surface of
the drum is then discharged at those
points which are struck by the Iight
beam; charged toner powder is then
applied to the drum and adheres
electrostatically to the exposed points.
After transfer of the powder particles to the synchronously running

Siemens used laser beams and electrophotography to attain printing speeds
of up to 1.2 million lines per hour, or
around 70,000 characters per second roughly ten times the performance of
impact printers.
paper, the toner is fused into the
paper by means of heat and pressure.
Parallel to data output via the
laser beam, an overlay image, e.g. a
form blank, may be overprinted
enabling unprinted paper to be used .
The finished printed paper is stacked
by a powered forms stacker integrated
in the printer. Various commercially
available forms handling machines
can be attached to this stacker. These
devices facilitate bursting of forms,
programmed stacking or sorting by
various criteria.
Use of this laser printer, Siemens
says, has a number of advantages.
The specified printing rate - up to

220 DIN A4 forms per minute - is
independent of the character set and
line spacing. Besides various fonts and
font" sizes, f inished graphic representa tions can be printed, thus dispensing
with t he need for preprinted form
paper. Small fonts make for furthe r
paper savings. The print quality in
general is better , reliable and higher.
Final ly, Siemens claims that its
laser printer provides a further contribu ti on to environmental protection : the operating noise level has
been reduced to below 60 decibels.
Siemens AG , Postfach 3240, D-8520
Erlangen 2, Federal Republic of
Germany.
Circle 262

DAPS Units are constructed on an
open aluminum chassis; mounting
may be accomplished in various ori entations with optional fasteners
available. Overvoltage protection is
available with either one OVP on
each output or a single one to protect both outputs. Electrostatically
shielded transformers provide lower
high frequency noise experience. All
units are regulated by hermetically
sealed integrated circuit regulators in
metal enclosures and all transistors

TR I PL E-OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLY
FOR MICROPROCESSORS
Triple-output power supply from
Hewlett-Packard is designed to power
OEM ,;,icroprocessor systems that
need independently adjustable and
isolated voltages. The HP 623120
supply simultaneously provides three
outputs with a wide latitude of voltage combinations . Main output is
rated at 4. 75V to 5.25V at 3A; the
other two each range from 4. 75V
at 0.38A to 12.6V at 0.6A. Output
effects for source and load are listed
as 0.1 percent respectively. Period ic
and random deviation is 1mV rms,
3mV p-p; 20 Hz to 20MHz. Input
voltage taps can be changed by
the user to cover the range of
104VAC to 127VAC or 208VAC to
250VAC at 48 to 63Hz. Protection
features include an internal AC fuse,
fixed foldback current limit and
standard overvoltage protection on
the main 5V output (optional on
the other two outputs). Price: $116
each in quantities of 100. HewlettPackard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd .,
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
Circle 256

DUAL OUTPUT DC SUPPLIES
FOR MICROPROCESSORS
A complete ser ies of dual output
power suppl ies for microprocessors
and op-amps has primary ac input
capabilities to operate over a range of
115/ 230 V ±10%, 47-63 Hz at a
temperature up to 50° C ambient with
no derating requ ired for 47-63 Hz
operation . Calcu lated MTBF using
Ml.L-HDBK-217Aguide lines is over
60,000 hours. Warranty is 2 years.

used are hermetically sealed TO 3
can types. Regulation is ±0.05% for
line; ±0.1% for load . Ripple is 1 mV
RMS ; (3mV peak to peak maximum).
Adtech Power, Inc., 1621 S. Sinclair
St., Anaheim, CA 92806.Circle 263

MDB SYSTEMS presents ... The LSl-11 Connection
GP Logic Modules · Peripheral
Controllers · Communications
Interfaces · Spedal Purpose
Modules · Accessory Hardware
Plus: DEC's own LSI-11 Microprocessor Module.
Here are some MDB Systems
connections to LSI-11
microprocessors :
D General Purpose Interfaces:
Parallel for programmed 110
andDMA.
Do-it-yourself dual and quad
wire wrap for any DIP design. D MDB Backplane/Card Guide
Assembly (8 Quad slots)
D Device Controllers for most
mount chassis SW'
Rack
major manufacturer's
front
panel.
Printers
D
Special
Purpose
Modules and
Card equipment
Accessories
Paper tape equipment
System monitoring unit
Plotters
provides front panel switch
D Communications/Terminal
addressing, power on/off
Modules
sequencing; line frequency
Asynchronous Serial Line
clock.
Synchronous Serial Line

D Bus extenders/ terminators .
E-PROM and PROM modules.
Bus connectors for backplane
assemblies .
MDB Systems products always
equal and usually exceed the
host manufacturer's specifications and performance for a
similar interface. MDB interfaces
are software and diagnostic
transparent to the host computer.
MDB products are competitively
priced; delivery is usually within
14 days ARO or sooner.
MDB also supplies interface
modules for DEC PDP·-11 Data
General NOVA• and Interdata
minicomputers.

~lJB

MOB SYSTEMS, INC.

1995 N. Batavi a St.. Orange, California 9266 5
714/998-6 900
TWX: 910-5 93-1339
'TM' D1g1ta l Equipment Corp . & Data C.cncra l Corp

See us at the National Computer Confe.rence
CIRCLE 13 FOR LSl -11; 10 FOR PDP-11; 11 FOR NOVA; 12 FOR INTERDATA.
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ROYTRON™
paper tape punches
For OEM users who have the means
for mechanical drive and timing
within their equipment and prefer to
supply their own circuitry and housing .
Provided with Tape Tear Knife ,
Plastic Tape Hold Down , Tape
Drive Sprocket, Clear Plastic
Punch Cover, Adjustable Tape
Guide, Timing Pulse Generator
and 4 Mounting Pads.
IC Electronics Optional.

MODELSOO
Also Available:
60 cps Ba sic Punch Mec hani sm
Rack Mounted , 50/60 cps
5 %" x 3\-11" x 4% "
Desktop Punch Station
Combination Desktop Reader /Punch models
with parallel or special interface
All made in the U.S.A.

product
news
SYNCHRONOUS TAPE DRIVE
The microprocessor-based TOI 1050
Transport from Tandberg Data uses
two 10'h-inch reels and features an
optional internal for matter. With an
interface of industry -wide compa ti bility, the TOI 1050 reads and wr it es
data at densities of 1600 cp i phaseencoded or 800, 556, and 200 cp i
N RZI at speeds of 12.5 to 45 ips,
with a rewind speed of 200 ips
average, on either 7 or 9 tracks.Th e
internal formatter permits users to
daisy-chain up to four transports .
ANSI and I BM compatibility is pro-

34 Maple Avenue , Pi ne Brook , N.J. 07058 / (201) 575-8100
IN U.K. - ADLER BUS . SYSTEMS / OEM PRODS , Airpo rt House, Purley. Way ,Croyden , Surrey, England
IN FRANCE - SWEDA INTERNATIONAL/ OEM , 103- 107 Rue de Tocquev ille , 75017 Paris , France

CIRCLE 79

Areal
reel·lo·reel value.
vided for any mode. Tandberg Data,
Inc., 4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 407,
San Diego, CA 92117. (714) 2703990.
Circle 270

OEM PRINTER

Our Model 4100 is a quality photoelectric reader handler
designed with latest technology . The handler has a fully
proportional servo. It comes integrated on either a 5%" or 8%''
high by 19" wide rack mount panel with a maximum 7\/2" reel
capability.
Both sizes have bidirectional read to 300 cps asynchronous ,
500 cps synchronous . Complete with electronics and power
supply. End of tape indication provided . Write or call for more
information .
•
DIGITAONICS
, _ Comtec Information
_ , Systems. Inc .
53 John Street, Cumberland, R. I. 02864 Phone 401 -724 -8500 TWX 710-387-1171

CIRCLE 80
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A non-impact printer now available
in APL for OEM applications featu res
dual-font printing capability, offering selectability to either of two
character sets - APL or ASCII (upper/
lower case). Wi t h full APL and ASCII
character sets, 188 pr intable characters are available. Operating at speeds
up to 30 cps, the 0 -3 prints 80
characters per l ine in a 5 x 7 dot
matrix, with automatic carriage return and line field at 81st column .
Price : less than $890 in OEM quantities of 25 units or more. Compute r
Devices, Inc., 21 North Ave., PO Box
421, Burlington, MA 01803.
Circle 259

SWITCHABLE INTERFACE
OPTION FOR 2480
CRT TERMINALS
Ann Arbor Model 2480 Terminals
are now ava ilable with a Switchable
I
Interface option which provides for
external switch-selection of either an
RS232 or 20MA current-loop interface. The terminal displays 24 lines
x 80 characters alphanumerics. Characters are 64-character ASCII displayed in a 5 x 7 dot matrix. The
KSR-version features a detachable
TTY-style keyboard, including separate numeric and cursor control
pads. Three general function keys
are provided that may be labeled
and encoded to perform user-specific functions. Only one of the
interfaces is enabled at any time,
depending ..on the setting of the
switch . If the RS232 interface is selected, the input and output current
loops are maintained through the
AUX1 connector, but the term inal
will not accept data from or send
data on the current loops. If the
20MA interface is selected, the
RS232 outputs ATS and DTR
remain at Space, but the Data out-

put is held at Mark and .the Data input is ignored. Three case options
are available to allow maximum
flexibility in tailoring the configuration to the user's application. They
include ( 1) Design 111 desktop case
including a 14-inch monitor and
detachable keyboard, (2) Series 200
modular case (controller only) for
use with free-standing monitors
and keyboards, and (3) A-case (controller only) for rack mounting in
a standard 19-inch rack. Single

DOT-MATRIX IMPACT
TABLE PRINTER
Presenting flexible symbol-generating capabilities, low noise and low
initial and maintenance cost, Model
7022 dot matrix impact printer has
22 column capacity at 12 characters/
inch , 1.58 lines/sec, 1.86" print line
capacity, top of form sensor option.
It accepts multi -COP\¢' forms up to
0.015 " thickness of almost any size
and is suited for label applications.
The design uses a printing element
compr ised of 7 print solenoids
and pr int wires; external electronics
generate the print pulses to the soleno ids which by impacting wires
on a ribbon or pressu re sensitive
paper form a wide variety of character fonts and densities. An electronic clock, instead of feedback signals, determines character positioning with attendant savings in elect ron ics. Maximum H x W x D:
6.4 x 6.85 x 4.62 inches. Developed
and manufactured by LAC, Inc..
Riverton, Wyoming, U.S.A., the
line is represented and guaranteed
by C. ltoh Electronics, Inc.. 280
Circle 260
Park Ave .. NY, NY.

quantity prices range from $1130
for the controller to $1780 for the
complete terminal. OEM and quant ity discounts available. For further
information .contact: Ann Arbor
Terminals, Inc.. 6107 Jackson Rd.,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103.
Circle 264

MDB SYMMS presents... The IMTERDATA Connection
GP Logic Modules · Peripheral
Controllers · Communications
Interfaces · Special Purpose
Modules · Accessory Hardware

selectable.
Current Loop Interface for
TIT device; multiple baud
rate selection, one of sixteen,
from 50 to 19.2K baud.
New: PASLA and Universal
D Device Controllers for most
Clock Modules.
major manufacturer's
MDB Systems products always
Printers
equal and usually exceed the
Card equipment
host manufacturer's specificaPaper tape equipment
tions and performance for a
All Controllers are software
similar interface. MDB interfaces
transparent using Interdata
wrap with 197 socket
are software and diagnostic
diagnostics.
positions.
transparent to the host computer.
Check first with 1\:1-DB Systems
MDB products are competitively D Universal Clock Module
for your Interdata computer
priced; delivery is usually within
(includes line frequency
interface requirements.
14 days ARO or sooner.
clock).
Here are some MDB Systems
Line Frequency Clock Module. MDB also supplies interface
modules for DEC PDP-11* and
connections to Interdata
D Communications Modules
Data
General NOVA* computers
computers:
PASLA, programmable crystal
and
for
DEC's LSI-11
D General Purpose Interfaces
controlled baud rate.
microprocessor.
Universal Logic Module
Communications conprovides handshake plus 92
nectors mounted on rear
edge of board (male and
wire wrap positions;
handles two independent
female, can be both terminal MOB SYSTEMS, INC.
device controllers.
or data set). All addressing 1995 N. Batavia St, Orange, California 92665
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
and speeds DIP switch
G.P. Interface board; full wire
"TMs Digital Equipment Corp. &. Data General Corp.

r:lCJB

See us at the National Computer Conference
CIRCLE 12 FOR INTERDATA; 10 FOR,PDP-11; 11 FOR NOVA; 13 FOR LSl-11.
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CASSETTE RECORDERS
16 page catalog describes cassette
recorder products. Included are descriptions, specifications and appli cation information on low power recorders for data loggin~. complete
data loggers with crystal controlled
clocks, universal readers, incre·
mental transports and OEM high
speed continuous recorders. Information on accessories, supplies and
cassettes is also included with two
pages devoted to recording techniques and tape formats. and a
handy ASCII Code Chart. Memodyne Corp., 385 Elliot St., Newton
Upper Falls, MA 02164. Circle 258

30 AMP-HOUR
LITHIUM BATTERY
FOR CMOS LOGIC

CIRCLE 81

ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
~
Ctystal Controlled DIP
........

Oscilatots designed especially
for digital clock applications
Low-cost Models DT1-121 & DT1-221 feature ...
Frequency Range: 20KHz to 25 MHz
Overall Stability: ± 0.010%-Model DT1-121
± 0005%-Model DT1 -221
Temperature Range: Cl°C to + 7Cf'C
Output waveform: Squarewave 50/ 50 ± 20% to drive
10TIL loads. 0.4V max. ··o" and 2.4V min.
" 1" 1evel.
Input Po-r: Voltage +5V± 5%. Current 30 to 120MA
depending on frequency.
Package: 14 pin DIP, glass-filled nylon. Fits into
standard 14 pin socket.
Size: (WLH) Approx. 0 .50" X0.80" X0 .37"
Other Ovenaire Highlights...
State of the Art High Stability Crystal Oscillators
Ovenized Crystal Oscillators• TCXO • VCXO
Crystal and Component Ovens• Thick Film Hybrid
Circuit Custom Services
for additional information contact ...

..........

Division of Walter Kidde & Company, Inc.
706 Forrest St.-P.O. Box 1528, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22902 • 804-977-8050- TWX 510-587-5461

CIRCLE 82
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• Electronics
•Electro-Optics
• Laser Systems
Assist you to obtain and execute
programs in
• Active Optics
• Space Surveillance
• Undersea Surveillance and
Warfare
• Ballistic Missile Defense
• Laser Fusion
Based on extensive, prestigious
experience at cutting edge of
technology in these areas. Can
assist in planning for transfer of
these technologies to commercial
applications such as resource surveillance and ocean engineering
for example.
Hanns J. Wetzstein
33 Bayfield Rd .
Wayland, Mass 01778
(617) 655-0218

A high performance lithium primary
cell provides 30 ampere-hours at 1 .0
ampere drain for an energy density
of 135 whr/lb. Model 660-5A has a
shelf Iife greater than 5 years; low
temperature performance to -65° F;
2.8 volts nominal operating voltage;
and a high rate discharge performance .
Ten ounces in weight, 1.64 inches in
diameter and 5.5 inches high, it has
been designed for: emergency locator

transmitters; underwater transponders ,
pingers, sonobuoys and instrumentation; meter reading, meteorological
instruments; and even the unusual ·
such as animal biotelemetry. Delivery is from stock to 2 weeks; pricing is under $10.00 each in OEM
quantities. Power Conversion, Inc.,
70 MacOuesten Parkway South,
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. Circle 265

PROTOTYPE MAGNETIC HEADS
SERVE DOUBLE-SIDED FLOPPIES

4K DYNAMIC BIPOLAR RAM
ACCESSES IN 100 NS

These prototype magnetic heads for double-sided floppy-disk drives serve units designed for media interchange with the IBM Model 43FD . Each assembly
consists of a ferrite/ceramic, single-track magnetic
head with a read/write section and a tunnel erase section, a flexible printed circuit lead-in cable and a load
arm, all mounted on a flexure spring attached to a
flexure support. A catamaran head bear ing surface
contacts the disk. In operation, two head assemblies
face each other on opposite sides of the flexible disk
and squeeze the disk so that each head acts as the
head/media interface force for the other. Read/write
track width equals 13 mils, and the two adjacent
erase track widths measure 6 mils each. Both the read/
write and erase cores have gap lengths of 100 µin.
Write current varies from 10 mA peak-to-peak on the
outer tracks to 7 mA peak-to-peak on the inner tracks,
and the de tunnel erase current equals 80 mA. Typical output with the disk rotating at 360 rpm and the
load force set at 7 gm ranges from 20 mV peak-topeak maximum at the outer track at half frequency
( 125 kHz) to 3 mV peak -to-peak minimum at the inner track at full frequency (250 kHz) . Maximum
packaging density equals 3268 bpi, and radial density
measures 48 tpi. Price for Models 623100 (side 0) and
623101 (side 1) head/flexure assemblies : $50 each in
sets of two. Applied Magnetics, Magnetic Head Div.,
75 Robin Hill Rd., Goleta, CA 93017.
Circle 238

This 4K dynamic bipolar RAM incorporates fast paging, controllable data latch and two chip selects. Its
faster version, the 93481 A, has a maximum access
time of 100 ns and a 240 ns cycle time. The standard
93481 has a max imum access time of 120 ns and a
280 ns cycle time . Both devices operate over the 0°
to 70° C range and require a 5V ±5% supply. All pins
on the 4K x 1 units meet standard TT~ specifications.
Power consumption measures 350 mW active, 70 mW
standby and 500 mW in page mode at +5V. Page mode
access and cycle t imes are 75 ns for the 93481 and
65 ns for the 93481A . Both units come in standard
16-pin ceramic DIPs. Prices: $24 for the 93481 and
$31.20 for the 93481A, both in 100s. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., ms 20-1050,
Mountain View, CA 94042. (415) 962-3951 Circle 233
2~LBPORTABLECASSETTESYSTEM

MULTIPLEXES 8-CHANNEL ANALOG DATA
Model 331 data acquisition /storage system multiplexes 8 channels of -10 to +10 V analog information
on 9-track digital tape cassettes. Information is recorded in 800 bpi, NRZI format, on %"computercompatible magnetic tape . Software for subsequent
analysis is available and may be tailored to the user's
specifications. Biological Technical Services, 18 Fraley
Dr., Somerset, NJ 08873 . (201) 981-7132 Circle 235

MDI SYSTEMS presents...The Printer Connedion
From DEC's PDP-11 &. 8*, Data
General NOVA*, Interdata and
Hewlett Packard 21MX Computers, Plus the DEC LSI-11
Microcomputer to these popular model Line Printers:
DEC LA 180 · Centronics · Data
Printer· Data Products· Data
100 · Mohawk · Printronix ·Tally
New! Diablo 2300 Series
D Low-cost line printer
controllers
D Completely software
transparent to host computers
D Runs host computer
diagnostics
MDB Systems controllers
provide user flexibility in line
printer selection with no change
in host system software. Just
plug-in the MDB module and
connect your line printer. Each
controller is a single printed

More than three dozen
computer-to-printer controller
combinations are available from
MDB Systems as well as modules
for other compatible parallel
interface printers.
A long-line parallel operation
option is available for most
printers permitting full speed
operation up to 3000 feet.
MDB Systems has an extensive repertoire of general purpose
logic modules, device controllers
and accessories for the computers listed. Your inquiry will
receive a prompt response.

circuit board requiring one
chassis slot. Fifteen foot cable
length standard.
Transparent to the host computer, the controller is completely
compatible with diagnostics,
drivers and operating systems.
Operation and programming
considerations are exactly as
described by the host computer
manufacturer.

f:l[)B

MOB SYSTEMS, INC.

1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
714/998-6900 TVVX: 910-593-1339
"T Ms Digital Equipment Corp. & Data General Corp.

See us at the National Computer Conference
CIRCLE 14 FOR DEC; 15 FOR NOVA; 16 FOR INTERDATA; 17 FOR LSl-11; 18 FOR HP.
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Reach the rich
EuroP-ean
market •••
now

Many perceptive marketers get a third of their sales from
Europe . Where U.S. technology is welcome .

prehensive qualificat ions questionnaire . Rifle stuff, not
shotgun .

There's no better time than now to parlay potential in·
to profits. If you know where to go . And how to get
your message across the Atlantic .

We're in major international trade shows, too. With
extra distribution. We monitor markets , sense trends,
glean prospects, sift feedback. So that when you advertise in DIGITAL DESIGN, low cost-per-thousand
isn't the only name of the game . It 's sales .

DIGITAL DESIGN gets it there . Talk to our regular U.S.
readers at our normal low cost-per-thousand rates and
you talk to our European readers at the same time.

digital .
etes191

Not just any Tom, Dick or Guisseppi either. Qualified
prospects, al I. Customers whose interests, installations
and buying intentions are catalogued on our own com-

the market makers

Benwill Publishing Corporation, 167 Corey Road , Brookline, MA 02146
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*

West (213) 454-0624

*

Eaat (617) 232-S470

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
28 ADDISON -WESLEY PUBLISHING
80 ADDMASTER
Agency: Mich Associates
31, 33 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS DESIGN
Agency: Art-Effects
24, 25 ADTECH POWER
Agency : William E. Wilson
17 AMCOMP
Agency : Bergthold, Flllhardt & Wright
8 ANN ARBOR TERMINALS
94 AYDIN CONTROLS
Agency: Barlen Ass ociates
51
82
98

93, 95, 97, 99, 101 , 103 MOB SYSTEMS
Agency : Sunshine Group
65 MEGADATA
Agency: Arnold A . Nachman

57 MEMODYNE
83 MFE

Agency : Letter·Men
34, 35, 59 MITS
Agency : Agency

18, 19 MONOLITHIC SYSTEMS
Agency : International Marketing Communications

MUPRO
23

BALL BROS. RESEARCH
Agency: Mldlan d Associates
BEi ELECTRONICS

27

Agency : Group Five West
BP INSTRUMENTS
Agency : Associated Ad -Ve ntures

77
39

7 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Agency : Dalley
73 COMPEC EUROPE '77
87 COMPUTER SCIENCE PRESS
82 CREATIVE MACHINES
Agency: Mag-Tek, Inc.

Agency : David A. Toren

54, 55

81

PORELON
Agency : Franklin / Mautner
13 PRINTRONIX
Agency : William E. Wilson

Agency: Sunshine Associates

C-4

32

DIGITAL ASSOCIATES
Agency : Kamp Paiste Hammer & Beaudrot
29, 30 DIGITRAN
Agency: SAMS
100 DIGITRONICS
Agency : LeBeau , Leich & Santangini

SC ELECTRONICS
SOLA BASIC

C-3 SYSTEM INDUSTRIES
Agency : Associates Ad -Venture
100 SWEDA INTERNATIONAL
Agency : GHB

EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS
EPSON AMERICA

Agency : Sylvester
47 GENERALINSTRUMENT
Agency : Darryl Lloyd
6 GENISCO TECHNOLOGY
Agency : William E. Wiison
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
Agency : Cooley & Shllllnglaw

ICOM
Agency : Courtney / Wil son
IMSAI
Agency: Republic
79 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Aqency : Olvmous
69 IPC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PRESS LTD.
43 !SS/ SPERRY UNIVAC

2, 3 TANDBERG DATA
Agency : Grant & Millard
4 TEC
Agency: TEC-Ad
78 TELCON INDUSTRIES
45 TELETYPE
Agency : N.W . Ayer
48, 49 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Agency : Glenn Bozell & Jacobs
71 THOMSON INDUSTRIES
Agency : Kotula

80

9

TRIPLE I

Agency: Ad pub Associates
41

WANGCO
Agency : B.J . Joh nson
WATKINS-JOHNSON
Agency : W-J
14 WESTERN PERIPHERALS

53

Agency : La Centra

75, 84, 85

37
58

Agency : Audiotronics Communications

EAGLE -PICHER

102 C. ITOH
Agency : Zam & Kirshner

ROLM
Agency : McArthur Associates

Agency : Butl •R oberts

Agency: Adventures

11

POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS

Agency : Petersen

DATAFLUX
Agency : Associated Ad-Ventures
DATARAM
Agency : Louis Zimmer Communications
8 DE ANZA

88

PERKIN -ELMER DATA SYSTEMS
Agency : Nigberg

C-2

21

89, 90, P.C.
44

OK MACHINE & TOOL
Agency : Camen
ONTEL

102 OVENAIRE
Agency ; John M . Bunch

96

46

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
Agency : Chlat / Day
NCR
Agency : Faller Klenk & Quinlan

Agency : Sylvester
102 WETZSTEIN
81 WILSON LABS

KERONIX

Agency : Sylvester

SALES OFFICES
PUBLISHER Yuri Spiro

MARKETING PROGRAMS DIRECTOR Irwin Stern

NEW ENGLAND George Palken 167 Corey Road , Brookline, MA 02146 (617) 2325470 NEW YORK, WASHINGTON DC, PHILADELPHIA Wes Schneider 30 P Village
Green , Budd Lake, NJ 07828 (201) 347-7920 MIDWEST, SOUTH Ralph Petersen
1 Wheaton Center, No. 1706, Wh eaton, IL 60187 (312) 653-2480 LOS ANGELES,
PHOENIX, DALLAS, SAN FRANCISCO Al an Cazier 823 Enchanted Way, Pacific
Pal isades, CA 90272 (213) 454-0624 WEST GERMANY Maurice A. Coates lnt'I.
Media Reps . D-675 Kalserlautern , Box 1610 JAPAN Hiro H. Iri e International Bu siness Corp . 11-8 Narita -Higashi 1-C home, Suginaml-KU, Tokyo 166 Phon e: (03)
311-1746.
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What Makes a
Microcomputer
Company!

W

hat type of firm can best tap the microcomputer revolution? What, indeed, is a microcomputer?

The second question is easy to answer; a microcomputer is simply the product of the marriage of LSI

technology with the concept of the computer - a hardware structure adaptable to different tasks through

programming changes. Indeed, you can best define "microcomputer" by replacing the prefix "micro" with
the phrase "LSI implementation of a."
The computer concept is so general and powerful that we now find microcomputers in wristwatches,
pocket calculators and video games as well as in the more traditional areas of industrial controllers, termi·
nals and computer peripherals . In the not·too·distant future, we'll also find microcomputers in the imple·
mentation of mini and midicomputers, and later, in megacomputers.
What, then, is a microcomputer company? Is it a semiconductor manufacturer that makes pocket cal cu·
lator circuits organized as microcomputers? Or is it a minicomputer manufacturer that uses LSI implementa·
ti on for its computers?
Neither of these firms is a microcomputer company, although both manufacture microcomputers. The
real potential of microcomputers can only be tapped by a company - distinguished from a traditional com·
ponent or minicomputer manufacturer - that controls, innovates in and merges four technologies : semicon·
ductor processing, LSI design, system architecture and software . Only such a company can take full advan·
tage of the merger of LSI technology with the computer ; traditional computers and computer architecture,
and the firms that implement them, have evolved under the economic pressure and reality of a technology
other than LSI.
With LSI, it will be possible within ten years to produce a universal component or building block that
will function as a basic network component in both small and large systems. But to achieve this goal, co·
ordinated innovation in all four key technologies will be essential. What we see today in the microcomputer
market is only the beginning of a long, irreversible process that will take us into unexplored territories of
artificial intelligence.

Federico Faggin is president of Zilog, Cupertino, CA. We will be
pleased to provide space for opposing views.
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Mbytes
We helped Stanford score
a win against slow delivery
of minicomputer disk storage.
When Stanford University's School of Earth
Sciences needed a fast large-file disk system for
its PDP-11/34 application, it found that the
minicomputer manufacturer couldn't deliver.
That's when Professor Jon Claerbout
began looking for other alternatives.
And that's when we proved our capa\ bility to deliver the right system in
just 30 days ARO.
But quick delivery wasn't the
only reason the Stanford group chose
our 300 Mbyte system for geophysical
signal processing. In the words of Research Assistant Bob Mathews, "The
System Industries disk is considerably
faster at swapping full-size core images
than most disks available."
Responsive delivery and unmatched performance per dollar. Two good reasons why
System Industries has become the largest independent supplierof minicomputer disk systems.
We intend to maintain this dominant position because of a third good reason- total
software support.
Whether you're using UNIX like the group
at Stanford, or any of the minicomputer manufacturer's OS software (e.g., RSX-110, RS/TS,
MRDOS, RSX-llM, etc.), you can count on
System Industries software know-how to optimize your system performance.
Put us on your team, and we'll help you
score wins with fast delivery, unmatched
price/performance and total software support. Contact the System Industries representative in your area, and start winning today.

f

Systeml i 'ndustries
an equal opportunity employer

535 Del Rey Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Boston : Stu Oremland, (617) 492-1791. New York: Ron Caruso, (201) 461-3242; Bob Geise, (716) 385-3021; Al Levine, (516) 299-4272;
Paul Margolin, (201) 694-3334. Wash ington, D.C.: Dave Jenoff, (202) 337-1160. Cincinnati: Gary McCabe , (513) 661 -9156. LosAngeles:
Steve Pricer, (714) 752-8904. Houston: Stan Coffee, (713) 465-2700. Sunnyvale HQ: Jim Winkel , Lynne Hodges, (408) 732-1650. Canada:
Jim Tomkins,(416) 624-0320. United Kingdom: Pip Smith, Chris lbbott, (4862) 70725.
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30 Day Delivery.
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That•s Why We're #1
in Mil·Spec Computen.
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4900 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara , CA 95050. (408) 988-2900 .
In Europe : 645 Hanau, Muehlstrasse 19, Germany, 06181 15011, TWX 418-4170.
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